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PRE17ACE 
Evaluation has been i dentified as one of t he most crucial phases 
of public school education i n vocational agriculture. Consider able 
research has been conducted regarding t his process . Most i nvestiga-
tions, however , have been concerned with surveys dealing with opinions 
and recommendations of aut horities, wi t h little effort t o appl y statis-
tical analysis t o t he data. This thes is represent s an attempt t o make 
a contribution to better evaluation by applying statistical analysis to 
objective data perta ining to programs of vocational agricultuxe . I t is 
hoped that the findi ngs of this investigation may be a useful supplenent 
to established evaluative criteria for meas t1ring t he effectiveness of 
progr ams of vocational agriculture. 
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129 . . . 
CHAPI'ER I 
AN ANALYSIS OF FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO EFFECTIVE 
PROGRA1'IS OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE 
During the school term of 1951-1952, the writer was enrolled in 
two five-quarter hour graduate courses devoted to a study of evalua-
tion. The education department of Baylor University offered this 
graduate work by extension at Hamilton, Texas , where the writer was the 
teacher of vocational agriculture for six years. The writer enrolled 
at the Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College in the swnmer of 
1952 in order to continue graduate study l eadi ng to a doctorate in 
education and f or tunately had Professor H. W. Sanders as one of his 
instructors . The course taught by Professor Sanders involved evalua-
tion of programs ?f vocational education in agriculture.1 
As a result of the interest in evaluation kindled by the experi-
ences evolving out of these courses, the wri.ter selected a research 
problem for his doctoral thesis concerning this vitally important process. 
This investigation is concerned primarily with evaluation of programs 
of vocational education in agriculture. 
After the investigator reviewed research reports .pertaining to 
evaluation of programs of vocational education in agriculture, it was 
observed that little research has been done in which there has been an 
attempt to evaluate objective data and to apply statistical analysis 
lProfessor H. W. Sanders is Head of the Division of Vocational 




to such data. Instead, the investigator observed that studies have dealt, 
for the greater part, with subjective data and opini on type surveys. Many 
of the studies have included abst r act and intangible goals and objectives. 
The investigator , therefore, endeavored to plan and conduct a research 
project in which objective data were used as a basis for t he study. 
This thesis is concerned primaril y with an analysis of factors related 
to programs of vocational agriculture . After r eviewing the literature and 
consulting with authorities, 80 factors were selected to be surveyed in 
this study. The selected factors were t hose believed to contribute to 
the effectiveness of programs of vocat ional education in agriculture. 
Only those f actors were selected which could be measured objectively. 
Factors were considered which might be classed as specific short-time 
goals, concrete plans of action, or definite steps to be t aken toward 
the major objectives of vocational education i n agricul ture. 
Alice Miel used the t erm "short- time goals" to i ndicate a plan of 
action: 
Therefore, people need also concrete pl ans of action that suggest 
definite steps that may be taken in moving toward the distant goal. They 
need a series of specific short-time goals so t hat accomplishment can be 
experienced frequently •• •• 2 
Mil ler and Spalding repor t ed, "If evaluation is to be more than a post-
mortem examination, it must point to action.n3 
! guiding :ehilosopby for vocational education in agriculture. The 
National Vocational Education Act presents a guiding philosophy for voca-
tional education in agr i culture which states the controlling purpose of 
2Alice Miel, Changing the Curriculum,! Social Process (New York , 
1946), p. 56. 
3van Miller and Wil lard B. Spaling , The Public Administration of 
American Schools (New York, 1952), p. 456. 
3 
vocational education in agriculture is to fit for useful employment. Voca-
tional education in agricult ure shall be designed to meet the needs of 
persons fourteen years of age or over who have entered upon or who are 
preparing to enter upon the work of the farm or the f arm home. The school 
shall provide for directed or supervised farm practice in agriculture, 
either on a farm provided for by the school or other far m, for at least 
six months per year.4 The term "supervised farm practice" means teaching 
on the farm for the purpose of developing the individual's farming pro-
gram. "Under the direction and guidance of capable teachers of vocational 
agriculture, this opportunity should mean at least a substantial start 
i n f arming for students by the time they have completed high school."5 
Need for the study. Teachers of vocational agriculture, teacher 
trainer s in agricultural education , supervisors, administrators, and 
i nt erested laymen have been concerned with the problem of evaluating pro-
grams of vocational education in agriculture . These groups have been 
interested in finding objective measures that may be used to evaluate 
the effectiveness of programs of vocational agriculture. The need for 
further research r egarding evaluation has been pointed out by authorities 
in agricultural education. For example, 
The National Standards Committee for Vocational Education i n Agriculture 
recogni zed the urgent need -for the evaluation of three phases of agri-
cultura l education •.• viz.: (1) evaluation of t he local programs of 
vocational education in agriculture, (2) evaluation of teacher t r aining 
programs in agricultural education, and (3) evaluation of supervision and 
administration of programs in vocational agriculture. The committee was 
of the opinion that evaluation of procedures in these three fields in 
4smith-Hughes Act (Public Law No. 347, Sixty-fourth Congress , 
S. 703), Section 10. 
5E. J. Johnson and W. N. Elam, Guiding High-School Students of 
Vocational Agriculture in Developing Farming Programs (United States 
Printing Office, 1952), p. 1 . 
agriculture shotild be a continuous pro'Cesef.6 
Mr. J • . B. Perky' has a1so emphasized the ,neij'i tor ·tttrtlier work in 
developing evaluating syste~: · 
Since· 1931 the writer [j_. __ B. Perkt,7 ha'S been tne 'State- Supervisor 
efr Vocational Agric'lllture ·1n Oklahoma, ana is in.. charge of administra-
tion of the program _of vocational agriculture in tbe State. For some 
ye·ars, he has f'elt that there was a need tor a plan to evalUAte prograJDB 
of ·voeational agriculture in the State. He and his staff, composed ot 
four district7supervisors, felt that some sort of evaluating system ~as 
needed •••• 
In another part of the report, he stated: 
, -
4 
••• These lett;r·s /jrom State Supervisors of Vocational .A.gricultur!l · 
indicate a general recognition throughout the United States of a need tor 
a satisfactory, wo8kable system of evaluating programs of voeationa1 
agriculture •••• 
Professor George F. Ekstrom, teacher tr~iner f'rom Missour~, -made this 
comment, "Evaluatio.ns of programs /J:n agricultural educatioEJ are ·needed · 
to determine the effectiveness of the instruction and to serve as a. be.sis : 
for making improvement in the work.•9 
In su.mmarizing research studies made concerning evaluation in agri-
cultural education, Professor Kitts of Minnesota reported: 
Today, just as Hamlin indicated in 1941, program planning and evalua-
tion are crucial and basic issues in agricultural education. MuchmGre 
work is 'needed to establish objectives that are clear and well understood · 
and develop tools of measurement that determine extent to which these 
goals are approached. Again, research in the field of wcatiGnal education 
6iienry S. Brunner, "Criteria for Bvaluating Programs ot Preparation. 
for Vocational Agriculture Teachers," Ih!_.A.gricultura1 Education. Magazine 
{September, 1944), p. 54. . 
·7James B. Perky, ! Special Report ~ Formulate ~. Score ~ !& · -
Evaluate Programs of Vocational Agriculture in Oklahoma (Fort Collins, 
Colorado, Colorado state College of' Agriculture and Mechanic .trts, Unpub-
lished Master's Report, 19.39), p. 44. 
8 Ibid., p. 14,. 
9aeorge F. Ekstrom, "The Organiza-tion of Techniques for ,Bvaluating 
Programs for Vocational Education in Agriculture," The Agricultural Bduca,.. 
tion Magazine (March, 1939), p.· 172. 
5 
in agriculture has apparently been slow to develop and we continue to find 
ourselves, as Kenesstrick said 11 in a relatively undeveloped state." In 
the absence of data based on scientific research, we tend to act too often 
on the bas is of hunches and opinions. Further research is needed in even 
the simple techniques of collection of mat erials and data •••• 10 
Ekstrom stated that some of the weaknesses in research in agri-
cultural education could be attributed to : 
a. The lack of objectivity of investigations of a statistical 
nature so the studies do not yield f actual evidence as 
found in other types of studies . 
b. The degree with which objectives should be defined. 
c. The lack of instruments available fo r evaluation. 
d. Variation in personnel of any appraisal committee.11 
Professor Kitts also made t he followi ng observation: 
One criticism of research in t he field of agricultural education is the 
fa ilure to apply statistical analysis t o the data to test t he validity, 
reliability, objectivity and practicability of t he material or procedure. 
Vocational education in agriculture has been under federal support 
for thirty-five years . There have been various research studies, all 
sincerely undertaken, to attempt to measure and evaluate the program. 
In the future, new studies will be -needed, many in areas not previously 
explored, or old areas examined with new techniques, but research is an 
indication of progress and always will be continued.12 
~tatement of the problem. The problem selected for investigation 
was, "Do fifty above-average departments and fif t y below,..a:verage depart-
ments of vocational agri culture i n Oklahoma secondary schools differ to 
the extent that i t would be statistically feasible to identify character-
istics peculiar to above-average departments?" 
lOHarry W. Kitts, "Measurement and Evaluation," What Do Studies Show? 
Summaries and Interpretations of Research in Selected Areas of Agricultural 
Education (Danville, I l linois , 1952), p. 53. 
llibid., p . 54. 
12Thid., P. 54. 
6 
Purpos! ~the~. The purpose was to investigate whether certain 
objective measures could be employed profitably by teachers of vocational 
agriculture, supervisors, teacher trainers in ~gricultural education, 
administrators, e.nd interested laymen in evalUEt.ting programs of vocational 
education in agriculture. 
~y:pothese, 19. 12! tested. Differ ences in data oonoerning the follow-
ing factors between the two groups of departments of vocational agrioultu:re 
were no greater than differences which would be expected to arise as a 
result of chance fluctuation in random sampling: 
1. Average nUlllber of students enroll ed in vocational agri-
culture per department 
2. Average number of farm boys erll'oll ed in vocational 
agriculture per department 
3. Average number or non-farm boys enrolled in vocational 
agriculture per department 
4. Peroentage of the total num~er of students enrolled 
that were farm boys 
;. Number enro11ed per department in young farmer classes 
in 19;1-19;2 
6. Number of hours of young fanner instruction per department 
7. Number of young farmer home farm visits during 1951-1952 
per department 
s. Average number enrolled in adult classes per department in 
1950-1951 and 1951-1952 
9. Average number of hours or adult instruction per department 
for 1950,..1951 and 1951-1952 
10. Average number of £arm visits per department supervising 
adult educati on 
11. Average number of production projects completed annually by 
departments 
12. Average number of productive enterprise projects completed 
per student 
1,3. Average e.nnu.a.1 total number o:f' supervised farm training 
visits per department 
14. Average number of superv:i.sed farm training visits per 
student 
15. Average annual total number of :i.mprovement projects completed 
per department 
16. Average annual number of improvement projects per student 
17. Average annual total number of' si.lpplementary jobs per 
department 
18. Average annual munber of' supplementary jobs per student 
19. Total number of active FFA members per department 
20. Ntunber of honorary members per chapter 
21. Number of members per chapter attendi.ng State FFA convention 
22. Nmn.ber and per cent of departments participating :i,n various 
FFA activi.ties 










''? J .... 
33. 
Average number of graduates and drop-outs engaged in fa;i."m:i.ng 
Average nUn1ber of graduates and drop-outs in work related 
to agricul tw.~e 
Average number of graduo.tes and drop-outs in professional 
agriculture 
Average nur11ber of graduates and drop-outs in non-agricultural 
work 
A'v-erage munber of graduates and drop-outs in military service 
Average nurr,.ber of graduates and drop-outs in college 
Average number of graduates and drop-outs whose whereabouts 
are t:mknown 
Nm11ber of contests placed in by teams in the :interscholastic 
FFA judging contests during the spring of 1952 
Ntunber of contests placed in by teams in the interscholastic 
FFA judging contests during the spring of 1953 
Ntunber of points earned in the interscholastic FFA judging 
contests as computed for the Fa_rmei::,-Stockman Award 
Judg:ing contest cash winni.ngs at the major shows in Oklahoma 
Total wixm:i.ngs from crop and l:i.vestock e:;d1ibit.s at the 
major shows :i.n Oklahoma 
7 
36. Avera.ge annual total value per depar:tment of supervised 
farm training program 
37. Average annual value per student of supervised farm 
·t:.raining program 
JS. Average annual total net profit per department from super-
vised farm training program 
39. A'l.el'.age annual total self labor per department from super-
vised farm training program 
40. Average annual total student hours per department from 
supervised farm training program 
41. Average annual total labor income per department from 
superv:i.sed farm training program 
42. Average annual total labor income per student from super-
vised farm training program 
/,.3. Average annual investment in beef produc'l;ion projects per 
department 
4.4. Average annual labor income from beef production projects 
per department 
45. Average annual investment in swine production projects per 
department 
46. Average annual labor income from swine production projects 
per department 
47. Average annual inve.stment in sheep production projects per 
department 
48. Average annual labor income from sheep production projects 
per department 
1,,.9. Average annual investment in dairy production projects per 
department 
50. Average annual labor income from dairy produotion projects 
per department 
51. Average annual investment in poultry production projects per 
department 
52. Average annual labor income from poultry production projects 
per department 
53. Average annual investment in crop production projects per 
department 
8 
54, Average annual labor income from crop production projects 
per departmel'1t 
55. Total number of J1.:u1ior ~Jaster Farmer degrees awarded per 
department during the three-year period 1949 to 1952 
56. Total number of American Farmer degrees awarded per depart-
ment during the three-year period 1949 to 1952 
57. Total number of American Farmer degrees awarded per depart-
ment during the period 1928 t,o 1954 
58. Nv.mber of curricular uni ts of instrucM on per school offered 
in the school year 1951-1952 
59. Schools accredited in the North Central Association, and 
schools that offered four units of vocational home economics 
60. Percentage of boys enrolled in vocational agriculture in 
1951-1952 that were enrolled in 191~9-1950 
61. Number of teacher changes since 1948 
62. Years of continuous vocational agriculture 
6.3. Total number of years of vocational agri.oulture. 
9 
Procedure. The investigator accomplished the following steps in the 
process of developing the thesis problem, collating and analyzing the data, 
and writing the thesis: 
l. Available literature pertaini11g to evaluation of programs of 
vocational agriculture was reviewed. 
2. Au.thoriti.es were consulted concerning evaluation of' departments 
of vocational agriculture • 
.3. Each of the five distri.ct supervisors of' vocational agriculture 
in Oklahoma was requested to designate ten departments from his 
supervi.sory district which wouJ.d be rated above average. Each 
supervisor was also requested to identify ten below-average 
departments from his district. The identity of departments 
named was kept confidential. 
4. Factors which were believed to contribute to the effectiveness 
of programs of vocational agriculture were selected on the 
basis of the review of literature and consultations with 
authorities. 
5. Objective data were gathered from the materials on file in 
the State Office of Vocational Education. Data gathered 
pertained to the selected factors concerning the 50 above-
average departments and the 50 below- average departments. 
Whenever the observer f ound it to be practicable, data were 
collected for a three-year period which covered the school 
years of 1949-1950, 1950-1951, and 1951-1952. In some 
instances, it was more practicable to coll ect data for a one 
or two-year period. 
6. Data were classified:, and an analysis of t he data was made. 
7 . The null hypothesis was tested by the investigator 1 s using 
the data pertaining to each of t he selected factors to 
identify significant differences between the above-average 
group of departments and the below-average group.13 
80 Factors from which data refuted the nul l hypothesis were then 
considered valid criteria for i dentifying characteristics 
peculiar to above-average departments; therefore, these 
factors were a ssumed to be valid criteria for evaluating pro-
grams of vocational education in agr iculture. 
Definiti on of terms. The "above-average" group was a ssumed to be 
the 50 departments of vocational agriculture so designated by the five 
10 
district supervisors of vocational agriculture i n Oklahoma . Each super-
visor wa s requested to identify ten "above-average" depart ments from his 
supervisory district. These 11above-average 11 departments were rated in 
the upper one-thir d classification of departments of vocational agriculture 
during the three-year period of 1949-1950, 1950-1951, and 1951-1952. 
The "below-average" group was a ssumed to be the 50 departments of 
vocational agriculture so designated by the district supervisors. Each 
supervisor identified ten "below-average" depart ments from hi.s supervis:,ry 
l.3Henry Eo Garrett, Stati stics in Psychology and Education (New York, 
1953), p . 213 . "Experimenters have f ound the null hypothesis a useful 
tool in testing the r eliabili t y of differences . In its simplest form, 
this a sserts that there is no true difference between two population 
means, and that the difference found between sample means is, therefore , 
accidental and unimportant. The null hypothesis is akin to t he legal 
principle that a man is innocent until he is proved guilty. It constitutes 
a challenge; and the functi on of an experiment is to give t he facts a 
chance to refute (or fail to refute) this challenge •••• If our null 
hypothesis is untenable it must be r ejected. And in discarding (refuting) 
t he null hypothesis, what we are saying is t hat differences ••• cannot 
be fully explained as temporary or occasional. 11 
11 
district. These "below-average" departments were rated in the lower one-
third classificatfon during the same three-year period, 
· 11Fac·~ors 11 which were believed to contribute to the effectiveness of 
programs of vocational agriculture were the objective characteristics, 
components, and activities selected as a basis for this stt1dy by the 
investigator. Data concerning each "factor" were used to test the null 
hypothesis. 
"Significant factors" were the factors considered in this study which 
refuted the nv.11 hypothesis. Those factors which manifested criticial 
ratios exceeding 2.01 revealed "significant differences" between the above-
average group of' departments and the below-average group. Those factors 
that manifested critical ratios exceeding 2.68 revealed "highly significant 
differences" between the two groups. (With 49 degrees of freedom, critical 
ratios of 2.01 and 2.68 i.ndicated significant and highly significant 
t-tests at the five per cent level of confidence and at the one per·cent 
level respectively.)14 
"Non-significant factors" wer'e those factors included in this study 
which sustained the null hypothesis and, therefore, failed to reveal 
significant differences between the two groups of departments. These •non-
signif'i.cant factors" did not disclose statistical dissimilarities between 
the above-average group and the belo~average group. 
~ a.sst.Ull."Qtions. This thesis was based upon two assumpti.ons 
accepted by the investigator. They were: 
1. The five district supervi.sors of vocational agriculture in 
Oklahoma were considered authorities in identifying the 50 
above-average departments and the 50 belo~average departments. 
14;t,b~;Sl:•, pp. 225 and 1;2.7. 
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2o The significant factors, those that refuted the null hypothesis, 
were accepted as valid criteria for evaluating programs of 
vocational agriculture. Significant factors were accepted as 
criteria which identified dissimilarities between the above-
average group and the below-average group, and would, there-
fore, be of most value when identify~ng objective characteris-
tics of above-average departments of vocational agriculture. 
Organization of the repo;-t. This thesis is composed of four chapters 
and an appendix. Chapter I is the introductory chapter stating the problem 
and the purpose, listing the hypotheses to be tested, defining terms, 
stating basic assumptionsJ and outlining procedures to be followed. Chap-
ter II is entitled "Presentation and Analysis of the Data." In this 
chapter the investigator follows the general procedure of presenting data 
pertaining to each selected factor in a table and analyzing the findings 
concerning that factor. Sixty-three tables are used to present the find-
ings related to the 80 factors surveyed in this study. Chapter III is 
the presentation of the "Interpretatio;ns of the Findings. 11 In this 
chapter, those factors which manifested significant differences between 
the two groups of departments are organized into logical units, and 
recormnendations are ma.de concerning these maJor units. These units are 
then considered to be :important segments of the total program of vocational 
education in ag:riculture. Suggested §uPJ?).ementa.ry Criteria for Evaluating 
Prog~ams of Vo~tional ~culture are formulated and are presented in 
the Appendix of this thesis. Chapter IV is the concluding summarizing 
chapter. 
CHAPTER II 
PRESENTATI0!!1 AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
Each of the five district supervisors of vocational agricultm~e in 
Oklahor!l.8. wa::: requested to identify ten "above-average departments" and 
ten "below-average departments" for h:i.s sUpervisory district. Defini-
tions of· 11above-average departments" and "below-average departments 11 may 
be found on page 10 in the preceding ch1.1.pter of this thesis. The writer 
was granted pe1.~mission to examine the records concerning these depart-
ments of vocational agriculture by J, B. Perky, State Director of Voca-~ 
t:tonal Education in Oklahoma. These records are maintai11ed in the State 
Office of Vocational Education. Data related to factors affecting progrruns 
of vocational agriculture were collated for the three-year period covering 
the school years of 1949-1950, 1950-1951, and 1951-1952. The factors 
selected for thi$ :i.nvestigation are itemized on pages 6 through 9 of 
this thes:i.s •. 
After a careful compilation of the data, the investigator developed 
tables and tested the null hypothesis concerning each factor. The null 
hypothesis is: the data pertaining to the factor reveal no significant 
difference between the above-avei~age group of departments a.11.d the below-
average group. Data concerning any factor that manifested a significant 
difference between the two groups were then assumed worthy of considera.,.. 
tfon :i.n developing criteria for evaluating progJ:-ams of vocational 
education in agriculture. 
This chapter represents the j.nvesti.gator' s. endeavor to examine 
critically each factor selected for this study. The findings concerning 
13 
14 
each factor are presented in an analysis and interpretation of the findings 
with an accompanying table. 
~verage number of students enrolled 12,.e.r. d~J2aftraent. One of the 
selected factors believed to affect programs of vocational education in 
agricultuxe when this study was made was the number of students enrolled 
per department. Data were collected concerning this factor, and the null 
hypothesis was tested to compare the above-average group of departments 
with the below-average group. When this compari.son was made, a critical 
ratio of 2.01 was revealed. This manifested a significant difference 
between the two groups. Thus, the null hypothesis that there was no 
significant difference between the two groups was refuted. In Table I, 
the above-average group shows an average of 46.2 students enrolled con-
trasted with a mean of 4l.O students for the below-average group. 
It may be speculated, then, that departments designated as above 
average by the supervisors have a larger enrollment for some reason or 
comb:i .. nettion of reasons. It is the belief of the writer that part of 
this difference may be attributed to the fact that a rather sizable 
number of the below-average departments were j,n schools that would be 
classified as high schools with low enrollment. This belief' can be sub-
,stanti.ated by pointing out that nine of the 50 below-average group shov1 
the average enrollment to be 30 students or less compared with only 
three of the above-average group having JO students or less. Forty per 
cent of the below-average group had an average enrollment of 35 or less; 
22 per cent of the above-average group had an average enrollment of 35 
or less. Another reason for the higher enrollment in the above-average 
group would lik~ly be due to the greater interest in vocational agri-
culture among students attendi.ng schools having above-average departments. 
TABLE I 
A VE.RAGE NTJ.MBEH. OF STUDENTS ENROLLED lN 
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE PER DEPARTMENT 
15 
-· =- ·---:, '""~..:-·-· = .. ·==== Number of Students 
---
101 to 105 
96 ·to 100 
91 to 95 
86 to 90 
81 to 35 
76 to 80 
71 to 75 
66 to 70 
61 to 65 
56 to 60 
51 to 55 
46 to 50 
41 to 45 
36 to 1~0 
.31 to .35 
26 to .30 
21 to 25 
Number of Cases 
Mean 















































NOTE: A single asterisk (*) denotes si.gnificance at the five per cent 
level; a. double asterisk(**) denotes significance at the one per cent 
level. 
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It is the belief' of some leading educators that many high schools 
with low enrollment cannot fu.ri.ction efficiently or economically. Student 
enrollment, therefore, should be an important factor to consider when con-
templating establi.shing new departments of vocational agriculture. In 
evaluating programs of vocational education in agriculture, it should also 
be recognized that teachers and administrators will likely have more 
di . ffi.culty in developing strong programs of vocational agriculture in 
schools where the enrollment is limited. 
It is interesting to note that only five of the 50 above-average 
group had an average enrollment of 61 or more, and four of the 50 below-
average group j_ndicated 61 or more enrolled. Two-teacher departments 
accounted for the two departments exhibi.ting the· hi.gher enrollments in 
the above-average group • 
. ~rage number of ~ J:rxs J?er de.12.~.~tment,. The average number of 
f'arm boys per department was a factor believed to affect programs of 
vocational education in agr:'Lculture. In collating the ntunber of farm 
boys per department, however, no significant difference is found between 
the above-average group and the below-average group. The mean for the 
above average group is 36.17 in comparison to 31.97 for the below-average 
group. Seventy-five per cent of all departments surveyed in this study 
had from 18 to L,2 farm boys enrolled in vocational agriculture as evidenced 
in Table II. Only fi.ve per cent of all departments indicated 18 or fewer 
farm boys. Since vocational agriculture i.s a vocational course, it 
.would appear that there should be enough farm boys enrolled to justify 
such a program. ].1 gatherh1g the data, the investigator was led to be-
lieve that teachers of vocational agriculture do not have a common 
interpretation of the terms "farm-boys" and 11non-farm boys. 11 
TABLE II 
AVERAGE NUMBER OF FARM BOYS ENROLLED 
IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE PER DEPARTMEiilT 
===-"":'""=========::.:===== 
Number of Farm Boys 
96.1 to 102.0 
90.1 to 96.0 
84.1 to 90.0 
78.l to 84.0 
72.l to 78.0 
66.1 to 72.0 
60.1 to 66.0 
54.1 to 60.0 
48.1 to 54.0 
42.l to 48.0 
36.1 to L,2.0 
30.1 to 36.0 
24.1 to JO.O 
18.1 to 24.0 
12.l to 18.0 
Number of Cases 
Mean 
Standard Deviat:i.on 










































Critical Ratio 1. 57 (not significant) 
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Average number of ~farm boys per department. In comparing the 
-average number of non-f'arm boys per department no significant difference ·. 
-is evidenced between the above-average and belolv-average groups. It is 
intere.s..ting to note, however, that four of the below-average group reveal 
enrollmen~s of more than 20 non-farm boys. Only one department from ·~}¥) 
above-ave:uage group disclosed enrollment of more than 20 non-farm boys •. 
By inspect4tg Table III, the observer will realize that 37 of the 100 
schools. in~luded in this investigation had an average non-farm boy enroll-
ment of six or less. From the findings of this table, teachers of voca-
tipnal agr}culture generally have about nine or ten non-farm boys 
. . 
eru:-olled ~r department. 
Non-£.~r,m boys a:s well as farm boys enrolling in vocational agri-
,cu:+ture should have the "facilities to carry on the six months of 
supervised farm training" as specified in the Smith-Hughes Act, and 
"t~e controlling purpose of the course should be to fit for useful 
employment in farming. 111 This should cause those enrolling non-farm 
boys in courses in vocational agriculture to deliberate whether or 
not these students are suited for the curricular offerings in veca-
tional agriculture. 
Percentage of students that ~ farm boys. The percentage ot· the 
· total number of' students per department that were farm boys was ·believed 
to influence programs of' vocational agriculture. Tabla rv, however, 
indicates no significant difference between the above-average group and 
the below-average group. Both groups reveal approximately three-fourvhs 
of the students to be farm boys. Two departments from each group 
l~Hughes ActP (Public Law No . 347~ Sixty-fourth Congress, 
. S. 70.3) Section 10. 
TABLE III 
AVERAGE Nt.J1v1BER OF NON-FARM BOYS 





32.1 to .34.0 
.30.1 to 32.0 
28.l to 30.0 
--26.1 to 28.0 
24.1 to 26.0 
22.l to 24.0 
20.l to 22.0 
18.l to 20.0 
16.l to 18.0 
14.l to 16.0 
12.1 to 14.0 
10.1 to 12.0 
8.1 to 10.0 
6.1 to 8.0 
4.1 to 6.0 
2.1 to 4.0 
0 to 2.0 















































.64 (not significant) 
---·-----·-~· 
TABLE IV 
PERCENTAGE OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF STUDENTS ENROLLED 
PER DEPARTMENT THAT WERE FARM BOYS 
20 
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96 to 100 
91 to 95 
86 to 90 
81 to S5 
76 to 80 
71 to 75 
66 to 70 
61 to 65 
56 to 60 
51 to 55 
46 to 50 
41 to 45 






































.03 (not significant) 
····-.. ·---···----····-·--·-·--------------·-·-···-··"--·-·- -
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reported fewer than 50 per ce11t of the total to be farm boys. Thirty-two 
per cent of the departments reported more than 85 per ce11t of the total 
enrollment to be farm boys. From the data presented in this table, one 
must assume the percentage of farm boys enrolled does not have any notice-
able bearing upon the effectiveness of these two groups of· departments 
of vocational agriculture. At least there was no evidence that the per-
centage of farm boys significantly affected the rating of these 100 
departments included in this study. It :i.s quite possible both groups of' 
departments would have functioned more efficiently had there been a lesser 
number of non-farm boys enrolled. 
Numbe:r_ ~lled in :i!:Qtmg t~r..mfil: claP,.§~ per de12artment. When collat-
ing the number of students enrolled :in young farmer programs, a sign:i.fi.cant 
difference may be observed between the above-average group of departments 
and the below-average group. By viewing Table V, one may observe that 11 
of the below average departments reported no young farmers enrolled in 
classes during 1951-1952. The average number enrolled from the above-
average group was lL1, • .30 per department in contrast to 10.88 per department 
from the below-average group. Three departments reported enrollments to 
be 28 er more; one of these reported an enrollment exceeding 40. ]1ore than 
half of the schools reported enrollments rangi11g from 10 to 18 young 
farmers per department. Seventy-eight per cent of the above average 
group reported enrollments ranging from 10 to 24 young farmers. 
In a study made by William Townes, he reported that returned ques-
tionnaires from 94. 50 per cent of the vocational agrictu.ture teachers 
in 144 cornmrmities in Oklahoma :i.ndicated ten or more young farmers under 
.35 years of age were living in their respective communities, and that 
65. 30 per cent indi.ca ted 20 or more yotmg farmers 1:t ving in their 
TABLE V 
NUMBER ENROLLED IN YOUNG FARMER 
CLASSES IN 1951-1952 
---·----==------::.==.-= ... =·--= .. -=-=-=-:::::-.:::::-:::-=====-·--·-···-·~ 
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~ .... ,,._ .. ___ ' .. ____ ____ , ..... ______ 
40 to 42 0 
37 to 39 0 
34 to 36 0 
31 to 33 0 
28 to 30 1 
25 to 27 0 
22 to 24 6 
19 to 21 6 
16 to 18 12 
13 to 15 9 
10 to 12 6 
7 to 9 4 
4 to 6 1 
1 to 3 0 
o· 5 
_......__ .. __________ ,. _____ A·-· ... -------_,,_..,.:.. ......... __ .... __ ,,, .. ~,,-..... --....... =~ .. - ...... 
Number of Cases 50 
Mean 11 •• 30 
Standard De·via tion 6.98 





















respective cornmun:ltie,so2 Approximately half of the 100 schools :included 
::l.n th:i. s the s:i s were also included. in the lL.~. schools surveyed by Townes. 
fi9m~s of :t£'i!G.£. farmer :instruction E£_r department. Programs of voca-
tional educa t:ion in agr:i.cul ture were believed to be influenced by the 
number of hours of organized yo1.mg farmer instructfon per department. 
The findings pert,a:ining to th:i.s factor are presented in Table VI. A 
significant difference in the number of hom0 s of young farmer :instruction 
per department between the above-,average group and the below-average group 
i.s revealed. The average number of hours of young farmer instruction for 
the above-average group :is 39. 70 hours of organized i.nstruct:ion i.n com, .. 
par:i.son to 30. 50 hom·s for the below-average group. This discloses an 
average of 9o20 more hoUJ."'S of young farmer instruction per department 
by the above-avera,:0:e group. Eighty-foUJ."' per cent of the above-average 
departments reported from 21 to 70 hours of ;young farmer instruction. 
One teacher from the above-average group repor·ted over 121 hours of young 
farmer instructfono Of the eighty-four departments from both groups 
report,ing Jr01..m.g farmer instruct:ion, all reported at least 21 hom~s of 
instruct:ton. Th:is would lead the :investigator to surmise that those 
offering young farmer jnstruction generally held at least ten class 
sessions, each being of two-how'.' du.r,9.tiono 
Nwnber of lQ_tu1g f'army vis:i.ts 12.er d~')artmeny, Farm visits. by 
teachers of vocational agrlculture appear to have a great influence 
upon the yotmg farmer program. 'l'his belief h substantiated by the 
2Wil1i.am •rownes, A Stud1:, of Characteristics of Departments of 
Y:Qs?a-t:ional Agriculture !£ Okl~om_@, (Stillwater, Oklahoma, Oklahoma 
A.and MoCollege, 1,1aster 1s 'l'hesis, 1954)~ p. 26. 
Number Hours 
121 to 130 
111 to 120 
101 to 110 
91 to 100 
81 to 90 
71 to 80 
61 to 70 
51 to 60 
41 to 50 
31 to 40 
21 to 30 
11 to 20 
l to 10 
0 





NtJMBER OF HOURS OF YOUNG FARMER 










































findings in Table VII, whi.ch reveal a highly significant difference in 
the number of young farmer farm visits per department between the above-
average group and the below-average group. The above-average group 
shows an average of 51. 70 visits per department in contrast to 30. 90 
visits per department in the below--average group. Si.xty-six per cent of 
the above-average group reported visits ranging from 20 to 80 per depart-
ment. With an average of 14.30 young farmers enrolled as shown in 
Table V1 and an average of 51.70 visits made by teachers in the above-
·, 
average group 9 one may surmise that each young farmer was visited 
approximately three times during the year. Teachers from the below-
average group made less than 60 per cent as many yotmg farmer farm visits 
as teachers from the above-average group. Superv:ision of.the supervised 
farming program of yotmg farmers is expected of teachers of vocational 
agriculture and is stated as a responsibility of teachers in the Smith-
Hughes .Act. Teaching in the classroom in organized instruction cannot be 
nearly as effective and meaningful without assistance and supervision of' 
the farming programs on the students' home fams. Classroom instruction 
should be integrated with the farming programs of the students if it is 
to be truly vocational agriculture. Young farmer instruction and farm 
visitation should be a vital part of the program of vocational agriCLil..ture. 
4,yerage number fill:f..Ol:l:,~ in ~u:JJ:. fa~~~ :per department. In 
an analysis of the data concerning the number of adults enrolled in educa-
tional programs of vocational agriculture, the investigator found no 
statistical difference between the above-average group of departments 
and the below-average group. The means of the two g1 .. oups are almost 
identical when collating the average number of adults enrolled in organized 
adult classes during the two-year period 1950-1951 and 1951-1952. One 
TABLE VII 
NUMBER OF YOUNG FARMER FARM VISITS 
DURING 1951-1952 PER DEPART~NT 
26 
---- ----........... ...:.......:::.=-=-===========-==-=-= 
Number of Visits Above-average 
Group 
201 to 220 0 
181 to 200 0 
161 to 180 1 
141 to 160 0 
121 to 140 l 
101 to 120 4 
81 to 100 3 
61 to 80 9 
41 to 60 11 
21 to 40 13 
1 to 20 3 
O 5 
----·----·-·-···----


























department from the above-average group reported an average enrollment 
exceeding 221; another from the same group reported an enrollment 
exceeding 161. One teacher from the above-average group indicated 
27 
none enrolledo This department was the only one that reported no educa--
tional work with adults in the community. Only 20 per cent of all 
departmen·ts included in this study indicated an e:nrollment exceeding 40. 
The data reveal that the annual average number of adults attending 
organized classes as reported by 100 departments was just slightly 
greater than JO per department. 
~~ munbez: of hotg:"s of ~.9:µlt instruct,i9...E, E2.t department, Programs 
of vocational agriculture were believed to be influenced by the number o:f 
hotU"S of organi.zed adult farmer instruction per department. This belief, 
however, is not supported by the findings of thi.s study. It can be ascer-
tained by examinil'J,g Table IX that there is no significant difference in 
the number of hours of organized adult instruction per department between 
the above-average and the below-average groups. Fifty-five per cent of 
all departments reported 40 to 70 hours of adult instructfon per year. 
Only four per cent of all schools reported fewer than 21 hours of adult 
instruction. It is interesting to notice the below-average group shows 
a mean of 56.70 hours in contrast to 5.3.10 hours for the above-average 
groupP even though one of the above-average departments reported over 
151 hours of adult instruction. One m:i.ght conjecture that perhaps some 
of those 11 below--average departments e:r-Jl.ibUing no time spent in instruc-
tion of young farmers, as indicated in Table VI 9 were reporting the 
required number of hours of adult instruction in order to meet the 
mini.mum requirements demanded of them b'y State Department Plans. 
Number Enrolled 
221 to 240 
201 to 220 
181 to 200 
161 to 180 
lL,l to 160 
121 to 111,0 
101 to 120 
81 to 100 
61 i:,o so 
1,1 to 60 
21 to 1,0 
1 to 20 
0 
Nrn11be:r of Cases 
Mean 
TABLE VIII 
AVERAGE NUM]3ER Elff{OLLED IN ADUL'f CLASSES 































---· ___ , _____ _ 
50 50 
30090 30.50 
Standard Deviati.on 15.L,8 
Oriti.cal Ratfo oO? (not significant) 
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TABLE IX 
AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS OF ADULT INSTRUCTION 
PER DEPART:Mtl:NT FOR 1950-1951 .AND 1951-1952 
====================== --==--
29 
Number of Hours A bove--average Below-average 
151 fo 160 
141 to 150 
131 to 140 
121 to 130 
111 to 120 
101 to 110 
91 to 100 
81. to 90 
71 to 80 
61 to 70 
51 t,o 60 
L1.l to 50 
31 to 40 
21 to 30 
11 to 20 


















































• 86 (not signifi.cant) 
---·--··-·-~·---···------·-·--·----------· 
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~yerage 1112f!Lber of farm vi§_iy; ~1:: d.£E_artrn~nt .• Farm visits by teachers 
of vocational agriculture would appear to have a great influence upon the 
adult farmer educational program. The findings presented i.n Table X, how-
ever, do not reveal a significant difference between the above-average 
and the below-average groups. Even though the above-average group 
reported 23.33 per cent more farm visits por department in supervising 
the:ir adult programs, this is not a significant difference between the 
two groups of departments. One reason this does not prove to be a statis-
t,foal difference is that the tdde range of the groups is evidenced by 
extreme deviation scores. It is rather revealing that .32 per cent of all 
departments reported less than 51 farm visits per department each year; 
73 pE:,r cEmt reported 100 or less. Six departments reported from 226 to 
1+00 visits per year for the purpose of the teachers I supervi si.ng programs 
of adult farmers. It r.'l.ay be questioned whether or not a teacher of voca-·-
t:tonal agr:i.culture could make this many visits and also adequately carry 
on the other phases of the program of vocational agriculture. The inves-
Mgator is aware of the fact that many unintentional errors are to be 
f'otmd in reports made by any group of teachers of voca ti.anal agriculture. 
He also recognizes the fact that some teachers do not report all educa-
tional activities in which they participate. 
A've1;ag.:3, number Qf m:,oduct:ion project_~ :ger department. Considered in 
th:i.s study was the average nmnber of production projects completed 
annually per department. It was not surprising when .reviewing thi.s 
facd;or to find a highly signi..ficant difference revealed between the two 
groups. The findings pertaining to this are presented in Table XI, 
exhibH:i.ng a critical ratio of 5.37. 
A production project is 11a productive enterprise project or ownership 
TABLE X 
AVERAGE NUMBER OF FARM VISITS PER DEPARTMENT 
SUPERVISING ADULT EDUCATION 
··---=--
Nurnber of Visits Above-average 
Group ____ , .... 
376 to 400 1 
351 to 375 0 
326 to 350 0 
301 to 325 0 
276 to 300 1 
251 to 275 1 
226 to 250 2 
201 to 225 0 
176 to 200 0 
151 to 175 1 
126 to 150 2 
101 to 125 9 
76 to 100 5 
51 to 75 14 
26 to 50 11 
J. to 25 2 
0 1 
--.... ·-- ·~-.. -
Number of' Cases 50 
Mean 92050 
























Critical Ratio 1.43 (not significant) 
--~ - .. --
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projectt1 which is 11a business venture for exper:t.ence and profit which as 
a minimum usually covers a period of time represented by a production 
3 cycle of a farm enterprise." Such a project is owned in part or 
entirely by the ,student and is controlled by him. 
In examining the table showing the average number of' production 
projects completed per department, it is apparent the mean of the above-
average group is 105.50, and the mean of the belo-w-average group is 
66.00. The standard deviation of the above-average group is 46.75, 
indicating a rather wide dispersion for that group, with the middle 
68.26 per cent ranging from 58.75 to 152.25 production projects per 
department. With a standard deviation of 22.75, the m::l.ddle 68.26 per 
cent of the below-average group d~scloses the range from 43.25 to 88.75. 
Only one of the above-average group indicated· 1es,s than 51 production 
projects completed annually. Fifteen of the 50 departments in the 
lower group, however, were listed in the intervals below 51, with one 
departm.ent falling in the 1 to 25 interval. 
With a crj:t;:i.cal ratio of 5 • .37, one can conclude that the number of 
production pro,jects completed an11:ually by a department should be an 
important factor to consider when evaluating the ef.fectiver1ess of that 
department's program of vocational agriculture. 
regarded to be of importance in evaluating programs of vocational agr::l.-
culttU'e was the average munber of productive enterprise projects completed 
per student. When the writer compared the average munber of production 
---·---
:,George P. Deyoe, ~'IJ.]~£..Y.~.seg, ~llii in Vocat~.2.!1:.8-3=. Agriculture 
(Danville, Illinois, 1943), p. 54. 
TABLE XI 
AVERAGE NUlff3ER O:F' PRODUCTION PROJ-:ES:CTS 
COMPLETED ANNUALLY BY DEPART1"JE:Nr S 
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Nmnber of Projects 
326 to 350 
301 to 325 
276 to 300 
251 to 275 
,226 to 250 
201 to ??t:: ,_,_:;, 
176 to 200 
151 to 175 
126 to 150 
101 to L25 
76 to 100 
51 to 75 
26 to 50 
1 to 25 
0 













































ence between the two g1•oups 0£' i:.:1.ept, .. rtments. U would be logical to expect 
to f:!nd a s:i.gn:t.ficant difi'eren.ce also revealed when compc:.r:lng the nmnber 
of productfon projects per student. Table XII presents the findings 
whfoh support tMs expectation. Students from the above--average dep:s1.rt-
ments averaged 2.26 producti.ve e:nterp1•:ise projeC't,r:i completed yearly; 
students from the belcn,J ... rwe:i:·age departments ai.reraged 1.5.3 projects 
completed ;)i'earl;ir. Sevt,m . ., or 14 per cent, of ·the dep.::i.rtments :ln th(:) above-
av·erage group can be observed :i .. n the :in·berw.J.sJ below 1. 6S projects per 
,student :in comparj.son with 33, or 66 per cent, of the dep&.rtments in the 
below-aver•age group found :t.n the intervals below 1. 68 projects per 
student. More than he.lf of the above .. -o:verage group averaged two or more 
prodtwti.ve entel'.'prise projc~cts per student.i but only e:lght, or 16 per 
cent,, of the below-average group averaged two or more projects per 
student. 
In evaluat:tng the effectiveness of a program of vocational 
ag:d.cultu:re, one should coris:lder the average number of procluct:lve enter~· 
prise projects completed annually per student. 
v:i.sed farm training v:is:i ts per depa:i.~tmen-t. was one of the factors 
considered in th:!.s study. Data concerning this factor s.re presented jn 
Table XIII. A highly significant dif'f erence between the above-average 
and belo1,1-average groups of departments of vocational agriculture is 
evidenced when collating the ave1"age annt1al nu1nber of st1.per•1:i.sed farm 
tre,ird.ng ,risHs per department. Supervised farm train:i.ng vj,sits may be 
defined as the visits made by the teacher of vocational agriculture to 
the ho:mes of his students enrolled :ln the regular all-day classes in 
'l'ABLE XII 
AV.Em.AGE NlH.fBEH. Ql? PRODUCTIVE ENTERPRISE 
PROJECTS CONPLl];TED PER STTJDE:NT 
Nmnber of Projects Above--a verage 
Group 
4.68 to 5.00 1 
4.34 to 4,.67 0 
4,01 to L,.33 0 
J.68 to L,.00 0 
3.34, to J.67 2 
3.01 to :~I I) 33 Li, 
2.68 to 3.00 6 
2,3/+ to •J lry ,.:: .... «i-Ot (:j 0 
2.01 to 2.33 6 
1.68 to 2.00 16 
1 ·~ I .),.,,. to L67 t' J 
LOl to L3.3 1 
0 68 to 1.00 1 
.JL, to .67 0 
.01 to ,,33 0 
0 0 
Number of Case,s 50 
Mean 2.26 
Standard Devi,ation 
























the secondary school where the teacher is attempting to assist the students 
to become more proficient in their farming operations. Generally, super--
vised farm training visits are made to supervise the producti.ve enterprise 
projects of students. Supervised farm traix1i.ng visits may also be made 
to supervise improvement projects and supplementary farm practices. 
As one can observe in Table XIII, the average number of supervi.sed 
farm training visits per department for the above-average group is 
547.50 per year. The below.-average gro1.1p made less than two-thirds as 
many visits, with an average of 349.54 visits per department pe1" year. 
Only one of the above-average group reported fewer than 200 visits as 
compared wi.th ten of the below~-average group reporting fewer than 200 
visits. Five departments from the above-average group reported making 
more than 900 visi t,s annually J with one of ·t.his group reporting more 
than 1,400 visits per year. It is f'itting to be reminded there were 
two two-teacher departments represented in this aboire-average group. 
If factors whi.ch prove to be significant are to be considered 
valuable criteria for evaluating the effectiveness of programs of voca-
tional agriculture, then the average number of' supervised farm training 
visits made by a departme11t each year should be considered. In order 
·to average 547.50, which is the mean of the above-average group, a 
teacher would need to average approximately two supervised farm training 
visits daily during the regular working days of the week throughout 
most of the year. 
TABLE XIII 
AVERAGE ANNUAL TOTAL NUM3ER OF SUPERVISED 
FARM TRAINING VISITS PER DEPARTMENT 
=·-·= .. ·=========-···"-=======·=-~: 
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1/,00 to l,~.99 
1,300 to 1,.399 
1,200 fo 1,299 
1,100 to 1,199 
1,000 to 1"099 
900 t,o 999 
800 to 899 
700 to 799 
600 to 699 
500 to 599 
400 to 499 
300 to 399 
200 to 299 
100 to 199 































·---------------·-.. ..---.. -·----· 
Number of Case,s 50 50 
Mean 547.50 349.54 
Standard Deviation 282.49 177.76 
Crit:ical Ratio .3. 57** 
11:ver~ number of farm visits E.2.r student, This paragraph is con"· 
cerned with a comparison of the -t,-r,,,Jo groups of departments regarding the 
average m1mber of supervised farm training ·vi:1it,s per student. With a 
significant difference evidenced between the two groups ·when comparing 
the total m1mber of supervised farm tra:i.Jdng visits per department, it· 
is reasonable to expect to f:l..nd a signH'icant cUfference when comparing 
the average number of supervised farm training visits per student. It 
is apparent that, this e:x:-pectation is coxi:E":tnned by viewi.ng Table XIV. 
The average nu.mber of' visits per student of the above-average group :is 
12, 68 vis:i.ts per year, and the nmnber of visits per student of the below-
average group is 9.02. Thi.rt;y-four of the 50 departments of the below-
average group averaged one to nine vis1t~~ made to each student annually; 
17 of the 50 departments of the above-~average group were listed in these 
5.nterval groupi11gr:3, This would reveal twice as many of the belo-w-average 
group ·were fotmd in the 1mJer intervals. It is interesti11g to note that 
one department reported making from L,3 to Lf5 visits per student.' This 
would :lnd:icate, in th:i,s j,nstance~ thit individual student visits 
averaged ahnost four per ni.onth, It ght be questioned whether such 
frequent visitation is needed. 
This factor should be recognized as one of the criterion to be 
includ(:Jd in evaltL:."ltivB cr:l.teria for measuring the effectiveness of 
programs of vocatfonal agriculture. W:it,h a mean of 12.68 visits per 
student 9 a teacher would need to average slightly more than one visit per 
month for super,d.sory farm tra:i.ning vj.si.ts to the home of each of' hi.s 
stttdents. 
Ayer.age munbe;: of ~royement pxojecls 12§r deJ;?_artment. Another 
factor considered in th:trJ investigati.on was concerned w:ith the average 
Number of Visits 
43 to 45 
40 to 42 
37 to 39 
.34 to 36 
31 to 3.3 
28 to 30 
25 to 27 
22 to 24 
19 to 21 
16 to lS 
13 to 15 
10 to 12 
7 to 9 
4 to 6 
l to 3 
TABLE X11l 
AVERAGE NUMBER OF SUPERVISED FARM 
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: ' . . . 
-number of improvement. projects c~mpleted per department. Table rt dis.-.. . 
closes, a significant,· difference in the a.wrag~ annuil total.number of 
impro--ent. projects ,complete~ per department betv.1een the above-a:ver~ge 
group and the belo'W-average group • ..D.eyoe defines an imprt,>vement _pro'j.e¢t as 
-"an l.Uldertaking "Which improves the real estate value of the :t'8.rlll, the e,tf'_i""'. 
··· .eie:Q.cy of the faJ;'lll. business or o:t a farm enterprise, or the living condi-
tions of the farm fam.ily."4 An i~provement project should consist of a 
number of related activities 'Which are planned and ,carried out 'b1 the 
. . l 
student 'With the su;pervision of the teacher of vocational agrieul-ture·and 
with the cooperation of the student's pa.rents. Usually the student does 
not have ewnership of such a project, nor does he generally expect any 
direct cash income to be paid him. 
The belQ"W-average group reported two-thirds as maJ11. ·. improvement 
projects .99mpleted annually as was reported by the aoove-average group. 
. ' 
The mean of the below-average group v.1as 150.50 improvement projects 
completed annually as opposed to 227.00 £9r the ab~ve-average group. 
,1'welve departinents-.t'romthe belpw-ayerage group indicated fewer than 76 
improvement projects completed year.'.JJ';. only tbree from the abe>ve-average 
grpup listed fewer than 76 completed. 
With a significant difference manifested regarding the·annualtotal 
' ' 
. number of improvement projects completed per department, this shollld be. ... 
another important facto:r to regard as criterion £or ·eva.luatirii. .. the 
e.t'treot!veness ot ~ ~rogram of voea.tional agricUlture. 
. / ' . , 
Awrage 11umber of ·im:ex:ovement ·:oroJe.ets :eer stud'ent. The factor eeo~ 
sidered in this paragraph is concerned with. the average nlimber at improvement 
4Deyoe, p. 55. 
TABLE rl 
A VERA.GE ANNUAL TOTAL NUMBER OF IMPROVEMENT 
PROJECTS CONPLE'l'ED PER DEPARTMENT 
N1..unber of 
Improvement Projects 
976 to 1,050 
901 to 975 
826 to 900 
751 to 825 
676 to 750 
601 to 675 
526 to 600 
451 to 525 
376 to 450 
301 to 375 
226 to JOO 
151 to 225 
76 to 150 
0 to 75 
Number of Cases 
Mean 
Standard Deviation 











































projects completed per student. Examinati.on of the findings presented in 
Table XVI makes it apparent there i.s a si.gnificant difference between the 
two groups regarding the average annual nUI11ber of improvement projects 
per student. The average number of improvement projects per student in 
the above-average group is 4.81 as opposed to 3,61 improvement projects 
per student in the below-average group. Twelve of the below-average 
departments reported less than two improvement projects per student, 
whereas only five of the above-average departments reported less than 
two improvement projects per student. In observing that three depart-
ments reported students averaging 12 to 16.9 improvement projects a11?1t1.ally, 
the investigator is led to believe that some teachers of vocational agri-
culture do not have a clearly defined common meaning of the term "improve-
ment project. 11 In all probability those departments reporting a large 
number of improvement projects completed per student were not thinking 
of improvement projects having the broad scope o:f.' investment and time 
requirements that is ordinarily given to the definition of the term. 
With a. significant d:t.fference between the two groups, however, 
improvement projects per student should be regarded as one of the impor-
tant factors to weigh when evaluating effectiveness of programs of 
vocational agriculture. 
A V.£):;r.a_g_e n't.'.l.nll?!!:£ Qf. supJ21.e1¥3x1yar,;t .i o b,1 per de.J2aJ.::.i:.111ent. Another factor 
included in this investigation was the average number of supplementary 
jobs completed per departme11td Table XVII displays a highly signi.ficant 
difference between the abo,re-s:verage and the below-average group of 
departments when the ob.server compares the average total number of 
supplementary jobs completed annually per department. The above,.average 
group reported an average of 692.5 supplementary jobs completed per 
1~ABLE XVI 
AVERAGE .ANNUAL N1J11fl3ER OF IMPROVEMENT 
PROJECTS PER STUDENT 
Number of' 
Improvement Projects 
16.0 to 16,9 
15.0 to 15,9 
14,0 to l/1,0 9 
13.0 ·tjO 13,9 
1;2. 0 fo 12.9 
1LO to 1L9 
10.0 to 10.9 
9.0 to 9,9 
8.0 to 8.9 
?.O to 7.9 
6.0 to 6.9 
5.0 to .5 0 9 
L,. O to /1,0 9 
J~O to 3.9 
;2. 0 to 2.9 
LO fo 1.9 
CLO to ,9 
Ntunber of Cases 
Mean 















































department in contrast to a reported 460.5 supplementary jobs completed 
by the below-average group. 
Supplementary farm jobs or supplementary farm practices, as they are 
often identified, are 11 jobs outside of those already included as normal 
parts of a student's pr•oduct:ive and :improvement projects, which are under-
. taken by him for additional experience or skill or for improving the 
efficiency of the farm home •••• These jobs provide opportunities for 
experiences of valu.e to the boy in addi.tion fo the othel~ portions of his 
supervised farm:i.ng program. Thus, they provide for needed experiences 
which would otherwise be lacking in his program. 11 5 A supplementary job 
usually cons:i.sts of a single job of limited scope, whereas an improve-
ment project consists of several closely related jobs much broader :in 
scope. 
The below-average group reported only 64.5 per cent as many 
supplementary jobs completed as the above-average group of departments. 
Si.x of the below-average group listed fewer than 201 supplementary jobs 
per department. Nine of the above-average departments reported more than 
1,200 supplementary jobs per department; one of the below-average group 
listed more than 1,200 jobs. 
A~£~~ ~2:P.§l.!. Q..f.. §.'!dI2J2..:\:.§I11Snt§.!Y.. jobs 12.er. s"t,_ud~rit. The average 
number of supplementary jobs per student was another factor considered 
in this investi.gation. .A highly significant difference between the two 
groups of departments is revealed when one :ls consider:1ng this factor. 
The mean of the above-average group i.s 15.5.3 in comparison to a mean of 
11 • .33 for the below-average group. The middle 68.26 per cent of the 
5Deyoe, p. 56. 
TABLE XVII 
A VERA.GE ANNUAL TOTAL J:TIJMBER OF SUPPLEMENTARY 
JOBS PER DEPARTMENT 
Number of' 
Supplementary Jobs 
2401 to 2600 
2201 to 2L~OO 
2001 to 2200 
1801 to 2000 
1601 to 1800 
lL~Ol to 1600 
1201 to 1400 
1001 to 1200 
801 to 1000 
601 to 800 
401 to 600 
201 to 400 
O to 200 











































above-average group would indicate a range of 6.86 to 24,20 supplementary 
jobs completed. The range of the middle 68,26 per cent of the below-
average group would be from 6.11 to 16,55. Twelve departments of the 
above-average group reported their students averaged more than 24 supple-
mentary jobs. 
Since supplementary jobs a.re an importa11t phase of the supervi.sed 
farm training program and because a highly significant difference between 
the two groups has been evidenced, it, is recommended the number of supple-
mentary jobs completed per student be recognized as an important £actor 
when evaluating programs of vocational agriculture. 
Number Q! m men1bers 12er department. The number of active FFA 
members per department was another factor to be investigated in thi.s 
study, Table XII reveals a significant difference between the above-
average group and the below-average group when contrasting the total 
number of acti.ve FFA members per department. 
Active FFA members were considered to be those listed on the F.F,~. · 
~~ ~!~t!fwpich was sent to the State Supervisor with the names of 
paid members. The Oklahoma. FFA State Constitution identifies an active - --
member as: 
Any ma.le student not over 25 years of age who is regularly enrolled in 
an all-day or day-unit class in vocational agriculture is entitled to 
become an active member of any chartered FFA chapter upon recei.ving a 
majority vote of the chapter membership at any local meeting. A member 
may retain his active membersbip continuousJ.y throughout his entire 
high school career and for three years after the first national conven-
tion following graduation .from, or leaving high school; or until he may 
become twenty-one years of' age, whichever i.s the greater length of 
time. No individual may retain his active membership beyop.d his 
twenty-f ii'th birthday. 6 . 
6Q.Q.ru3_ti:!?.}1tion of ih!. ~ Farmers 2.t .America, Oklahom@: Associa-
lli.!1 (April 24, 1953), p. 2. ' 
TABLE XVIII 
AVERAGE ANNUAL NUMBER OF SUPPLEMENTARY 
JOBS PER STUDENT 
== ........ - ----
Number of Above-a vera.ge 
Supplementary Jobs Group 
36.1 to 39.0 1 
33.1 to 36.0 0 
30.1 to .3.3.0 .3 
27.1 to 30.0 3 
24.1 to 27.0 5 
21.l to 24.0 0 
18.1 to 21.0 4 
15.1 to 18.0 5 
12.1 to 15.0 8 
9.1 to 12.0 7 
6.1 to 9.0 8 
3.1 to 6.0 6 
.1 to 3.0 0 
Number of Cases 50 
Mean 15.5.3 
Standard Devi.a tion 8.67 





















The above-average departments reported a mean of 52.90 FFA members; 
the below- average depart ments reported a mean of 45.44 members. It may 
be observed t hat t hese means exceed t he average number of students 
enrolled in vocational agriculture, as indicated in Table I. The above-
average group had 6.70 more FFA members than students enrolled in voca.-
tional agriculture . The below-average group had 3.44 more FFA members 
than were enrolled in vocational r!.griculture. When compiling the data, 
however, the investigator found some departments from both groups had 
considerably less than 100 per cent of t he students enrolled in vocational 
agriculture 1,1ho were listed as active FFA members . 
Tabl e XIX denotes a significant difference i n the total number of 
active FFA members per department; therefore, thi s factor should be 
included as one of the factors i n evaluating programs of vocational 
agriculture . 
Number of honorary llA, members per demrtment. It was believed 
the number of honorary members per FFA chapter would be a valuable guide 
when one is evaluati ng programs of vocational agriculture. A highly 
significant difference is apparent between t he above-average group of 
departments. and the below-average group when one js i t emizjng the number 
of honorary FA members per chapter . 
Honorary members are those elected by t he FFA members of any local 
chapter to be honored for outst anding ser vices rendered. ~ Qk_lahoma 
~ ITA Constit ltion identifies honorary FFA members as : 
Instructors , school superintendents , pr i ncipals, teachers , business-
men, farmers , and ot hers, who are helping to advance vocational agriculture 
and FFA work in Okl ahoma , and who have rendered outstanding service, may 
be elected to honorary membership by a majority vot e of t he members 
present at any chapter meeti ~g. Honorary members shall be non-voting, 
and rank as Chapter Farmers. 
71bid., p . J. 
Number of Members 
TABLE XIX 
TOTAL fil,"MBER OF ACTIVE FFA 




Gro1.1.p _________ ,,.,.,.,,,_,,, __ ~,,, ................ -~-.. --~-·-···'''"--~-------..,---... ~· .. -··---~ 
101 to 110 1 0 
91 to 100 1 0 
81 to 90 2 0 
71 to 80 5 5 
61 to 70 L} 2 
51 to 60 7 7 
4.1 to 50 20 12 
31 to 40 8 18 
21 to 30 2 4 
11 to 20 0 l 
1 to 10 0 0 
---...... --..... •·•--!<-- • ... ___ , __ ..,.... I ____ ,_.., ___ ., __ 
Nt:imber of Oases 50 49 
Mean 52.90 45.44 
Standard Dev:lation 17.29 14.49 
Cr:i:i:,ical Ratio 2.:33* 
--·-·· ... --.,..,_,,.,,_ ... , ........... ,...,., _____________ _ 
50 
It is apparent t he above-average group averaged almost three times 
as many honorary members per department as t he bel otv-average group. The 
above-average group reveals a mean of 22.30 honorary members per depart-
ment; the below-average group shows only 7. 75. Six of t he below- average 
group and one of t he above-average gr oup reported they had never had a 
single honor ary member . Thi r t y-one departments, or 62 per cent of t he 
below-average gr oup, r eported t hey had f rom one to ten honorary members . 
Forty depar t ment s, or 80 per cent of t he above-average group , r eported 
from 11 to 90 honorary members . The mode of t he above- average group is 
15.5; the mode of t he below-average group is 5.5. 
Table XX indicates t hose departments named by t he distr ict super-
visors evident ly have been cognizant of t he fact that persons i n other 
professions have been of value in assisting and encouraging FFA activities 
within the progr ams of vocational agriculture. The findings would lead 
one to surmise t hat t he departments identified as above average by the 
supervisors were the departments t hat were possibly r eceiving more 
community support by businessmen, farmers, school administrators , and 
others. It would appear that some teachers of vocational agriculture do 
' . 
not fully reali ze t he val ue of giving just recognition to those who make 
a r eal contribut i on t o programs of vocational agriculture. 
It is obvious that determining t he number of honorary FFA members 
per depart ment would be one important factor to consider when itemizir.g 
criteria for evaluating pr ogr ams of vocational agriculture. 
lltunber Qf. members per chapter attending State FFA convention. A sig-
nificant difference between the t wo groups of department s i s revealed when 
comparing the number of FFA members attendi ng t he State FFA conventi on. 
The mean of the above-average gr oup is 7.64 i n contrast to 4.52 for the 
TABLE XX 
NrWD3ER OF HONORARY FFA MEMBERS PER CHAPrER 
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below-average gr oup . Teachers of vocational agriculture are expected to 
have two official FFA voting delegates representing their local FFA chapter 
at the annual State FFA conventfon, which is generally held during the 
latter part of the month of April. The investigator, therefore, found 
all departments were r epresented by two delegates, with one sfogle excep-
tion during a one-year period. Twenty-four of the below-average depart-
ments reported one to three r.iembers attendi ng in contra.st to 16 of the 
above-average departments reporting this number attending . Ten of the 
belm,1-average departments reported more than six members attendiri,g with 
18 being t he highest number reported by that group . Twice as many of the 
above-average depe.rt ments reported six or more members attendi ng . Five 
of the above-average departments reported from 19 to 54 attending. 
The findings presented i n Table XXI would lead one to believe t he 
above-average departments identified by the district supervisors tended 
to encourage a larger number of FFA members to attend the State FFA 
convention as spectators. The investigator believes, as will be borne 
out in later evidence in some of the following tables, that the e.bove-
average departments were represented at the State FFA convention by 
l ar ger numbers of FFA members because several of these members were 
also contestants who would be competing in the State FFA interschola stic 
judging contest s on the Saturday f ollowing the termination of t he State 
FFA convention on Friday . 
It i s apparent, whatever the causes, that the number of FFA members 
att ending the State FFA convention denotes a significant difference 
between the two groups; t herefore, this should be a factor to be weighed 
when evaluating programs of vocational agriculture. 
Number Attending 
52 to 54 
L,9 to 51 
4.6 to Zt8 
/J to L,5 
1,.0 to /+;~. 
37 to 39 
31,. to 36 
31 to 33 
to 30 
?l' ·-' to 27 22 to 2L~ 
19 to 21 
11, to 18 
1 .... 
J.) to 15 
10 to 12 
? to 9 
I 1., to 6 
l to 3 
Ntunber of Ca.;se s 
Mean 
TABLE XXI 
NUMBER OJJ' MBMBERS PER CHAPTER .ATTENDING 


















































Number and percentage of departments participating in FFA activities. 
In investigating and comparing the various FFA activities engaged in by 
the two groups of departments, many revealing findings are presented in 
Table XXII. The only FFA activities, that do not show a significant 
dif ference between the two groups are: hold regular monthly meetings, 
have satisfactory program of work, participate in cooperative feeding, 
exhibit chapter welcome signs, and attend the State FFA convention. 
The above-average group, however, shows a higher percentage of depart-
ments participating in these named activities. One exception may be 
observed with 28 below-average departments exhibiting welcome signs in 
comparison with 27 above-average departments reporting they exhibited 
welcome signs. 
Among the FFA activities manifesting highly significant differences 
between the two groups of departments are: hold advancement ceremonies, 
hold Parent-Son banquet or social, appear before civic clubs, hold 
joint FHA-FFA socials, provide a State FFA officer, and rate as •out-
standing Chapter." These activities named in this paragraph are those 
which point out the greatest dissimilarities between the above-average 
group of departments and the below-average group. In scrutinizing 
Table XXII, it is obvious there is a great divergence between the two 
groups when one is considering these factors . The greatest difference 
that may be observed is t he factor regarding chapter r atings which show 
36 of t he above-average departments were rated "Outstanding FFA Chapter" 
at least once during t he three-year period covered :in this study. Only 
one of the 50 below-average departments was rated "Outstanding FFA Chap-
ter" during the same period. The above-average departments supplied 1.3 
State FFA officers during the three-year period. At the same time, the 
below-average departments provided three State officers. Three times 
TABLE XXII 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF DEPARTMENTS 
PARTICIPATING IN VARIOUS FFA ACTIVITIES 
Above-average 
Activity G!_'£.):1E.__ 
Number Per Cent 
(NS) 
/' 
Hold regular monthly meetings 43 86 
(**) Hold advancement ceremonies 33 66 
(NS) Have satisfactory program of 
work 43 86 
( *) Participate in leadership ira.:in:hg 41 82 
( *) Enter publi c speaking contests 10 20 
(**) Hold Parent-Son banquet er soai.al 43 86 
( *) Participate in radio programs 30 6/J 
( *) Participate in television 
programs 16 32 
( *) Pr epare news publicity :regularly 49 98 
(**) Appear before civic clubs 43 86 
(NS) Participate in cooperative 
feeding 35 70 
(NS) Exhibit chapter welcome signs 27 54 
(NS) Attend State FFA conventi on 50 100 
( *) Att end National FFA convention 14 28 
(**) Hold joint FHA-FFA soci als 24 48 
(**) Provide a State FFA officerf 1.3 26 
(**) Rat e as "Outstanding FFA 
'Chaoter"f .36 72 .L 
* Denotes significant difference 
** Denotes highly significant difference 






















f Denotes data totaled for t he t hree-year period 1949-1950, 1950-1951, 
and 1951-1952. 
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as many departments from the above-average group reported participation 
in joint Future Homemakers of America-Future Farmers of America socials 
as were r eported by departments i n the below-average group. Eighty-six 
per cent of the above-average group reported they held ParentrSon banquets, 
barbecues, or socials honoring par ents. Fifty-eight per cent of the 
below-average group reported holding such affairs for the parents. Eighty-
six per cent of the above-average group and 58 per cent of the below-
average group reported participation in civic club appearances. Thirty-
three of t he above- average departments repor ted they held advancement 
ceremoni es i n order to recognize their members a s they advanced in degree 
work . Only 18 of the 50 below-average departments reported they held 
advancement cer emonies . 
Other activities, not mentioned yet in t his analysis of Table XXII, 
whi ch i ndicated a significant difference between the two groups of 
depart ments of vocational agriculture are: participate in leadership 
traini ng conferences and schools, enter public speaki ng contests, partic-
ipate i n radio programs, participate in television programs, prepare news 
publi ci ty regularly, and attend the National FFA conventions. Fourteen 
of t he above- average departments reported members attending the National 
FFA convention i n Kansas City at least once during the three-year period; 
only five of t he bel ow- average departments reported members in attendance 
at the National FFA convention during that peri od. A marked dissimilari.ty 
can be obser ved between the two groups in all activities listed that 
pertain t o publici t y . Part i cipating i n leadership training schools also 
reveals a wi de divergence. Ten of the 50 above-average departments 
reported participation in public speaking contests in contrast to two 
of the bel ow-aver age departments participating. While this is a low 
percentage of both gr oups , it does indicate a significant difference. 
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From the findings pre sented in this t able, it is obvious that active 
participation i n FFA activities is es sential in or der to have an effective 
department of vocational agriculture. The investigator does not believe, 
nor does he mean to impl y , that all departments of vocational agriculture 
should attempt to particj pate in all these activities in order to gain 
recogniti on during t he early stages of development of FFA Chapters. It 
i s quite pr obable, however, that some of the well-established superior 
FFA chapt er s do participate i n all FFA activities listed i n t his table . 
The investigator would recommend that all FFA activities listed in this 
table i ndicating significant di f ferences be i ncluded as a part of eval-
uative cri ter i a for measuring the effectiveness of programs of vocational 
agriculture . 
Number e.f. graduates and drop-outs per department. This analysis is 
concerned wit h the annual number of graduates and drop-outs per depart-
ment . No significant difference is evident in comparing the two groups 
of depar t ment s when considering t his factor. It is regretable there 
was no manner i n which the investigator could separate the graduates fran 
t he dr op,~out s; t her efore, the findings presented in the following tables 
pertaining t o the wher eabouts of the graduates and drop-outs will of 
nece ssity be grouped together . Gr aduat es and drop-outs will be considered 
as those st udent s enrolled in all-day classes who were listed on the 
Enrollm6nt Report , which is sent to the State Office October 15 of each 
year _, and who were also listed a s graduates or drop-outs for that partic-
ular year wr1ich i s cover ed by t he Fi na:J:. All-Day Report. In other words, 
a student should not be listed as a graduate or drop-out on more than 
one Fina~ All - Day 5:_eport. The writer is led to believe that some 
teacher s listed st udent s sever al t imes 0 11 t he Final Al l-Day Report forms 
over a period of years, thus making an analysis of t his part of the 
investigation subj ect to error and misinterpretation. 
Table XXIII indicates a mean of 12.70 graduates and droI>-outs for 
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t he above- average group and a mean of 12 . 58 for t he below-average group. 
By t he investigator's inspecting Table I and through a simple calcula-
tion, i t may be reasoned that approximately 29 per cent of the average 
enrollment i n vocational agricult ure may be reported as graduates or 
droI>-outs each year. With three departments repor ting graduat es and drop-
outs being in exce ss of 26, and up to 44, the investigator questions 
whether t hese r eports were valid reports. In compiling t he data, i.t 
,1as observed that high numbers of gr aduates and drop-outs were reported 
all three years by some departments, leading one to surmise that some 
teacher s may have list ed the where-abouts of all recent graduates and 
drop-outs r ather than listing only those for the current year. 
For t y of the departments from th.e above-average group r eported their 
graduates and drop-outs ranging from 6 to 17 each year. An identical 
number of the departments from the below-average group repor ted the same 
r ange; t herefore, approximately 80 per cent of all departments repor ted 
t he average number of gr aduates and drop-outs ranging from 6 to 17 
annually . 
Average number of gr aduate@_ and dr.Q.£--outs engaged i n f arming. Voca-
t ional agricult ure departments shoul d be responsible for as sisting former 
st udents to become established i n f armi ng. In spi t e of this objective, 
no signif icant di fference bet Heen the two groups can be observed when one 
is consi der ing t he average number of graduates and drop-outs engaged in 
f arming each year . In f act , a r ather surprising finding is revealed 
when one observes t hat t he mean of t he belot->-average group j s 4.46 i n 
TABLE XXIII 
TOTAL NUMBER OF GRADUATES AIID 
DROP-OUTS PER DEPARTMENT 
59 
=-=-=-=-=========··-:::-=· ......!,..!.... --=--=-·=======·=...- . ------
Number of Graduates 
and Drop-Outs 
42 to 44 
.39 to 41 
36 to .38 
.3.3 to .35 
30 to 32 
27 to 29 
24 to 26 
21 to 23 
18 to 20 
15 to 17 
12 to 14 
9 to 11 
6 to 8 
3 to $ 
0 to 2 











































.01 (not significant) 
-0 ........ ·-·--.--~-,-.- er • ..... - ...... • • I ..... _____________ -------------
contrast to a mean of .3,58 for t he above-average group which presents a 
. 88 advantage for t he belo-w-average group. It can be observed tlnt one 
depart ment from the below-average group reported over 19 engaged i n 
farming. This one depart ment would tend t o sket-J the results considerab]y. 
The i nvestigator, as mentioned previously, js l ed to believe that some 
teachers may have reported all of the re cent graduates and drop-outs 
irn tead of r eporting only tho se for t he one year ped od . Thirty- seven 
departments of the above- average group r eported t wo to five graduate s 
and drop- outs engaged i n farming; a like n·:'lnber fron t he belmv- average 
group i ndicated t he same although t here ,,ias a l arger percent age of this 
group reporting but h10 to three instead of f our to five . The f i ndings 
presented in this t able would indicate that a teacher of vocational agri-· 
culture should not expect more than two t o f i ve graduates and drop-outs 
to become engaged i n farming annually over t he year s . Of cour se, 
communities vary i n the oppor tunities t hey offer to young men for be-
coming established in farming . The findings presented in t his table 
should cause those re sponsible for programs of vocational agriculture 
to realize that only a small number of t he students enro l led in voca 
tional agricultur e will have the opportunities for becoming established 
in farming. One may observe that 59 per cent of the 100 departments 
included in this study i ndicated three or a le sser number of their grad-
uates and drop- outs were engaged in farming each year . This is a rather 
small number when it is recalled that Table XXIII indicated an average 
of 12. 64 graduates and drop-o·.it s per year for the 100 schools . The 
findings would indicate appr oximately 32 per cent of the graduat es and 
drop-outs reported by tea chers were engaged in farming . 
TABLE XXIV 
AVERAGE NtJlY.lBER OF GRADUATES AND DROP-OUTS 
ENGAG~ IN FARMING 
[ •• ·=== :i; :ri: ?n~c=:::t..:Al~ ==:;_.,, . =.:..:..a:: 
Number Engaged Above.-a.ve:rage 
in Farming Group 
20 to 21 0 
18 to 19 0 
16 to 17 0 
14 to 15 0 
12 to 13 0 
10 to 11 l 
$ to 9 l 
6 to 7 5 
4 to 5 15 
2 to .'.3 22 
0 to 1 5 
NtUnber of Cases 49 
Mean 3.58 
Standard Deviation 2.00 
6l 


















Critical Ratio 1.44 (not significant) 
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Number of fil:_aduates and drop-outs i n work related to agr:iculture . 
It has been assumed that vocational agriculture is responsible for placing 
some former students in work related to agriculture; however, no signif-
icant difference between the t wo groups can be observed when compar i ng 
the average number of gr aduates and drop-out s in work related to agri-
culture . Sixteen of t he depar t ments reported none of their graduates or 
drop-outs in work related to agriculture. Sixt y of t he 100 departments 
r eported one to two graduates or drop--outs i n work related to agricultUie. 
The belm .. J- average group shows a mean of l. 78 and the above-average group 
shows a mean of l. 72 graduates and drop-outs i n work related to agricul-
tu.re per year. This would i ndicate approximately 14 per cent of the 
total number of graduates and drop-outs in work related to agriculture . 
TABLE xrl 
A VER.AGE NUMBER OF GRADUATES AND DROP-OUTS IN 
WORK RELATED TO AGRICULTURE 
Number in Work Related Above-average 









Number of Cases 49 
Mean 1.72 














Cri tical Ratio ,19 (not significant) 
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Number of graduate~ and drop-outs in professional agriculture. It 
has been acknowledged that departments of vocati onal agriculture place a 
few former students in professional agriculture each year. In this inves-
tigation no significant difference in the average number of graduates 
and drop-outs in professional agriculture can be observed between t he 
above- average group of depar t ments and the belo1-,1-average group. Since 
most persons would consider it necessary f or high school gr aduates to 
have some addit ional education and training before becoming engaged in 
professional agriculture, it would be expected that most teachers would 
report few of their students engaged in professional agriculture. This 
expectation is confirmed by observing Table XXYI, and finding that 87 
per cent of all departments covered in this survey r eported none of their 
graduates or drop-outs engaged in professional agriculture. The remain-
ing f our of t he above- average departments reported one graduate or drop-
out i n professional agriculture each year . Six of t he below-average 
group also repor ted one per year; two more indicated three each. It is 
possible the 12 departments that reported some of their graduates and 
drop-outs in professional agriculture may have reported boys who were 
doing field work with the Soil Conservation Service, the Production Mar-
keting Associat i on, or as Dairy Herd Lmprovement Association testers; 
nevertheless, a very small percentage of graduates and drop-outs were 
reported i n pr ofessional agriculture work . 
Number of graduates and 9£QP-outs in gQQ-agricultural work. It has 
been recognized that a nwnber of former students of vocational agricul-
ture must go into non-agricultural work when they leave school. No 
significant di fference is indicated i n t his investigation between the 
two groups when compz; r ing the aver age number of gr aduates and drop-outs 
TABI.$ XXVI 
AVERAGE NUMBER OF GRADUATES AND DROP-OUTS 
IN PROFESSIONAL AGRICULTURE 
Number in Above-average Below-average 





Number of Cases 49 
Mean .OS 









Critical Ratio .61 (not significant) 
in non-agricultural work. The above-average group reveals a slightly 
lower mean than the below-average group which have means of 2.36 and 
2.92 r espect ively. Seven of the departments included in this study 
reported none of their guaduates and drop-outs engaged in non.~agricul-
tural work. Seventy departments reported from one to three graduates 
and drop-outs i n non-agricultural wor~. Thirty-two departments from 
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both groups reported from four to nine of their graduates and drop-outs 
i n non-agricultural work. Table XXVII makes it apparent that some of 
the students enrolled in vocational agriculture will go into work not 
related to agriculture . 
TABLEXIVIl 
AVERAGE NCJMBER OF GRADUATES AND DRQP ... QUTS 















































1.47 (not significant) 
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Number of graduates and drokouts in military service. A certain 
number of former students of vocational agriculture go directly into m:il-
itary service as they leave high school. This was a factor considered in 
t his investigation. Almost identical means are revealed for the twc 
groups of departments when collating the average number of graduates and 
drop-outs in mi l itary service; therefore, no significant difference is 
i ndicated. There were only 12 depe.rtments that reported none of their 
graduates and drop-outs in military service. One department reported an 
average of 12 graduates and drop-outs per year in military service. The 
only other depart.~ent reporting more than an average of five, reported 
six per year . Although no significant difference is revealed in Table 
XXVIII, it should be pointed out tha.t teachers of vocational agriculture, 
as well as other t eachers in the secondary schools , ha~.re a responsibility 
of counseling boys who are graduating or leavj ng school through the 
"drop-out procedure," concerning their forth-.coming experiences, moral 
obligations , and responsibilities pertaining to military service. 
Number of graduates and drop-outs in college. Some students of 
vocational agriculture enroll in college after being graduated from high 
school . This was one of t he factors considered in this study pertaining 
to graduates and drop-outs. In collecting the data, the investigator 
found this to be t he only factor concerning graduates and drop-outs which 
reveal ed a significant diff erence between the two groups. Table XXIX 
shows a mean of 3.16 graduates and drop-outs in college from the depart-
ments i n the above- average group; a mean of 2.18 is evidenced from the 
departments i n the below-average gr oup . This denotes a highly signif-
icant dif f e1~ence between t he two groups. It may be assumed that prac-
ti cally al l of those r eported i n college were graduates. 
TABLE XXVIII 
AVERAGE NUMBER OF GRADUATES AND DROP-OUTS 
IN MILITARY SERVICE 
NLunber in Above-average 














Number of Cases 49 
Mean 2.18 




















Critical Ratio. .06 (not significant) 
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Twenty-one of the below-average group reported not mare thari one in 
c.ollege; seven 0£ the above-average group reported this small number in 
college. Eleven of the above-average group reported an average of five 
to ten enrolled in college per year; only three of the below-average 
group reported an average of five to ten graduates and drop-outs in ool-
legs. Fifty-,six of all departments reported two, three, or four graduates 
and drop-outs in college··; ,an additional 14 reported more than four in 
college. 
With a highly significant difference between the two groups of 
departments manifested, it must be recommended that the number of grad-
uates and drop-outs in college be regarded as one of the criterion in 
measuring the effectiveness of programs of vocational agriculture. It 
may be conjectured that teachers from the above-average departments tend 
to encourage and inspire some of their students to go to college more ,o 
than do the teachers from the below-average departments. 
Graduates and drop-outs~ whereabouts~ unknown. Some teachers 
of vocational agriculture lose contact with a few of their former students 
each year . Table XXX presents the findings concerning the average number 
of graduates and drop-outs "whose whereabouts are unknown." No signif-
icant difference is indicated between the above-average group of depart-
ments and the below-average group; however, it is gratifying that 62 of 
the departments reported none to this query. An additional 29 reported 
one whose whereabouts was unkno·wn. This shows that 91 of the departments 
had rather complete records of a. follow-up nature regarding. their students. 
Only one tea.cheir reported a,n. exces~1ve number t>:t grad,uates and drop.. 
' . . ,, 
outs whose whereabouts were unknown~ and in that instance he reported 
that he did not know the whereabouts of se,ren students. It is believed 
TABLE XX:IX 
AVERAGE NUMBER OF GRADUATES AND 
DROP-OUTS m COLLEGE 
.,.,. .. _., __ ..... _ .. _____ "'_··· -·· .. _. _____ .., __ , __ _ 
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this report cnme from a department that had experienced teacher changes 
during t he school term, and the new teacher did not have the into%"2ll8.t1on 
that was needed at the time the Final m-~ ~port was sent to the 
State Office of Vocational Educatjon. 
TABLE m 
AVERAGE Nu11BER OF GRADUATES A?-11) I>ROP.OUTS 
WHOSE WBER.EAEOUTS ARE UNKNCM{ 
a TS I &&a 
Number Whose 









































.)l (not significant) 
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Number of contests place~ in 12.Y. ~in~ interscholastic~ 
tests. Judging contests were one of the factors believed to influence 
programs of vocational agriculture. Table XXII presents the findings 
concerning the number of contests placed in by teams in the interschO,:.. 
lastic FFA judging contests during the spring of 1952. A significant 
dif ference is indicated between the two groups of departments when one is 
considering this f actor. It was impossible for the investigator tn 
gather data concerning contests held in 1950 and 1951 because these 
records were not available. "Placing" means those teams that placed 
among t he six high teams in each contest. 
It is obvious that a greater number of the above-average depart-
ments had tear.is placing than the below-average departments. One of the 
below-average departments placed in two contests, with the only other 
bel o,,J-average department placing in one contest. Quite another picture 
i s presented by observing the result s accomplished by the above-average 
departments. Two of t he aboire-average departn:ents placed in four 
contes t s; one placed in three contests; two placed in two contests; and 
four pl aced in one contest. 
Since the number of contests placed in by teams in the interscho-
l astic FFA judging contests proved to be a significant difference, it 
must be recomr,ended that this be regarded as a factor worthy of conside:ra-
t i on in developing eval uative criteria . It is appar ent only nine of the 
50 above-aver age departments were represented with teams placing in the 
contests. Only four per cent of the below-average departments had 
teams pl acing . 
TABLE XXXI 
NUMBER OF CONTESTS PLACED IN BY TEAMS IN THE DTTEHSCHOLASTIC 
FFA JllDGnJG CONTESTS DtJRil[G THE SPRING OF 1952 






























The investigator tested the null hypothesis with dat,a collected 
during the jnterscholastic Fl:i:A judging contests during the spring of 1953 
to test the reliability of the findings presented in Table XXXI. These 
findings substantiate the findings presented in Table XXXII by mani-
fe ,sting a highly significant difference between the two groups of depart-
ments. Since these data were gathered in 1953, a. detaileq discussion 
will be omitted because these findings ai"e beyond the scope of this in-
vestigation. 
TABLE mII 
NUM3ER OF CONTESTS PLACED IN BY TEAMS IN THE DITERSCHOLASTIC 
FFA JUDGING CONTESTS DURING THE SPRI!iG OF 1953 
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Number of Cases 50 
Mean .44 
Standard Dev:tation .90 













Nwnber of points earned toward th~ Far mer-.Stoc.x:rna.n Awars_ £Y. depart-
ments. Another factor regarding judging conte sts was the nur1ber of points 
earned i n the i nterscholastic FFA judgi ng contests toward the Farmer-
Stockman Award . Table XXXIII indicates a highly significant difference 
between the two gr oups of depar t ments by denoting a much higher mean for 
the above-average gr oup when compar ing the nmnber of points earned in the 
int erscholastic FFA judging contests as computed for t he Farmer-Stockman 
Award . The Far mer-Stockman Award is a beautiful trophy which is awarded 
to the department of vocational agriculture winning the most points in all 
of the agricultural contests. Indivi dual member placings are i ncluded in 
the comput ation of points earned as well a s team placings, A detailed 
expl anation of computing points is given in the contest rules. 8 
The same two departments f rom the below-average group observed in 
Table XXXI were among the three departments winning t he least number of 
points toward the Farmer-Stockman Award. 
The findings presented in this table will convincingly support the 
findin0 s presented in Table XXXI. Po i nts earned toward t he Farmer-
Stockman Award should be weighed when evaluating programs of vocat i onal 
agriculture. 
Judging contest cash wiri..nings at the major~ £Y. departments. 
Cash winnings f rom judgi ng contests at t he three major shows in Oklahoma 
were believed to be an indicat i on of t he effectivene ss of progr ams of 
vocational agricult ure. A highly significant difference i s evidenced be-
tween t he above- average group of departments and the below- average group 
8H. Clay Potts, Agricultural Judging Schools and Contests for 
Oklahoma ~F. A. (Stillwater, Okl ahoma), p. 1. 
TABLE XXXIII 
NID(BER OF PODJTS EARNED Ill TI-IB TiiTERSCHOLASTIC FFA JUDGilm 
CONTESTS AS COMPUTED FOR THE FA.."tMER-STOCKMAN AWA.r.10 
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Number of 
Points Earned 
31 to 35 
26 to 3C 
21 t.o 25 
16 to 20 
11 to 15 
6 to 10 



































when noting the great dissimj.larity in judgi.ng contest, ca.sh winnings at 
the llll?,jor shows in Oklahoma. Major shows included in this study are the 
Oklahoma State Fair in Oklahoma City, the Tulsa State Fair, and the Okla-
homa City Spring Li.vestock Show. At these three major shows, FFA judging 
contests are sponsored for students of vocational agriculture. Rules for 
the contests may be found in the. show catalogs for each of the respective 
shows. Cash awards are presented to the high teams and high individuals. 
Table XXXIV is a presentation of the findings arrived a·I:, by compiling 
data pertaining to these three major shows for a two-year period. "Dollars 
won" signifies the total amount won as revealed in records from each show 
office. These records also are available in the State Office of Voca-
tional Education. 
The average amount won by. the fifty above-average departments was 
$18.80 in contrast to an average of $.3 won by the below-average depart,-
ments. Twenty-eight of the above-average departments were mol'i.ey winners 
in contrast to a mere seven from the below-average group. Eleven 
departments, nine of them from the above-average group, won more than 
$20 result:ing from judging contest wim1ings. With a highly sj.gnfficant 
difference manifested bet,~een the two groups, ju.dging contest cash 
winnings at the major shows should be a useful mes.sure for evaluation. 
Cash ·winnings would indicate not 011..ly active participation in judging 
contests but also disclose some of the effective training bei.ng given 
,students of vocational agriculture. 
Total winnings ~t the ma.i.Q£. ~~ in, Oklah~. The more effective 
programs of vocational agriculture were believed to be more active in 
exhibiting crops and livestock at the three major shows in Oklahoma. 
A highly s:i.gnificant dif'feren.ce between the two groups of departments 
Dollars Won 
181 to 190 
171 to 180 
161 to 170 
151 to 160 
141 to 150 
131 to 11~0 
121 to 130 
111 to 120 
101 to 110 
91 to 100 
81 to 90 
71 to SO 
61 to 70 
51 to 60 
41 to 50 
Jl -to L,O 
21 to 30 
11 to 20 
1 to 10 
0 
Number oi' Cases 
Mean 
TABLE XXXDT 
JUDG nm CONTEST CASH wn,JJHNGS AT TllE 

























Standard Deviation 34.16 
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can be seen by viewi ng Tabl e XX'£:! when one is comparing the total winnings 
from crop and livestock exhibits at the three major shows in Oklahoma . As 
previously expl ai ned, the three major shows will be considered the Ok.1,ahoma 
State :Ea:ir a t Oklahoma City, the Tulsa State Fair, and t he Oklahoma City 
Spring Livestock Show. Total winnings represent the total cash winnings 
f or a t wo-year period. It is obvi ous the state supervisors considered 
departments that parti.cipat ed actively in shows in naming the above-
average group, as oppo sed to a l esser active group in show participation 
for the below-average group. Only ten of the above-average group show 
no winnings f rom shows during this period in contrast to thirty from the 
below-average group. 'Ihree of t he below-average group rev-eal winnings 
exceeding $1009 and those three disclosed their winnings to be in the 
range of $101 t o $200. Fifteen of the 50 above-average departments denote 
their show winnings t o exceed $200. The mean of t he above-average group 
of depar tments signifies shm1 winnings to average $254 in contr ast to a 
mean of $46 for the belo'lf-average gr oup of depar t ments . 
It is obvi ous that super,ri&ors consider par ticipation in major crop 
and livestock shows to be an impor tant r equisite to be r ated an above-
average department of vocational agriculture. Wit h a hi ghly significant 
difference manifested between the two groups , total cash winnings from 
c:rop and livestock exhibits at major shows should be recognized as a 
valid measure of the effectiveness of above-average departments of voca-
tional agriculture. 
Total investment ner: de.,P..ar tment in su11ervised farm g aining 11rogram. 
The amount invest ed in the supervised f arm trai ning program was believed 
to affect programs of vocational agri culture. A highly significant 
difference is immedia tely recognized bet ween the two groups of departments 
TABLE XXXV 
TOTAL WDilUNGS FROM CROP AND LIVESTOCK EXHIBITS AT 
THE MAJOR SHOWS IN OKLAHOMA 
--··----_.., _____ _., 
Total Winnings 
il~ 1601 to 1700 
1501 to 1600 
lLf.01 to 1500 
1301 to 11+00 
1201 to 1300 
1101 to 1200 
1001 to 1100 
901 to 1000 
801 to 900 
701 to 800 
601 to 700 
501 to 600 
L,01 to 500 
301 to 400 
201 to 300 
101 to 200 
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when collating the average annual investment per department. The average 
:inyestment in the total supervised farm training program for the above-
av·erage departments is $31,000 in contrast to ai1 ave1•age im.restrnent of 
q~l6,850 for the below-average departments. The ai.11otmt invested per depart-
ment from the below--average group represents only 54.35 per cent of the 
amount invested by the above-average group. Fow belotv•~avera.ge depart-
ments reported a total :investment of :1~:;5000 or less. Thirty-seven, or 74 
per cent of the below-average departments, exhibited total investments in 
supervised farm training programs to be less than )$20, 001. Qui.te a dis-
similar picture is presented when one observes that only 11, or 22 per 
cent of the above average departments, indj.cat,sd their investments in 
total supervised farm trahdng p:l:'ograms to range from i~20,000 down to 
Twenty-one of the above-average dep1::.rtments exhibited average 
investments exceeding ~~35 ,OOO, whereas only two of the below .... average 
departments exhibHed the i.r investments to exceed :t3 5,000. 
TM s table convincingly demonstrates that the total investment :in 
the supervfaed farm training program per department js an excellent meas ... 
ure of the effectiv-eness of programs of vocational agriculture. Naturally 
the econom:tc conditi.ons which vary would affect the amottnt :imrested in 
the supervised farm trainj_ng program from year to year, but it is 
apparent that those departments which were rated above avei~age had a 
much h:1.gher investment i.n the supervised farm training programs consist-
ently" With a hi.ghly sigrd.ffoant difference denoted betwee11 the two 
groups regarding the total amount invested in the supervised farm 
training programs, it fa mandatory that this be one of the criterion to 
:i.nc:1ude in evaluative criteria for measuring the effectiveness of pro-
grams of voe a tfonal agricul tu.re. 
111,~ 
TABLE XXXVI 
AVERAGE ANNUAL TOTAL VALUE PER..DEPARTMlm'.l' 
OF SUPERVIsmD FARM 1'RADTINQ PROGRAM 
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$ 90,001 to 9;,000 
a;,001 to 90,000 
eo,001 to s;,ooo 
75,001 to S0,000 
70,001 to 75,000 
65,001 to 70,000 
60,001 to 65,000 
;;,001 to 60,ooo 
;0,001 to ;;,ooo 
4;,001 to ;o,ooo 
40,001 to 45,000 
35,001 to 40,000 
30,001 to 35,000 
2;,001 to 30,000 
20,001 to 25,000 
15,001 to 20,000 
10,00l to 15,000 
5,00lto 101000 
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Average invest ment per student in supervised f arm tra i ning . The 
amount invested per st udent in t he supervi sed farm training progr am was 
another factor consi dered i n thi s study . A hi ghl y s i gnificant dif ference 
was revealed between the two groups when t he invest igator considered the 
average total investment per depart ment in the supervi sed farm training 
program a s exempl ified i n the pr eceding table. It wa s reasonable then 
t o expect to find a signif icant difference between the t wo groups when 
one compared the average annual inve stment per student . This observa-
tion is substantiated in Table XXXVII by r evealing a hi ghl y significant 
difference between the two gr oups. The above- average gr oup shows a mean 
of $740 invested per student ; t he below-average group shows a mean of 
$396 invested per student i n super vi sed f ar m tra i ning . Mor e than three 
time s as many of the below- average group of depart ments indicated average 
student investments t o be less t han $301. None of t he below- average 
group indicated average student investments to exceed $900, wher eas 20 
of the 50 above-average departments reported average student i nvestments 
to exceed $900. Three of t he above-average departments r eported average 
annual i nvestments in the supervised farm t raini ng progr ams t o exceed 
$1,800 per student. 
As mentioned previously, the value of supervised f ar m tra i ning pro-
gr ams will vary from year to year with economi c changes, but it is 
obvious that the above-average depart ments i dentified by t he state 
supervisors of vocational agricul ture wer e depart ments which would 
consistentlY show higher student invest ment s i n their proj ect programs; 
therefore, the average i nves t ment per s tudent i n supervi sed f ar m train-
ing should be a valuable mea.sure of the eff ectivene ss of a progr am of 
vocational agriculture. 
TABLE XXXir!! 
A VE.RAGE ANNUAL iJ.A,LtlE PER STUDENT OF 
SUPEitVISED FARM TRAINnJG PROGRAM 
8.3 
--· ===· =-====-=-=·=· ·=~·-==-=·=====~;:;.;;::""~'--·::;:;:·" =-.:.::::~ ..... =-======= 
Annual Value 
$ 2001 to 2100 
1901 to 2000 
1801 to 1900 
1701 to 1800 
1601 to 1700 
1501 to 1600 
1401 to 1500 
1301 to 1400 
1201 to 1300 
1101 to 1200 
1001 to 1100 
901 to 1000 
801 to 900 
701 to 800 
601 to 700 
501 to 600 
L,01 t,o 500 
301 to L~OO 
201 to 300 
101 to 200 
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Total net profit per department ~rom supervised f arm training pro-
gram. The total net profit per department derived from supervised farm 
tra i ning programs was considered as a factor which would serve as a guide 
when attempting to evaluate programs of vocational agriculture. In 
weighing the dif ference between t he two groups when one is comparing this 
f actor, a highly significant difference is evidenced between the above-
average group and the belov~average group . The average total net profit 
per department for the above-average group is $13,300, in comparison with 
$6,450 for the below-average group. This wo uld i ndicate the total net 
profit per department from the above-average group to be over twice that 
of the below-average group. Twenty of the below-average group reported 
total net profit per depart ment to be $5,000 or less ; five of the above-
average group were in this range . Twelve of t he above- average group 
reported total net profits exceeding $17,500 per department; one depart-
ment from the below- average group reported its net profit to exceed 
$17,500 . The highest total net profit per department was reported to 
exceed $40,000. 
With a highl y significant difference exhibited between the two grotps 
of departments , the average t otal net profit per department from super-
vised farm tra i ning programs shoul d be considered one of t he factors to 
include in criteria for evaluating departments of vocational agriculture. 
~otal self labor per department from supervised f ar m training 
~J!:E!· Total self l abor per department from supervised f arm training 
is believed to be one of t he mor e important measures of the effective-
ness of programs of voce.tfonal agricul ture . Table XXXIX displays a 
h:ighly significant difference between the above-average gr oup of depart-
ments and the below-avers.ge group when one makes a comparison of the 
·TABLE XXXVII 
A VER.AGE A11NO'AL T·OTAL NET PROFIT PER DEPARTM!!:NT 
FROM SUPElWISED FARH TRAINilJG PROGRAM 
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$40,001 to 42,500 
37,501 to 40,000 
35,001 to 37,500 
32,501 to 35,000 
30,001 to 32,500 
27,501 to 30,000 
25,001 to 27,500 
22,501 to 25,000 
20,001 to 22,500 
17,501 to 20,000 
15,001 to 17,500 
12,501 to 15,000 
10,001 to 12,500 
'7,501 to 10 ;000 
5,001 to 7,500 
2~501 to 5;000 
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average annual total self l abor per department from supervised farm train-
ing. Self labor is the amount paid the individual for his own labor while 
caring for his supervised farm training program. "Total self labor" as 
used in this table is the total amount of self labor calculated by add-
ing all of the individuals' self l abor for their respective department. 
The average annual total self labor per department reveal s a mean 
of $1 , 674 for the above-average group, and a mean of $1,068 for the below--
average group. Sixteen of the below-average departments reported total 
self labor per department to be less than $601; three of t he above-
average departments reported self labor to be less than $601. Eleven of 
t he above-average departments repor ted self l abor per department to 
exceed $2,400, i n contrast to only two from the below-average group 
r eporti ng their self l abor to exceed this amount. 
The investigator observed that no systematic procedure of r ecording 
self l abor was evidenced by departmental reports concerning self labor. 
Some departments from both groups show a much higher percentage of the 
l abor income being reported as self l abor than others. Because of this 
obser vat ion, t he investigator believes this factor f ails to characterize 
the effe ctiveness of programs of vocational agriculture a s accurately as 
some of the other measures considered in this study. With a hi ghly 
signi f i cant difference presented, however, it should be recommended that 
t his factor be we i ghed when developing evaluative criteria for measuring 
the eff ectiveness of progr ams of vocat i onal agri culture. 
Student hours per department Q.£ supervised farm trai ning . One 
indicat i on of t he effectiveness of progr ams of vocational agriculture 
would seem to be the number of student hours spent in conducting super-
vi sed f ar m tra i ning programs. A highly significant dif ference is 
TABLE XXXJJC 
AVERAGE ANNCJAL TOTAL SELF LABOR PER DEPARTM!mfr 
FROM SUPERVISED FARM TRAil'IIlrG PROGRAM 
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3301 to 3600 
3001 to 3300 
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2401 to 2700 
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revealed in Table Yil. between the abo·ve-average group of departments and 
the beloi,i-average group when one is making this comparison. The above-
average group reported a nwan of 5720. 5 student hours per department; 
the below--average group reported 3300. 5 student hours per department. 
This would show the belovJ-average group reported only 57. 6 per cent as 
moJW student hou.rs as the above-average g:r·oup. As prevfousl;}" mentioned, 
some teachers did not seem to encottcage students to record student hours 
in their record keeping, and some obviously encom·aged students to 
record a relatively high nm,1ber of student hours i.n keeping records of 
their supervised farm training programs. 
W:l th such a highJ,.y signi.ficant d5fference :indicated pertaining to 
the average annual total student hours per department from supervised 
farm training programs, it is apparent this is a factor that should 
receive consideration ·when deyeloping evaluative criteria for measuring 
the effectiveness of programs of vocatfonal agriculture. 
Total labor inc~ 1~.!"'. d§llr~ne11.·~ from §.lliJ.S:!.Y.1:.fl.§:9:. farm trcd.ning 
E,rogpani, One of the most vaUd measures of supervised farm training 
progr:,x1s is labor income. Labor income is the StUll of the amotmt allowed 
fo:r self labor plus net profit. 11Total labor income 11 is the stm1 of all 
incliv:lduals s labor incomes within any department of vocational agriculture. 
When one considers total labor :tncome, Table XLI indicates a highly 
sign1ficant d:li'ference between the abovo-average group of departments and 
the below-average group,, The rnean total labor income of the above-
average group :ts :;)\15 ,120 and the mean of the below-average group is 
:Ji7, 500. wh1eh ts approximately one-half the amount shmm by the above, .. 
average groupc Ten deps.rtments from the belovi-average group show the 
1:;nrerage total labor :L:come per department to be :rt,.:3 ,000 or less. 
g9 
TABLE XL 
AVERAGE ANNUAL TOTAL STUDENT HOURS j)ER DEPARTM!NT 
FROM SUPER.VISED FARM TRAINING PROGRAM 
Student Hours 
16,001 to 17,000 
15,001 to 16.,000 
14J001 to 15,000 
13 , 001 ·to 14,000 
12 1001 to 13,000 
11,001 to 12,000 
10,001 to 11,000 
9,001 to 10,000 
8,001 tc 9,000 
7,001 to 8,000 
6,001 to 7,000 
5 , 001 to 6, 000 
4,001 to 5,000 
3,001 to 4,000 
2,001 to 3,000 
1,001 to 2,000 
0 to 1,000 



















































Thirty-six of the below-average depurtments show the tota1·1abor income 
per department to be $9,000 or less; only 12 of the above-average depart-
ments were tabulated in this category. Thirty-eight of the above-average 
del)<;'lrtments are shown to have annual total labor incomes in excess of 
~~9, 000 each. 
By one's viewing Table XLI, it is obvfous that average total labor 
income i.s a valid measure of the effecti.veness of programs of vocational 
agriculture pertaining to supervised farm training. The investigator is 
led to beli.eve this i'ac·r,or j.s one of the most important measures to 
consider in evaluation of programs of vocational ag1"iculture. 
Labor incon~. 12§!. stud.en~ ~ §11.p_ervised f.a~1.11; trajning I?.f.9.&~am,. 
Labor income per student from supervised farm training was beli.e·ved to be 
one of the most 'ii'alid criterion for evaluating programs of vocational 
agriculture. Table XLII indi.cates a highly significant difference be-
tween the two groups of departments when one is comparing the average 
annual labor income per student derived from the supervised farm train-
ing prograrn. The mean labor income per student from the above-average 
group is $.346. 50, and the mean labor income per student of the below-
average group is ia?S.50. Thirteen departments from the below-average 
gro:.tp show an average labor income per student to be less than $101, 
and three of the above-average group are incl1..i.ded in this interval group-
ing. Twenty-four of the above-average departments reported average 
labor income to be in the range of $301 up to $1,200 per student; seven 
of the below-average departme11ts are listed in this category. The nine 
departments reporting the highest average labor :i.ncome per student 
reported it to be in excess of' $500 per student. None of this high 
group was represented by depart:nents from the below-average group. 
'?ABLI XLI 
AVERAGI ANNUAL TOTAL LABOR INCOME PER DEP.(ummn' 
FROM SUPIRVISID FARM TRAINING PROGRAM ' . . 
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Labor Income Above-average Be.lo,.,..awrage 
f 42,001 to 45,000 
I 39,001 to 42,000 
36,00l to 39,000 
33,001 to 36,000 
J0,001 to 33,000 
27,001 to 30,000 
24,001 to 27,000 
21, 001 ·~o 24,000 
18,001 to 21,000 
15,001 to 18,000 
12,001 to 15,000 
9,001 to 12,000 
6,001 to 9,000 
3,001 to '6 000 '., 
0 to 3,000 












































AVERAGE AN1'IDAL LABOR INCOME PER STUDENT 
FROM SUPERVISED FARM TRAINING PROGRAM 
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Labor Income 
iu1 1101 to 1200 
1001 to 1100 
901 to 1000 
801 to 900 
701 to 800 
601 to 700 
501 to 600 
401 to 500 
301 to 400 
201 to 300 
101 to 200 
0 to 100 
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Labor income per student is proved to be a hi ghl y significant f actor 
when one is comparing above-average departments and belov~average depart-
ments of vocational agriculture. This would demonstrate the attitude of 
the state supervisors of vocational agriculture regardi ng t he supervised 
f ar m tra ining progr am . If vocational agriculture is t o aid i n attaining 
proficiency i n f ar ming f or those preparing to become f armers, t hen any 
statistical measures pertaining to the super vised fa.rm tra i ni ng progr ams 
that prove to be s i gnificant ly di fferent when one i s comparing above-
average and below-average departments should be val uable aids :in evaluating 
pr ograms of vocational agriculture. Average labor i ncome per student 
would be one of t he most valid measures to be used in such evaluation. 
Investment in beef production projects per department. It was be-
lieved the average i nvestment i n beef proj ects per department would 
infl uence programs of vocational agricul ture . Table XLIII signifies 
a significant difference between the t wo groups of departments when one 
is making this comparison. The average investment per department in beef 
pro jects for t he above-average group is $9, 950, and t he aver age investmert 
fo r t he below-average group is $5,300. This would show t h<> t above- average 
departments had 1.88 times as much invested i n beef projects as t he 
below-ave.rage gro up. Thirteen of t he belo,J- average departments reported 
l ess t han $2;501 invested in beef projects i n contr ast to onl y three 
f rom t he above- aver?ge group reporting t his amount i nvested. Extremes 
'\<tere evidenced with two depart ments reporting t heir investments falling 
in the intervals of $27,501 to $30 ,000 and $42,501 to $45,000. There were 
11 departments, ten of them from the above-average group, reporting beef 
production investments exceeding $15,000. 
The average annual investment in beef production projects per 
TABLE XLIII 
A VER.AGE ANNUAL D<lWSTMENT Il\T BEEF 
PRODUCT ION PROJECTS PER DEPARTNEltt 
94 
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Amount Invested Above-average 
Grotip 
Below-average 
Group __ ,, ____ . ---···· ... ·--....... -, ... , .. , .. -, ..... _ .... _._ ....... , .. -----··-........ , .. · .......... " ....... -, .. ·-··--- _ .....___ ... _ 
~~ 42.501 to 45,000 l 0 
40,001 to 42,500 0 0 
37,501 to 40,000 0 0 
35,001 to 37,500 0 0 
32,501 to 35,000 0 0 
30,001 to 32,500 0 0 
27,501 to 30,000 1 0 
25,001 to 27,000 0 0 
22,501 to 25,000 0 0 
20,001 to 22,500 2 0 
17,501 to 20,000 2 0 
15,001 to 17,500 4 1 
12,501 to 15,000 .3 2 
10,001 to 12,500 5 2 
7,501 to 10,000 10 9 
5,001 to 7,500 8 6 
2,501 to 5,000 11 16 
0 to 2,500 3 13 
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department denotes a significant difference between the two groups; 
therefore, this should be a factor considered in evaluation of depart,.. 
ments of vocational agI'icultui"e, 
9S 
f&bo:r:, income per departmell! froin £!!! ;e;od'l;'lSL~ projects. Annual 
labor income per department from beef' projects was a .t'aotor thought 
to aff'eot programs of vocational agriculture. A. h:t.ghly significant 
difference may be perceived when compa.:r.·~.ng the above-average group and 
the ~elow-avera.ge group. The above-average gro1.1.p bas e.n average annual 
labor income of $4,060 from beei' production projects in contrast to 
$2,440 for the below-average group~ Twenty-eight oi' the 50 below-a:verage 
departments repo?ited average labor income from beef to be less than 
$2,001. The mode of the above-average group falls :ln the interval 
$.3, 001 to ~M, 000, whereas the mode of the below,.a verage group :ls in 
the interval $1,001 to, $2,000. 
It :ls apparent, with a highly s:tgn:1:f':!.oe.nt difference revealed :ln 
this table, average annual labor :lnco1ne from beef production projects. 
. . 
per department should be a recognized or:tter1on·to :lnolude in measuring 
the effeot.iveness of programs of vocational agr:t.oulture • 
.nVf!.!9jwlent in, swine l)l",9,d.1.\o.~ :eE,.oje~ja per depar,tment. Another 
:f'aotor believed. to :t.nfluenoe programs of vooational agrioultura was 
the annual :investrnent :ln swine projects per department. Table XLV 
Dtanifests a highly s:tgn:tf:loant difference between the above-average 
group and the belo-W.:.average group of departments when one is regard1ns 
th:f. s faotor. A mean of $7., 700 invested in swine p~j eots is i•evealed 
for the above-average grottp; .· a mear.i. of $.3, 600 is revealed for the below-
average group. This would 1ua.ke it apparent the above-average group had 
TABLE XLIV 
AVERAGE ANNUAL LABOR INCOME FROM 
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97 
more than twice as much invested in swine projects per department than 
the below-average group. Twenty departments, or 40 per cent of the below-
average group, reported investments of $3,000 or less per department. 
Four departments, or eight per cent of the above-average group, reported 
this small amount jmrested. Twenty-nine, or 58 per cent of the above-
average group, were among the 36 departments having more than $6,000 
invested in swine projects, with three departments showing their average 
investments to exceed $16,000. Only seven departments, or 14 per cent of 
the below-average departments, were listed among those reporting more 
than $6,000 invested in swine projects. None of these listed more than 
$12,000 invested. 
With a highly signifi.cant difference reported in this table, one 
may regard the average annual investment in swine production projects 
as one of the more valuable factors to consider when one is evaluating 
programs of vocational agriculture. 
~ income 12,E?,.r_ departmen'tl from ~~ productiQ.U projects. This 
paragraph is concerned with the annual labor income per departrnent from 
swine projects. A highly significant difference is revealed between the 
above-average and the below-average group of departments when one is 
considering this factor. The mean labor income per department, as seen 
in Table XLVI, is $2,560 for the above-average group and $1,310 for the 
below-average group. This clearly illustrates a marked difference in 
the two groups. Twenty of the below-average departments show labor in-
come per department to be ~~1,000 or less; six of the above-average group 
show labor inconie per department to be $1,000 or less. Eighty-four per 
cent of the belov~average group show labor income to be under $2,001; 
44 per cent of the above-average group show labor income to be under 
Amount Invested 
TABIE XLV 
AVERA.OE ANNUAL . INVES'11MENT IN SWINE 
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1~2,001. The 15 high departments, 14 of them from the above-average group, 
show labor income from swine projects to be· i.n excess of $3,500 per depart-
ment. Four departments show labor income per department from swine to be 
from ~i5,501 to $6,500. 
Because the amount jnvested in swine projects per department and 
the average labor income from swine projects per department are the only 
pair of· tables that signify highly significant differences between the 
two groups, the investigator has concluded that factors concerning swine 
enterprises are among the most valuable measures pertaining to supervised 
farming programs. It may be assumed, therefore, that the average s.nnual 
labor income from swine production projects per department is an important 
factor in developing evaluative criteria to identify characteristics of 
above-average departments. 
;f.21yestm.fil1.,~· in !i!.hee:e, 1?!,Q..duction ~..Q.M. per department. When compar-
i.ng the average investment in sheep production projects per department, 
no signiffoant di.fference between the two groups may be observed, even 
though the mean of the above-average group is $1,250, and the mean of the 
below-average group is $750. No si.gnificant difference ms:y be observed 
because of the wide dispersion evidenced by standard deviations a£ $1,369 
and $779 respectively. 
TABLE XL'\TI 
AVERAGE ANNUAL LABOR DTCOME FROM SWINE 
PRODUCTION PROJECTS PER DEPARTMENT 
······- ·==== 
Labor Income 
$ 6001 to 6500 
5501 to 6000 
5001 to 5500 
4501 to 5000 
L1.001 to Li.500 
3501 to 4000 
3001 to 3500 
2501 to 3000 
2001 to 2500 
1501 to 2000 
1001 to 1500 
501 to 1000 
0 to 500 
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TABLE XLVII 
AVERAGE ANNUAL INVESTMENT IN SEEEP 
PRODUCTION PROJECTS PER DEPARTMENT 
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$ 5501 to 6000 
5001 to 5500 
4501 to 5000 
4001 to 4500 
3501 to 4000 
3001 to 3500 
2501 to .3000 
2001 to 2500 
1501 to 2000 
1001 to 1500 
501 to 1000 
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1.$7 (not significant) 
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Labor income per depart ment from sheep production proj ects . When 
one is comparing the average annual l abor income from sheep production 
projects per department no signif icant difference may be perceived between 
the above-average group and t he below- average group . The above-average • 
group shows a mean of ~~431.42, however , in contr ast to a mean of $318. 80 
for the below-average group. Again, with wide-spread dispersion indi-
cated by large standard deviation scores , no significant difference may 
be exhibited. 
It is interesting to note t wo of the bel ow- average depart ments 
reported an average annual l abor income from sheep projects t o be "in 
the red. 11 Thirty-six of the 100 depart ments reported labor income from 
sheep to be less than $201. Only six departments of the 100 i ncluded i n 
this study indicated average l abor i ncome per department to be more than 
$1,000. This woul d indicate t hat sheep were of mi nor importance in super-
vised f ar m training .programs in Oklahoma during t he period that was 
covered by t his investigation. 
The findings presented in Table XLVIII would suggest that no attempt 
should be made t o regard sheep i nvestments per department nor l abor income 
per department from sheep production projects as valid measures to 
identify features of above-average departments. 
Investment in dairi production projects per department. When one is 
comparing the average annual investment in dairy production proj ects per 
department, a highly significant difference between t he t wo groups is 
evident. The average i nvestment in dairy projects for the above-average 
group is $5,9 100 per depart ment i n contrast to a mean of $2,326 per depart-
ment for the below-average group. This would show t he above-average 
group had 2.19 times as much i nvested in dairy projects a s the bel ow-average 
1::-:tbor Inc:omo 
i~ l'j, 2L,Ol to 2600 
2201 to 2400 
2001 to 2200 
1801 to 2000 
1601 to lBOO 
lL,01 to 1600 
12.01 to JJ,DO 
1001 +,,.., 1,..)l_., 1200 
to :1000 
601 to 800 
~.01 to 600 
201 to ,4.00 
0 to 200 
' to --200 =•,J,, 
Number of Cases 
Hean 
TABLE XLVIII 
A VEF/.AGE ANNUA.L LABOR. :rncm:rn: :F'.RCM SHEEP 





































S'c,andard Dev:iai:.:1011 404 
t:tca1 tio • 96 (not significant) 
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group. 
As 1,rould b<:! e:itpected., SC3Ve:rtl1 rlepa1:·tt11ents f:ro:m both groups show 
rtither lo·w i:nvestmen.ts in daix•y projeie1~s; htrwever; of the high 22 depart ... 
men.ts showing more than ~~5,000 invetteid in de.ii;/ p1~ojects, only four were 
from the below-average group. Of th,±i ·be:n. deps.rtments showing investments 
in dairy pro.1ects exceeding :j~S),OOOg eirtly one wets f:rom. the belot1-a.verage 
groupo 
It :.ts apparent then, pa.rticultit•ly for departi:ne11.tc:1 of voM.ticmal agri-
culture whe,re dairying is a m.aj o:r or i11it10!' en.terprj.se in the co1:n:tn.uni ty, 
that the e.ve:rage anl'.i.ual :b:1vestment di:ti'.1.7 production projects per 
department should be · regli1 .. rdc~d El.s a ft:1.ctor indicating a highl;ir significant 
difference between above--a.verage and below--average departments. 
b~'l?b.!~ :i.nQome p~r dep~tr:tment ft'..91!2 ~la.in Bro9,µc·t:i,Pr1 J2ro5.e.Q~Ji. Even 
though the above-average gr·oup shovrn at:1 average la bot• iti.come of ~~2, 420 
per departrrrent ft•om da.i:ty p:r'ojects in co11trast to an ave1"age lab0r 
income of ilil,652 per depa1·ti11ent from da.iry projects of the below .... ave:ra.ge 
depart,ments,- no sigrdfic1ilnt dii':te.r·enoo is revealed in table Lil 
TABLE XLIX 
A VERAG'.E ANNUAL INVESTMENT IN DAIRY 
PRODUCTION PROJECTS PER DEPARTJ;,fil:NT 
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A:motmt Invested 
:)p 16,001 to 17,000 
15,001 to 16,000 
11,.,001 to l:i ,ooc 
l;> ,001 to 11,.,000 
12,001 to 13,000 
11,001 'to 1:::: ,ooo 
10,001 to 11,000 
9.?001 to 10,000 
r:5 Qt,, 
l. ' \J.l.. to 9,000 
7,001 to 8,000 
6,001 to 7,000 
5,001 to 6,000 
i~, 00:1. to 5,000 
3,001 to L,., 000 
27001 to 3,000 
1,001 to 2,000 
0 to 1,000 
Nrnnber of Ce,ses 
Mean 
Standard Deviation 
Ori t,:ical Rat,io 














































A VEHAG11.: ANNUAL LABOR INGOHE FROM DA IBY 
PRODUCTION PROJECTS PER DEPARTlJENT 
Labor Inoome 
~; 10 9 001 to 11,000 
9,001 to 10.000 
8:001 to 9:000 
7,001 to 
6 001 to 




L,, 001 to 5, 000 
3,001 to 4,000 
2,001 to 3,000 
1,001 to 2,000 
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1. 92 (not s:ignificant) 
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I1weJ[GJ:1fil?.t in E.Q11.J.try J2.t.9duct~qn m:o.,100:ts. E!3r deJJc1.rtment.. No signif-
icant difference :ts revealed between the two groups of departments regard-
ing ·che average annual investment in poultry production projects per 
department. A rather h:igh number of the department,s, 29 from the above--
average group and 31 from the belo,;,J-a·,rerage group, shows very low invest-
ment in poultr;7 projects, as evidenced in Table LL In fact, 86 oi' the 
100 departments :included in this :investigation show average investments 
in poultry projects to be less than ($3,001. 
It is apparent that poultry product:ton projects were of minor impor-
tance in the supervised farming programs of most of the departments 
included in this survey. One extremely high report came from a depart-
ment denoting an average investment i.n poultry being :in excess of 
:J~.39,001. Another department reported ~~11,001 to llil2,000 invested :i.n 
potll try; two others reported investments ranging from $5,001 to :)~7, 000. 
No attempt should be made to use this factor presented in th:i.s 
analysis to identify dissimilarities between above-average and below-
average departments. 
&~ incOE~ l?i'.r d~ar~merd~ :from P.Q}l~: pyo<luction m::oJ..2cts. Annual 
labor income from poultry was another factor considered in this investi-
gation which was believed to htStve some jnfluence on programs of voca-
tional agricultm·e; however, no signifi.cant difference :i.s revealed between 
the two groups of' departments \,/hen collating the average annual labor 
income derived from poultry product:ton projects per department. A mean 
of tljl50L;,.2,4. for the above-average group in contrast to a mean of ~$268.lS 
for the below.~average group reveals no s:i.gnificant difference because of 
the extremely high standard devi.ation scores which 111.ay be observed in 
Tab.le LII, Se-venty ... ,nlne of the 100 departments show the average labor 
TABLE LI 
A VERA GE ANNUAL I!fJESTliENT IN POULTRY 
PRODUCTION PROJECTS PER DEPARTMENT 
-========-=---======"=·=~=·=-=-· 





, _______ ,_,.. ....... _.. ·---.. ----·-----... - . ···-------·--
$ .39,001 to 40,000 
• 
12,001 to 13,000 
111001 to 12,000 
10,001 to 11,000 
9,001 to 10,000 
8,001 to 9,000 
7,001 to 8,000 
6,001 to 7,000 
5,001 to 6,000 
4,001 to 5,ooo 
3,001 to 4,000 
2,001 to .3,000 
1,001 to 2,000 
0 to 1,000 






































.34. (not significant) 
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income per departn1ent der:t.ved i':rom poultry productio!1 projects to be 
less than ~i401. This would indi.cate that the poultry enterprise was of 
minor importance to a high percentage of' the departments surveyet1, Three 
departments report,ed .their ave:re.ge labor income from poultry projects to 
be 11 in the red." Only fi.ve deptu"trne:n.ts, all of the above-average group~ 
show average labor i.ncome per depar·!:,ment from poulti-•y projects to be :tn 
excess of.' $1,000. The hi.ghest departll1ent repor·bed an average labol" 
income f1~om poul fa•y to be in e,~cess of (~3, 600. 
In attempt:i.ng to identify di.ssimilar:tt:ies between above-e.vers.ge and 
below-average departments, average.labor income per department derived 
fror.1 poultry projects should not be regarded as a valid cri·~er:i.on, Only 
:tn a ve1"y few instances Hould it be of a.1,y wor"l:,h in eva.li1.ati.i1g supervised 
farm train:i.ng programs of depa.rtmen·bs of vocational agricul tti.re. 
IP...Yl::P-~1ent, ~!! 9£..C::Jl P.F9.sll:.lE.M.211 J?.r..9.Js.icts pet:_ 9:epa,rt~A~lli• The annilal 
investment :in crops was co:nside:t:•ed to be an :important factor affecting 
supervised farm:ing programs of departments of vocational agri.culture. 
Table LIII manifests a h:l.ghly s:i.gnif'icant difference between the above-
average group of' departments and the below-avel"age group whel'i one is 
examin1.ng the :i.nvestment :i.n crop production proj • .icts. The average e.nnual 
investment in crop projects for the above-avere.ge group is ~~9,120, and 
the average annual investment in crop projects for the below-average 
group :ls 1i5 ,.366. This 1,101.i.ld show that the below-average group averaged 
58.84 per cent as much invested :tn crop projects as the above-average 
grotip. .A greater nt1lllber of' the below-ave:i.~age departments shows low crop 
investments with 40 per cent of tb.c ... t group reporting investmehts below 
$3,001 in co11trr,u1t to 28 per cent of ·bhe above-average group in this 
category. Seven·teen departments, 13 from the above-avere,ge g:rottp and 
TABLE LII 
AVERAGE ANNUAL LABOR nrcoMB FROM POULTRY 
PRODUCTION PROJECTS PER DEPARTJ.ffi:NT 
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Labor Income Above-average 
Group __ .. ___ .. . .... _._ ..... _..., _____ , .... --- -
$ 3601 to 3800 
3401 to 3600 
3201 to 31+00 
3001 to 3200 
2801 to 3000 
2601 to 2800 
2401 to 2600 
2201 to 2400 
2001 to :2200 
1801 to 2000 
1601 to 1800 
1/,01 to 1600 
1201 to 1400 
1001 to 1200 
801 to 1000 
601 to 800 
401 to 600 
201 to 400 
0 "CO 200 
-1 to -200 
---·-··-··---····---····-.. --· 
Number of Cases 
Mean 
Standard Deviation 





















































AVERAGE .ANNUAL INVESTMENT IN CROP 






--·------· --·----· _,_....... __ , __ , .. _, __ .. __ ......... , _____ . __ 
$36,001 to 39,000 
33,001 to 36,000 
30,001 to 3.3,000 
27,001 to 30,000 
2ti.,001 to 27,000 
21,001 to 24,000 
18,001 to 21,000 
15,001 to 18,000 
12,001 to 15,000 
9,001 to 12,000 
6,001 to 9,000 
J,001 to 6,000 
0 to J,000 
--.. ·--·-·--------· 






































f'our from the below-average group, show the average investments to exceed 
::)12 9000, with two of this group going up into the ::Jt>.:,0,001 to 1$39,000 
intervals. 
Since the avera~;e armual 1.nvestment in orop projects per department 
signifies e. highly signifioant diffe:r·enoe between the two groups, this 
:f'aotor should be of value in evaluating departn1ents ,of vocational agri-
culture. It should be ot value in identifying dissimilarities between 
above-e:ve:rage and' below-average departments in vooat:ionl.l.1 agriculture. 
Labor !n9~ ,12er depe.r.m.!P.~. rI2m 910.;e m:op.uot:t.cw. ;e:9,.ao~!.• Even 
though the average annual labor :!.noome :f'ron1 crop p:roduotion projects 
per department shows the average labor income of' the above-average group 
is 1~1,142 more than the below--,average group, no significant dii':f'e:rence 
is observed when one is using the or~tioal ratio to indioate si.gn:i.i'ioant 
difference. It is recommended that this factor receive little oonsidera-
tion in developing evaluative criteria for identifying above-average . 
depe.rtrnents of vocational e.grioul tu.re. 
Labor Income 
:) 16,001 to 18,000 
14.,001 to 16,000 
12,001 to 14,000 
10~001 to 12,000 
(:- · oc,1 to 10,000 (.)' ,1_ 
6,001 to ('· 01~0 o,.uJ 
L,, 001 to 6,000 
2,001 t,o L,, 000 
0 to 2,000 




A VERA GE AN11JUAL LABOR INCOME 1:i"'ROM CROP 





























1. 75 (not significant) 
lJ.4 
N~lli!~~ru.: gJ~ i.U<1-11.;t,Q1: 1'·!£/il,:bm:_ t.1rn+Qr. ~..Er.@.~.! rul!!.2:.!:?S 11fil: ~l?~l'li• The 
m1mbe1~ of J"t1l:'l.:Iol~ l'',1.t1.1,iter Farmer degrees 1:1.wa:rded c1epai~tments of vocational 
ag:r:i .. cuHiLt:r"e :lt3 one of. the fa(:-l;ors ·chat 1.s s.pps.1"ently an 1.mportant guide 
·i·Jhen one :i.B attempting to evaltw.te programs o:f.' vocati1,i1al ag1"i.culture. 
irli.hi :i .. s borne otrl:, by the f:h'l.dings presented in Table LV, with a hi.ghly 
s1.gn:i.ffoant dif'f'erence revealed beh1ee11 ·the above,.w:£rve1"'age group ar1d the 
Jui:1for 1fai.s·te:i.• Fm•111.r:Jl" deg1~e~1s a.warded for the t1.iree-ye:B.:r period, The 
below--average g:i~oup sho.,/S a mean of' ,L1.6 £01" the same perj .. ocL This '\,,101.1.ld 
riihow the aboye-ave:i:•age gl"oup had mo1"e ·l;h1;;1.11 ten Mm.es ar.:i many State Farmer 
degrees :::twa:r·ded as the below-average g1•ot1.p. Fo1•ty of the 50 belovJ··e.verage 
clep;,u~tm.ents hD,d no Junior Mast,er Farmer deg:i:·ees a,,Jarded du.ring the entil"e 
three-;11eo.1" per:iod; eight of the 50 above-average g:roup show no State 
Fo.r1;1er degi•ec)s awarded dtwirJ.g the same per:iod. Only 011.e oi' the below-
average dept1,r·l::.ments averaged or1e degi~ee pe:i..,, ;rear; :31 of' the above-e.verage 
cl.ep,i,u:·t.ments avercLged n1ore ·bhan or1e degi•ee per year. Se·.;ren of the above-
elVerage group show enough degrees awa:rded to average tl1X>ee or moi"e per 
Jear, w:lth one departi11.<:J11'b repor·bing 12 clegl"ees awa:i:•ded in the three .... year 
pel'.' :1.o d ,. 
In the 1:i.ght of.' ·bhe find:tngs presentod j,n ·th:ts Table LV, it should 
be corw1uded that -Lhe t1u.r;1be:t.• of ·,:runio1~ Mar1ter J:1'ar1ner deg:r•ees awa1•ded 
d!9po.r·t;me:c1:t j G an :i.mpo:t'.'tan·t o:dter:lon when one is ev1:1.lt,.a ting p1•og1"a.1i1s 
of v·oc.e.t:i.onal ag:d.cuJ.tt:1.z•e. 
n1.rn1be:r o:f" A.1w:1rfoe.n ]'armer degrees awarded e. depar··tment is cons:tclel"ed to 
br, i::m. :tmport.ant gu::l.de 'ho ):i).ear:iure the ei'fec-b:tveness of' that department Is 
:i.cmlttt:ce, This convfotfon is sttpported by the 
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TABLE IN 
:roTAL NtJMBER OF JUNIOR }IASTEH. lPARt,:lER DEGREES AWARDED 


















































preuented;:ion of the findings in Table LVI, with a critical rat:lo of 3, 76 
manifesting a highly Bign:t.ficant difference between the above-average 
group and the below-averagccJ group. TMs table convincingly reyeals the 
great di,ssimilad ty between the two groups when one is considering this 
facto1". Du.rb.g the t1n~ee-.. year period :included in thi.s investigat:lon, 
none of the below ... ayerage group of departments cUscloses an American· 
Farmer degree'! awarded to any of l"G;:l group. In contrast, 28 Arneri .. cari. 
Farmer degrees were awarded to the above-average departments. Seven-
teen rcibove--r:nrerage departments were responsible :Cor ther:ie ,28 degrees 
awarded, Approximately one-third of the above-average group furnished 
one or mo:ce American Farmer degi·ees d1.1ring the three-ye1u· period. With 
.56 evj_denced for the above-average group, one Ti1a~r sm·mi.se 
thut the above-·-ave:rage group ,4ou1d. average one Am.erican Farmer degree 
1rhe nu.rnber of Amo:d.can Farmer degrees awarded per department should 
be considered o. sign:i.ficant factor 1.,.ihen eyal'lJating programs of vocational 
agricul tln·e. 
1,9J8 iQ. 122.:i• The wri.ter wished -to find out whether tho total 111).mber 
of Amer:i can Farmer degrees awarded per department for the e1T~ire period 
of time s:ince li']!'A was started v.JOuld show a signif:i.cant difference between 
a boy,3-a:vera ;e group the below-average grot1.p. Even though this 
table presents data that are beyond the three-year scope of the proposed 
in•ite;,rtigat:lan.9 the w:t•iter found 11hen making the comparison that a highly 
;::!:l.gnH':1.cant d::L:f.'fei:once war:(. revealed. Dm·:i.ng the 25 yoars since the 
J!'utu:ce Farmers of America war:; organized, only two of the below,-average 
l1c,il. AmE,ri can Farmer degrees awarded to students. 
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TABLE LVI 
TOTAL NUMBER OF AMERICAN FARNER DEGREES AWARDED 
PER DEPARTMENT DURING TEE THREE-YEAR PERIOD, 1949 to 1952 


























....................... ~---... --.... -·--.......... .,.. .. -... ~ .. ---·· .. -... _, __ ,.., ····------..... -....... __ ........... _....,._.__ __ 
Number of Cases 50 50 
Mean .56 0.00 
Standard De via t:i.011 1.06 0.00 
Critice.l Ratio 3. 76** 
____ .......... .,.., .... --·- , ___ _ 
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TABLE LVII 
TOTAL NUMBER OF AMERICAN FARMER DEGREES AWARDED 
PER DEPARTMENr DURING THE PERIOD 1928 TO 1954 





















































































Twenty-seven of the 50 above-average departments had 90 students of voca-
tional agriculture receive the American Farmer degree. Table LVII supports 
the findings presented in the previous table, 
Number of curricular units of_ ¥1-5truction :eer school. The number 
of curricular units of instruction per school was believed to have some 
bearing upon the effectiveness of t he programs of vocational agriculture. 
The belief that secondary schools offering a limited number of curricular 
units would influence programs of vocational agriculture i.s substantiated 
by t he findings presented in Table LVIII. A highly significant difference 
between the two groups of departments indicates that this belief is 
verif ied. The average nu.mber of curricular units offered in the secondary 
schools having the above-average departments is 33.34 units in contrast 
to a mean of 27.26 units of instruction for the schools having the below-
average departments . The five schools offering the lowest number of 
curricular units available as a "menu" for the boys and girls show that 
from 19 to 21 units made up the course of study. Over half of the below-
average group were associated with schools offering less than 28 
curricular units. None of the above- average departments were within 
schools offering less than 22 units; only eight were associated with 
schools offering less than 28 curricular units. Fifty per cent of the 
above-average departments were related to schools that offered at least 
34 units of instruction. 
This foregoing paragraph and the accompanying table indicate that 
programs of vocational agriculture are affected by the size of the 
school s 1 curricular offerings . 
TABLE LVIII 
NUMBER OF CURRICULAR UNITS OF DJSTRUCTION PER 
SCHOOL OFFERED IN THE SCHOOL YEA.R, 1951-1952 
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61 and over 
58 to 60 
55 to 57 
52 to 54 
49 to 51 
46 to 48 
44 to 45 
L~O to 42 
37 to .39 
34 to .36 
31 to .3.3 
28 to JO 
25 to 27 
22 to 24 
19 to 21 
Number of Cases 
Mean 










































ig__hoo;)& accredi.ted ~ ~ ligJ'_~ ~ntre.l ~_ssoc:t_ati.011 a,nd @~hools 
~i offered iru:!r.. ~ Qi vocati~ home ecoi-1omics. This analysis is 
concerned with schools being accredited in ·t.he North Central Assooiation 
and with schools offering foUJ." or more units of instruction in vocational 
home economics. It is.not surprising to find a highly significant dif'fep. 
ence revealed between the schools having above-average departments and 
schools hav1.ng below-average departments when one is considering those 
accredited. About half' of' the schoois havlng above-average departments 
were accredited in the North Central Association; less than one-fourth of 
the schools having below-average departments were accredited. By the 
investiga·t.or' s compari.ng the two groups of schools, no si.gnificant 
difference wa.'s revealed when one considered schools offering four units 
of instructfon in vocational home economics. Fifty-eight per cent of the 
100 schools offered four or more yea.rs of vocational home economics. 
= 
TABLE LII 
SCHOOLS ACCREDITED Di THE NORTH CENTRAL ASSOCIATION AND 
SCHOOLS THAT OFFERED FOUR UNITS OF VOCATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS 
Above-average Below-average 
Schools accredi.ted ;in the 
North Central Association(**) 
Schools offeri1:1g four years 
of vocational home 
economics (HS) 
Group Group 
24 48 11 





~Jso. enro]Jed ;iJ1 195J:-:S952. The investigator desj .. red to test an intuition 
that the above-average group would differ significantly from the below-
average group when he was comparing the percentage of the students 
enrolled in vocatfonal agriculttJ.1'.'e :i.n 1949-1950 who were also enrolled 
two years later in 1951,-1952, The investigator felt that perhaps the 
above-average group would reveal a significantly higher peJ.~centage of 
students continuing in vocational agri.culttu~e curr:icula. This idea is 
proved to be 1.msound, as be observed in Table LX. No significant 
d1fference Js observed between the two groups when one :i.s making this 
comparison. In fact, the means of the two groups are almost identical. 
One observation that may be made from the f:indi.ngs presented in this 
table fa thr1 t approximately one~-f our th, a bout 22\ per cent, of the students 
enrolled in vocational agriculture during a113r school year will probably 
be enrolled in vocational agriculttu~e two years later. This estimate 
should be nothing more than a reasonable approximation. 
l·I,umber of teacher chang_es ill sJ:.el?artments dm~~ siX··W,r 12._eri9d. 
It has been indicated the munber of teacher changes withi.n a department 
over the years influences the effectiveness of programs of vocational 
agr:i.culttu~e. This belief is supported in a report by Benton Thomason 
in which he states: 
• • • This stud:y shows further tba t the longer teacher tenure is 
associated with departments having ·!;he higher labor incomes. This 
factor, along with the fact that 110 teachers were requested to resign 
in the high i.ncome group of thirty schools, while eleven were 1·e-
que ,<:,ted to resign in the low inconie group of tM.rty schools, points 
out that the local boards of education tend to place the blame on the 
i.nstructor f.or a weak department. 9 -
9Benton F. Thomason, A Stuc1y of elli)ervised Fa.E]! Tra_ining Pro_grams 
of', Seventz. Dc,11qyt1r1en~s of v~.-t,~onal !grictlltfil:? in Northv~~ Oklal™ 




PERCENTAGE OF THE BOYS ENROLLED IN VOCATIONAL AGRIC~URE 
IN 1949-1950 WHO WERE ALSO ENROLIED IN 1951-1952 
== 
Per Cent Boys Em"olled 
:="' , .,,.;mz=- I:- .· 
Above-average 
Group 
, - :c: ;;::::, r: 
Below-average 
Group 
__ .... ____ .... _ .. _, _______ ,_.,. ___ ""I•••••• ., .... -----·-----.. - .... - .... __ _ 
52 to 54 
49 to 51 
46 to 4e 
43 to 45 
40 to 42 
37 to .39 
34 to .36 
31 to .3.3 
28 to 30 
25 to 27 
22 to 24 
19 to 21 
16 to 18 
13 to 15 
10 to 12 
7 to 9 
~. to 6 




















________ .. ,_ ... _______ ..,, __ 1· ..--·---... ······-· .. --------·-------·---
Number of Cases 
Mean 
Standard Deviation 






.19 (not signifi.cant) 
---- ·----··-.... -·--· ------·-·---·----
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In making a comparison of the average nmnber of teacher changes be-
tween the two groups of departments, the investigato1" fotind no sjgnifica11t 
d:i .. fference between the means of the two groups. However, 28 teachers · 
changes occurred among the 50 above-average departments, while t~7 teacher 
changes occurred among the 50 below-average departments.. This reveals a 
significant difference between the two groups. It is interesting to note 
that no teacher char.1ges occurred i.n 32 of the above-average departments. 
When one is contrasting the number of departments exhibiting no teacher 
changes, a significant difference also is indicated between the two 
groups. The findings presented in Table LXI indica·~e no significant 
difference between the two groups in the average nm.1ber of teacher 
changes per department. A significant difference may be detected between 
the two groups when one is comparing the munber of departments showing 
no teacher turnover and when comparing the total number of teacher 
changes. This would tend to indfoate teacher tentu•f., l:i..as some bearing 
upon the effectiveness of programs of vocational agri.aulture. 
;[ears of continuous vocational @:§G'J.C.ulture i.n £~.R§rtments. One of 
the factors thoti.ght to affect programs of vocational agriculttu·e was the 
length of cont:inuous operation of departments of vocational agri.culture. 
This factor exhibits a highly significant difference between. the above-
average group of departments and the below-average group. The above-
average departments were in continuous operation for an average of 
20.18 years. In contrast, the beloi~-average departments averaged 12.L,2 
years. 'rhe above-average departments averaged almost eight years longer 
continuous operation. It is apparent that the state supervisors named 
a high proportion of the below-average departments which had relatively 
shorter periods of' continuous operation. Fifty-two per cent of the 

































1. 66 (not sign:1.£:1.ca.nt) 
12.6 
below-average group were departments that wel:"6· in continuous operation 
for eight years or less. All of the 100 depart.men.tis: were in operation 
at least five yea.rs. Only eight of the above-average departments'.:w.ere 
listed in the interval 5 to 8, as cari be observed in Tab.le LIII. Thirty-
six of the 50 above-average departments were departments that had 'men 
in operati<!l'n for 17 or more years; only 15 of the 50 below--a.verage 
departments were in operation that long. 
It is evident that younger departments would tend to have a more 
difficult time to rate above average than older departments. It may 
be pointed out that many of those departments that are youngest in 
periods of s~rvice may be located in schools that have been offered 
little support and encouragement. 
Years of co.ntinuous vocational agriculture is a factor that proved 
to show a highly significant difference between above-average and below-
average groups of departments of vocational agriculture; however, J.angth 
of continuous operation should not be ~egarded as a £actor which would 
insure success. 
~ n"Wnber 2l Years~ vocational agriculture per department. 
Another factor believed to affect programs of vocational agriculture was 
~he amount of total years of vocational agriculture per department. Table 
LXIII r.eveals a highJ,y significant difference between the two groups of 
\ 
departments· when one is oonlt.idering this factor. The above-average 
group exhibits a mean of 20.90 years in contrast to a mean of 15.38 
for the below-average .. group. Th:ree times as ms.ny of the below,.;.average 
group of departments as 'the,above-average group show their total 1~• 
of vocational agriculture to be less :than nine years. Fii't:, per CM· 
of the above-average departm.&nt.s ,Mo"W they have had a total ·of 21 or 
TABLE LXII 







Group ___ ...... _____ ,_,, . .,_, ___ --·----.. - ...... - .... ,--~ ....... --.............. , .... ,_. ____ --
33 to 36 
29 to 32 
25 to 28 
21 to 24 
17 to 20 
13 to 16 
9 to 12 
5 to 8 
1 to 4 
Nwnber of Cases 
Mean 
Standard Deviation 





























more years of vocational agriculture. Twenty-eight per cent of the below-
average departments show 21 or more years of voce:t.ional agriculture. It 
is interesting to note that 15 departments, ten from the above-average 
group and fi.ve · from the below-average group, show they have had 29 to 
36 years of operation. This group would include some of the oldest depart-
ments in the State. One might question why five of the very oldest depart.;. 
ments in the State were rated below average. 
In comparing Table XLII and Table XLIII, one finds the means of the 
above-average group to be relatively the same when comparing the number 
of years of continuous operation and the total number of' years of' voca-
tional agriculture; however, when the two means of the below-average 
group are compared, one finds the average total number of years of voca-
tional agri.culture to be 15.38 and the average niunber of years of 
continuous operation to be 12.42. This would tend to indicate the below. 
average group had more interruptions with short intervals of inactivity 
and discontinuation. It would also indi.oate the above-average group 
was a much more stable group. 
Wi.th a highly significant di.fference between the two groups when 
one is malting a comparison of the total years of vocational agriculture, 
it must be recommended this factor be considered an important criterion 
in evaluating programs of vocational agriculture. 
Sumrnap;z. Eighty factors related to programs of vocational agriculture 
were tested to determine whether significant differences were exhibi.ted 
when the investigator was comparing the above-average group of departments 
and the below-average group concerning these factors. Tables are used 
to present the findings pertai.ning to each of the factors. An analysi.s 
accompanies each table. Those factors which reveal highly significant 
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TABLE LXIII 
TOTAL NUMBER OF YEARS OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE 
Number of Years 
33 to 36 
29 to 32 
25 to 28 
21 to 24 
17 to 20 
13 to 16 
9 to 12 
5 to 8 
1 to 4 



































differences are identified with a double asterisk(**); those that reveal 
signifi .. cant differences with an asterisk (*); and those that show no 
signi.fi.cant differences with "not significant" or (NS). 
are: 
A list of the factors manifesting highly significant differences 
Nrnnber of young farmer farm visits during 1951-1952 per department 
Average number of production projects completed annually by 
department 
Average number of productive enterprise projects completed per 
student 
Average annual total number of supervised farm training visits 
per department 
Average number of supervised farm training visits per student 
Average annual total number of supplementary jobs per department 
Average annual ntunber of supplementary jobs per student 
Ntunber of honorary FFA members· per chapter 
Average ntunber of graduates and drop-outs in college 
Ntunber of contests placed in by teams in the jnterscholastic 
FFA judging contests during the spring of 1953 
Ntunber of points earned in the interscholastic FFA judging 
contests as computed for the Farmer-Stockman Award 
Judging contest cash winnings at the major shows in Oklahoma 
Total winnings from crop and livestock exhibits at the major 
shows in Oklahoma 
Average annual total value per department of supervised farm 
training program 
Average annual value per student of supervised farm traini.ng 
program 
Average annual total net profit per department from supervised 
farm training program 
Average annual total self labor per department from supervised 
farm training program 
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Average annual total student hours per department from supervised 
farm training program 
Average annual total labor income per department from supervised 
farm train:i.ng program 
Average annual labor income per student from supervised farm 
training program 
Average annual labor :income from beef production projects per 
depart.raent 
Average annual investment in swine production projects per 
department 
Average ammal labor income from swi.ne production projects per 
department 
Average annual investment in dairy production projects per 
depart.ment 
Average annual investment in crop product:i.on projects per depart-
ment 
Total nu1nber of Junior Master Farmer degrees awarded per depart-
ment during the three-year period 1949 to 1952 
Total m.unber of American Farmer degrees awarded per department 
during the three-year period 1949 to 1952 
Total munber of American Farm.er degrees awarded per department 
during the period 1928 to 1954 
Number of curricular units of instruc"bJon per school offered in 
the school year 1951-1952 
Schools accredited :i.n the North Central Association 
Years of continuous vocat:ional agriculture 
Total ntunber of years of vocational agriculture 
FFA chapters holding advancement ceremonies 
FfA chapters holding Parent-Son banquet or social 
FF.A chapters appear:i.ng before c:i.vic clubs 
Ntunber holding joint Fl1A-J?f1'A socials 
Number providfog a state FJJ'A officer 
Number rated as 110utstandi.ng FFA. Chapter" 
1.32 
A lj.1::it of the factors manifesting sign:t.f':t.cant differe11ces between 
the t't·,10 groups a1'.'e t 
.Average ntunber of stttdents enrolled :ln vocational agriculture per 
dept-:i.rtinent 
Nu.mber enrolled in young farmer clasMs in 1951-1952 
Nmnber of hours of you.ng farmer i11st:ruction per department 
il..veragc, am:1ti.al total number of' imp1"0Yement projects completed 
per depo.rtmen·t 
Av-er1'-'.ge annucll nwnber of impro'v'ement projects per student 
Total ntu11ber of !EicMve ll'FA members per department 
Number of 11iembers per cha.pt.er attendi.ng Sfa1te F]'A conventfon 
Nm11ber of contests placed :in by teams :in the interscholastic ]'FA 
judgh'.lg contests dtu~ing the spring of 1952 
.Average annual :'Lnvestment in beef' pl:'oduction projects per 
department 
JJ'I:i'A chapters pa:ct:i.c:i.pating :l..n leadersh:i.p trai.ning 
1~11'.A chapters enter:tng public speaking contests 
Ii'JJ'A cht:i.pter·s pttrtic:i.pating in radio programs 
F'.ff'A chcipters participating :tn televis:i.on programs 
!i'FA chapters preparing news pub1foi·b? regulai"ly 
Nurn.ber attending National I1'lt1A convenM011 
Number of' departments sho"t,,1:i11g no teacher changes 
A .li::1t of the fa,c.tors :i..nclttded in th::1.s study that failed to refute 
the 11ull hy'po'thes:1.s aJ:-e g 
Lbterage nmnbe:r. of' farm boys enrolled in vocational agri.culture 
per department 
Average n·,.:o:nb(~r of non-f2d:>m boys per department 
l?(:irc<:mtac,;e of the total ntimbe:r of students per department that 
are boys 
A-1re1:8.ge nt1.mbe1~ e:t1rolled :ln adult classes per department :i .. n 
1950."1951 and 1951-·195:2 
Average number of hours of adult instruction per department for 
1950-1951 and 1951-1952 
Average number of farm visits per department supervising adult 
education 
Total number of graduates and drop-outs per department 
Average number of graduates and drop-outs engaged in farming 
Average number of graduates and drop-outs in work related to 
agriculture 
Average number of graduates and drop-outs in professional agri-
culture 
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Average number of graduates and drop-outs in non~agriculture work 
Average number of graduates and drop-outs in military service 
Average number of graduates and drop-outs whose whereabouts are 
unknown 
Average annual investment in sheep production projects per depart-
ment 
Average annual labor income from sheep production projects per 
department 
~verage annual labor income from dairy production projects per 
department 
Average annual investment in poultry production projects per 
department 
Average annual labor income from poultry production projects 
per department 
Average annual labor income from crop production projects per 
department 
Schools that offered four units of' vocational home economics 
Percentage of bays enrolled in vocational agriculture in 1949-1950 
that were enrolled in 1951-1952 
Average number of teacher changes since 194.8 
Number of departments holding regular monthly FFA meetings 
FFA chapters having satisfactory program of work 
FFA chapters participating in cooperative feeding 
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FFA chapters exhibiting chapter welcome signs 
Number of chapters represented at the State FFA convention. 
NOTE: One should not infer that those factors whi.ch failed to refute the 
null hypothesis do not affect programs of vocational agriculture. The 
investigator is only reporting that the data used in this study failed 
to refute the null hypothesis and therefore those factors will not be 
recommended for evaluative criteria for identifying valid dissimilarities 
between the two groups. 
CHAPI'ER III 
INTERPRETATIONS OF THE FINDDJGS 
Thirty-eight of the 80 selected factors considered in this study 
manifested highly significant di.fferences between the above-average 
group of departments and the below-average group when the investigatol' 
tested the null hypothesis. Fifteen additionq.l factors considered in 
this investigation revea,led significant differences between the two 
groups. Data concerning the remaining 27 factors sustained the null 
hypothesis that there is no significant difference between the means of 
the two groups of departments. 
This chapter is a presentation of sonie of the more pertinent findings 
and observations of' the investigator concerning the selected factors 
considered in thi,s thesi.s. The findings of this study have been concerned 
with an analysis of data pertaining to the 50 above-average and the 50 
below-ave1~age departments of vocn,tional agriculture in Oklahoma secondary 
schooLs. Reconunendat:ions are given in this chapter regarding evaluation 
of programs of vocational educat:Lon in agricultm~e in the public schools 
in Oklahoma. The writer believes, however, that the rerommende.tions 
made in thi:3 thesis may be of' value in evaluating prograrns of voce.tional 
agricultu:ce in other states. Suggestions are presented in this chapter 
concerning reports that teachers of vocational agricult'm1 e in Oklahoma 
are required to send to the State Office of Vocational Education. 
The 1~ecommenda:bions given pertaining to evalua t:ion of programs of 
vocational education in ag1~icultirre and the suggesti.ons made regardJ.ng 
reports w:U1 represent the observations of the w1•iter based upon the 
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findings of this investigation, integrated with his experiences as a 
teacher of vocational agriculture and a teacher trainer in agricultural 
education. 
When attempting to identify . significant di.fferences between the 
above-average group of departments and the below-average group, the 
investigator observed that there were four general areas revealed to be 
of major importance. These factors which revealed significant differences 
between the two groups were classified i.nto the following major areas 
assumed to contribute to the effectiveness of programs of vocational edu-
cation in agriculture: supervised farm training, Future Farmers of A.iner-
ica activities, young farmer and adult farmer education, and school 
curriculum.. Factors related to these four major areas affecting programs 
of vocational education in agriculttu"e are discussed in this chapte1". 
Factor~ related~ S)lEervj.sed farni ~inin_g,. A strong supervised 
farm training program is a vital part of any program of vocational agri-
culture, Phipps says, 11A supervised farming program is an integral and 
very essential part of vocat:ional agriculture, not an appendage. 111 
Thomason regards the supervised farm training program as "the core of' 
the program. 112 Nany of the factors related to supervi.sed farm trai.ning 
included in this investigation manifest significant differences between 
the above-average group of departments and the below-average group. 
These findings st:i.,pport the belief that strong supervised farm training 
programs are an essential element of an effective program of vocational 
agriculture. Many of the findings reported in this study support those 
lPhipps and Cook, p. 229. 
? ·-Thomason, p. 2. 
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reported by Thomason in his study of the supervised farm training programs 
of 70 departments of vocati.onal agriculture in the Northwest District of 
Oklahoma.3 The investigator believes that the significant factors of this 
study which are related to ,supe:i.•vised farm training should be regarded 
among the most important measures of effective programs of vocatim1al 
agriculture. The following paragraphs discuss. factors which were included 
in this ,study related to supervised farming which revealed significant 
differences between the above~average and the below-average departments. 
The average number of production projects completed annually per 
department is one of the factors which revealed a highly significant 
difference between the above-average group and the below-average group. 
The above-average gro'l\l,p reported a mean of 105.50 production projects 
i 
per department; the b~low-average group reported 66.00 projects per 
department. When comparing the average nulllber of production projects 
per student, a highly significant difference is also apparent, with the 
above-average group averaging 2.26 projects per stude.nt in contrast to 
a mean of 1. 5.3 for the below-average group. Seven departments, six of 
the seven from the below-average group, reported less than an average 
of one product:lon project per student. 
Supervised farm training visits are absolutely necessary if a strong 
supervised farming prog~am is to be developed~ This is one of the con-
clusions reached by Thomason.4 The findings presented in this study 
confirm his conclusfon by rn.anifesting a highly significant difference 
between the above-average group and the below-average group when one 
is comparing farm visits. T'ne above-average group averaged 547. 50 
.3.Il?14., PP• 30--3.3. 
4Ib_g., p. 30. 
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visits per depart ment i n cont r ast to 349.54 visits per department f or the 
below- average group. Ten of the below·-average gr oup reported fewer than 
200 visits per year, and one of t he above-aver age group reported fewer than 
200 visit s per year . The above-average group made 12.68 vi s i ts per student 
in comparison to 9.02 visits per student in t he below- average group. Sixt;y-
eight per cent of the below- average group made l e ss t han t en visits per 
student during a year. 
Improvement proj ects are consider ed to be an impor t ant part of progr ams 
of supervised farm training . Students sho uld be encouraged to conduct 
i mprovement projects along with their productive enterprise projects. A 
significant difference is reveal ed between the t wo groups when one is 
comparing the number of impro vement projects completed per depart ment. 
A significant difference is also revealed when thi s investigator compares 
the number of improvement pro j ects compl eted per student . The f indings 
would indicate that students should be encouraged t o average fo ur or five 
i mprovement pr ojects per year . In gat hering the data the investigator is 
led t o believe that t eachers of vocat ional agriculture did not have a 
comnon meaning of the term "improvement project s completed ." This is sub-
stantiated by observing t h.a.tone teacher r eported more than 16 i mprovement 
project s completed per student; and t 1-10 others reported 12 or more 
completed. 
Supplementary fo.rr.i jobs, or supplementary f ar m pr actices , a s they 
are often called, are essentials of a total supervised farming program . 
These skill jobs are necessary to supplement t he educat j onal experiences 
of students of vocat ional agriculture . It is obvious that a student 
cannot gajn al l of the des i r abl e f ar ming experiences from his productive 
enterprise projects and impr ovement project s , Teacher s of vocational 
agriculture , therefore, are obligated to teach many ski l l jobs through 
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supplementary farm practices. When the investi.gator computed the average 
number of' supplementary farm jobs per dep_artment, a highly si.gnificant 
difference between the two groups was indicated, with the above-average 
group having more than one and one-half times as many supervised jobs 
completed per department as the below-average group. The above-average 
group reported 15. 53 supplementary jobs per student in contrast to 11.33 
for the beloi,i-average group .. 
Two of the more objective measures of supervised farm trai.ning pro-
grams are the total cash investment per department in the supervised farm 
training program and the average investment per student in supervised 
farming. Four of the below-average group show the total investments in 
supervised farm training per department to be less than $5,001; ten more 
of this group show total value of supervised farming to be less than 
$10,001 per department. Seventy·-f'our per cent of this below-average 
group ~how average investments per department in supervised farming to 
range from $20,000 on down. Seventy-eight per cent o.f the above-average 
group show supervised farming investments to range from $20,001 up to 
· $95,000 per department. The average investment per student also reveals 
a highly significant difference between the two groups o.f departments. 
The mean of' the above-average group is $740 per student; the mean of the 
below-average group is $396. Twenty-one departments indicate the average 
investment per student to be less than $301; 16 of the 21 were from the 
beloi:·J=average group. Total cash investment per department in the super-
vised farm training program and average investment per student in super ... 
vised farming should receive considerable attention when one is 
evaluating the effectiveness of programs of vocational agriculture. 
I"b is suggested that an instructional sheet or manual be developed 
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to aid beginning teachers in completing the Final Report.5 Clarifica-
tion should be made of such terms as: "farm boys, 11 "non-farm boys, 11 
"number beginning," "number completing," "new students," 11total head or 
acres per year 11 "yield 11 11total credits" 11total expenses" 11total labor ' ' . ' ' 
income," "value of self labor," and "net profit or loss~" For the experi-
enced teacher or supervisor these terms may be clearly understood, but 
for the beginner these terms may be less distinct. Students in agricul-
tural education sho1).ld be given a considerable amount of instruction in 
recording and making reports pertaining to supervised farming. 
The investigator would like to-point out that the term "labor income" 
is demonstrated to be the "total credits" minus the "total expenses" on 
appear to agree with definitions of the term "labor income" commonly given 
by authol;"ities in agricultural economics. 6 '.!'his immediately points out 
that the term "total expenses" may, be confusing when one may become 
doubtful whether or not to inclucfe such an item as "self labor" as an 
expense or a credit. In observing the confusion exhibited in graduate 
classes of experienced teachers of vocational agriculture concerning such 
details, the writer would recommend that such terms be clarified. The 
writer would suggest that a group of experienced teachers cooperating 
with supervisors and teacher trainers in a.griculi;,ural education depart-
ments consider revision and simplificat,ion of the supervi.sed farm 
training record book used by students of vocati.onal agriculture. 
5The Fin~l ~eEor.t_ is a report pertaining to supervised farm train-
ing that teachers of vocational agriculture in Oklahoma are required to 
complete and retm"n to the State Office of Vocational Education each year. 
6J. Norman Efferson, Pri.nciJ?J.flf-3. Qf &l!! i!J.ll:§1.gement, (New York), 
195.3, p. 76. 
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Record books and terms that are confusing to teachers certainly will be 
too complicated for hi.gh school students to o.o_mprehend. 
Other objective measures of the supervised farm training program 
which exhibited highly significant differences between the two groups 
are average annual total net pro;E'it per depai~tment, average annual total 
self labor per department, and average annual total student hours per 
department. The average annual total net profit for the above-average 
group is $13,300 and $6,450 for the below-average departments. This 
would reveal that the average net profit per department for the below-
average group was just 48.50 per cent of the average net profit of the 
a b::>ve~average group. Highly si.gnificant differences were also revealed 
between the two groups when the investigator compared the average annual 
total self labor and the average annual total munber of students. Self 
labor and student hours are reasonable estimates of ti.~e spent conducting 
supervised farm trai.ning programs, but they a.re not so reliable estimates 
of a good supervised farm training program as measures of labor income 
and tnvestment in projection projects. These facto11 s, however, do poi.nt 
out in this study that the above-average group appeared to encourage greater 
student participation in supervised farming programs. 
The average annual total labor income per department and the average 
annual labor income per student are believed to be two of the most valid 
and most important m.easures of effective programs of vocational agriculture. 
Labor income is the measure generally used i.n reporting the scope of 
farming programs of State Farmer and American Farmer applicants. Since 
value of self labor is added to net profit to get labor income, this 
measure is not affected by varied rates per hotir when figuring self labor. 
Thj.s study reveals that the average labor income per department for the 
above-average group is more than twice as great as the average labor in-
come for the below-average. group. The average labor jncome per depart-
ment for the above-average group is $15,120, Seventy-two per cent of the 
below-average group reported total labor income per departmen·~ to be less 
than $9,001; 22 per cent of the above-average group reported labor· income 
-to be less than $9,001 per depart111ent. The average labor income per 
student is l~.346,50 for the above-avere.ge group and $178.50 for the below-
average group. Thirty-tJ:,.ree of the 50 below-average depa;rtments reported 
average labor income per student to be less than ~~201, with 1.3 of this 
group reporti.ng average labor income to be less than $101. With these 
two factors manifesting highly significant differences be·tween the two 
groups, it is recommended that these objecti.ve measures of labor income 
be considered of major importance when one is developing criteria for 
measuring the effectiveness of programs of vocational educatfon in agri-· 
cul ttu"e. Labor income per student apparently is one of the best single 
cd.terion for evaluating programs of supervised farming. 
The investigator was interested in determi.ning whether or not the 
annual investment in different enterprises per department and whether or 
not labor income per department from these enterprises would reveal statis-
ti.cal differences between the above-average and the below-avera.ge group of 
departments. The enterprises considered were beef, swine, dairy cattle, 
sheep, poultry, and crops. These were considered to be the six enterpri.ses 
of major im.portance to superyised farm training programs in Oklahoma. The 
annual investment per department in each enterprise and the annual labor 
income per department derived from·each enterprise were collated and 
presented in Chapter II. Concerning investments in all enterprises consid-
ered by the investigator in this study, significant to highly significa,nt 
differences were revealed between the two groups of departments except 
for the .sheep and poultry enterprises. The above-avere,ge departments had 
1.87 times as much invested in beet projects as the below-average group; 
they had over twice as much invested in swine enterprises; they had more 
than twice as much invested in dairy projects; and they had 1.70 times as 
much invested in crop projects. The Q;,Y~.£ fil:!!1UeJ.:. investment per. g&P.art-
~ in the following enterpri.ses for ·t.he two groups of departments is 
presented: 
Beef production projects 
Swine production projects 
Sheep production projects 
Dairy production projects 
Poultry production projects 

















The am1ual labor incomes per department derived from the different 
enterprises also reveal in all instances significa1lt to highly significant 
differences between the two groups. Labor income from beef and swine both 
manifest highly significant differences. It was interesting for the writer 
to note the labor income per department for the above-average group 
averaged 3?. 83 per cent of the average annual total investment i.n the six 
enterprises; for the below-average group the labor income averaged 41,.00 
per cent of the average annual total investment in the six enterprises. 
The ~ lab.Q.!'.. ll1£~ E~. d~J.'.@.:r!,r.n£.:.'?-.1 from the six enterprises for the 
two groups :ts presented,: 
Beef production projects 
Swine productfon projects 
Sheep production projects 
Dairy production projects 
Poultry production projects 


















Supervised farm training "projects of various types conducted on the 
home farm of.fer the best-possible setting for.both teaching and learning. 11 7 
Supervised farm training is considered one of the very essential parts of 
effective programs of vocational agriculture, This investigation would 
substantiate. othel." research studies emphasizing the necessity of having 
strong supervised farm training programs in order to have effective pro-
grams of vocational agriculture. The investigator would recommend that 
factors revealing significance in this study be included as part of 
evaluative criteria when one is attempting to evaluate programs of voca-
tional agriculttu"e. It is also recommended that educational experiences 
perta:i.ning to supervised farm training be emphasized as a vitally impor-
tant area in the undergraduate cu.rri.culum in agricultural education. 
Undergraduates need to develop the ability to initiate and supervise 
farm training programs of students of vocational agri.culture. They need 
thorough training in preparing reports related to the supervised :f'arm 
training program. It may be possible that this is an area in which 
itinerant teacher trainers and district super.visors should assume greater 
responsibility in assisting teachers. It has been suggested that a 
survey be mac1e to determi.ne the need for revision and simplification of 
the record book used by students of vocational agriculture in Oklahoma 
Factors related to FJi'A. act;];vitieE!.· Practically every factor related 
to Future Farmer activities included in this investigation revealed sig-
nif'icant to highly significant differences between the above-average 
group of departments and the below-average group. A good Future Farmers 
------
7E" W. Garris, 1~.§£111.B& Y,ogg2fill:1 Agriqµlture (New York, 1954), 
p. 218. 
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of .America organi.zation appears to be an essential of an effecMve program 
of vocational agriculture. An active FFA chapter has been called the 
"catalyst" of vocational agriculture. The investigator would make the 
recommendation that factors related to FFA activities be regarded among 
the most important measures of the effectiveness of programs of voca-
tfonal agriculture. The fi.ndings presented in this study solidly support 
this point of view. 
One of the factors concerning FFA considered in this study was the 
number of active FFA members per department. A significant difference 
between the two groups is evidenced when one is considering this factor, 
with many of the departments reporting over 100 per cent of' the students 
enrolled in vocational agriculture being FFA members. Some departments, 
however, indicated less than 100 per cent of the students enrolled as 
FFA members. Some teachers of vocational agriculture demand that 
students become pe.id up FFA members if they expect to enroll i.n voca-
tional agriculture. The writer feels this is too autocratic and not in 
harmony with the ideals and principles of the FFA organization. FFA should 
be "sold" in order that boys will \~ant to become members of the organiza-
tion. This is generally the case in departments that have outstanding 
FFA chapters. 
Another factor concerning FFA activities is the ntunber of honorary 
FFA members per department. A highly s:igni.f:i.cant di.fference is revealed 
between the two groups 1,,1hen this factor is considered. The above-average 
departments a'i/-eraged al.most three times as many honorary members as the 
below-average departments. Recognizing honorary members is a function 
often overlooked by teachers of' vocational agriculture, yet it is one of 
the easiest and most rewa,rding activities FFA chapters should undertake. 
Recognition should be given to those who support programs of vocation.al 
agriculture. It is recommended the.t the supervisors and the teacher 
training staff encourage beginning teachers to include this activity in 
the local FF.A program of work. 
Some of the other FFA factors whfoh revealed significant differences 
between the two groups were as follows: participate in leadership train-
ing conferences, enter public speaking contests, participate in radio 
and television pro;::;rams, and prepare news publicity regularly. These 
m.ay be classified as leadership activities that are recommended for con-
sideration when one is developing the local FFA program of work. Programs 
of work should be developed by the FFA boys under the guidance of' the 
teacher. Unless the boys are involved in developing the local FFA pro-
gram of work, it is practically worthless. When a con:unj_ ttee is evaluating 
a program of vocational agricuJ. ture, .the FFA program of work should be 
reviewed with some of the FFA members in order for this group to get an 
indication of the amount of student participation. 
Additional I•'li'A activities which revealed highly sign;ificant differences 
between the two groups were as follows: hold advancement ceremonies for 
FFA members, hold FFA Parent-Son banquet or social, appear before civic 
clubs, and hold joi.nt Future Homemakers of America and Future Farmers of 
America socials. The factors named in this paragraph were recommended for 
considerat,ion when the investigator developed evaluative criteria for 
measuring the effectiveness of programs of vocational agriculture. The 
investigator would consider these .factors as excellent guides for :planning 
the activities of the year for any FFA group. 
The other factors indicating highly significant differences were as 
follows: providing a State FFA officer and being rated as an "Outstand-
ing FFA Chapter." These are worthy goals, but it is recognized that only 
a small percentage of the 400 departments of vocational agriculture in 
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Oklahoma could achieve these goals during any one-year period. 
Attendance at the State FFA convention and attendance at the National 
FFA convention reveal significant differences between the two groups. It 
has been the experi.ence of the writer that one of the best method-a for 
developing interest in local FFA actlvities among the members is to afford 
them an opportun:i.ty to partici.pate in FFA activities with members from 
other schools. Some of the most va.ltw .. ble experiences FFA boys should 
derive from their high school education should come .from out-of-town trips. 
if the teacher gives proper supervision and guidance, Thi.s would impJ.y 
the teacher of vocational agri.cv..lture should be with the boys of his 
department i.:q order to supervise and set an example for them at all times 
while they are representing the local FFA chapter or while they are repre-
senting the local department of' vocational agriculture. 
A strong supervised farm training program, coupled with enthusiastic 
participati.on in FFA activities, should result in a bo:y' s being awax-ded 
the State Farmer degree. One of the best criterion i.n evaluating programs 
of vocational agriculture would be to consider the number of State Farmer 
degrees awarded a department each year. When one is considering this 
factor in this investi.gation a highly significant difference is revealed 
between the two groups of departments. The Junior :t,.:fa.ster Farmer degree 
is the State Farmer degree for FFA members in Oklahoma. The above-average 
group had an average of 4.78 Junior Master Farmer degrees awarded per 
department during the three-year period covered :tn this investigation in 
contrast to an average of .46 for the below-average group. This would 
signify that above-average departments would average approximately l.6 
Junior Master Farmers per year in contrast to approximately .16 per year: 
for the below-average group. At this rate, a below-·average department 
would produce one Junior Master Farmer approximately every six years. 
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It ls very revealing to o b13erve that. no Jtmi.or }Jaster Farmers were pro-
duced by 40 of' the belo1·J·~average departments during the three-year 
period. 
A highly signHfoant difference is mani.fested between the two groups 
when one is comparing the nmnber of American Farmer degrees awarded per 
department, No American Farmer d,"lg1~ee s were awarded among the entire 
50 below-·average departments during the three-year period. Twenty.~ 
eight Amer:ice.n Farmer degrees i,JeI'e awarded to Fli'A member,s among 17 of 
the 50 above-a-rerage departments. This incUcates an average of • 56 de-
grees awarded per department from. the above-average group during the 
three-year per:iod. 
One of the more controversial :i.ssues related to FFA activities and 
programs of -;rocat:lonal agriculture is partidpation in FFA judging 
contestc. Since the five district supervisors' judgments are to be 
respected, then one must recognize the highly sign:if'ica.nt difference ex"· 
hfoited between the above .. maverage group of departments and the below-
average depar"txnents when one is considering part:lcipe.t:lon in judging 
c011tests. The factors concerni.ng judging contests :Included in this study 
reveal three measur·es th1;1,t manifest statisti.cal differences between the 
two groups. The factors are as follows: nrn11ber of contests placed in 
(s:1.x high pladngs) at the jnterscholastic FFA judging contests in 1952 
·EJ.nd 1953, the number of po:i.ntE3 earned i.n the interscholastic FFA judging 
contests :ln 1952 tm,m.rd the ]Tarmer.-Stoc.k.t'l:U:1.n Awa1~d, and the judging contest 
cash vdm1J:n.gs at the three major showt~ in Oklahoma. The three major 
shm1s included the Oklahoma State Fair, the TulfJC, State Fair, and the 
City Junfor Livestock Show. 'l'he above-average group averaged 
"80 per department from contost winnings :i.11 contrast to an average of 
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that 43 of the 50 below-average departments show no oash winnings i'rom 
judging contests at the three major shows in comparison to 22 of the above-
average group showing no cash winnings. It is recommended that participa-;. · 
tion in judging contests be weighed when evaluating programs of vocational 
agriculture. It must be-remembered, however, that the sole purpose of 
judging contests should be justi.t'i.ed in light of the educational experiences 
ma.de available to students of vocational agriculture. When this justi:t'icai-
tion ceases to be foremost, then a critical examination of judging contests 
should be made. The writer has pointed out the beneficial educational 
experiences made possible by such activities. 
Another FFA activity that may be a controversial issue among those 
responsible for administering and developing local programs of vocational 
agriculture is the show activiti.es engaged in by students of vocational 
agricultm"e. Administrators and others interested in programs of voca-
tional agriculture ma.y question the practicabi.lity of partic:i pation in 
livestock and crop shows. Some teachers may neglect other important phases 
of the program of vocational agriculture in order to spend excessive time 
at shows. Since the writer's basic assumption in this investigation was 
to accept the factors which refute the null hypothesis, show winnings 
should be accepted as one of the criterion in measuring the effectiveness 
of programs of vocational agriculture. One may observe that the above-
average group averaged $254 per department from snow winnings in contrast 
to an average of $46 for the below-average group. Thirty of the 50 below-
average departments reveal no cash winnings at the three major shows; ten 
of the above-average group show no cash winnings. It was evident when 
the investigator made this comparison that district supervisors rated 
departments above average which were most active in show programs. 
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The writer would recommend that those interested in local programs 
of vocational agriculture ser:i.ously consider the possibilities of a local 
community crop and livestock show. It is believed that local shows do 
much more for local progra.rns of vocational educat:l.on in agriculture than 
participation in major shows. The writer beli.eve,':l that parti.cipation in 
shows strengthens the supervised farm training programs of' students. On 
the ba,sis of the findings of this study, it is recommended that winnings 
at the major shows be regarded as one of the measures when one is evaluating 
programs of vocational agriculture. 
Factors included in this investigation related to FFA activities 
which sustained the null hypothesis, thus revealing no significant differ~ 
ence between the two groups of departments, are as follows: number of 
FFA chapters represented at the Sta.te FFA convention, FFA chapters havir.i.g 
a satisfactory program of work, chapters participating in cooperative 
feeding, and chapters exhibi ti11.g chapter welc.ome signs. It should 11ot 
be assumed that these are trivial or unimportant activities. All that 
is implied :i.s that no statistical difference was observed between the 
two groups of departments. 
From the evidence presented in the pages discussing FFA activities, 
it is recommended that FFA activities be given considerable attent:ton 
when one is evaluating programs of vocational agriculture. Teachers of 
vocational agriculture should attempt to develop a strong FFA chapter. 
Adm.inistrators and laymen should encourage and support an active FFA 
chapter. Supervisors and teacher trainers should assist beginning 
teachers in developing active FFA chapters. Emphasis should be placed, 
upon the factors that manifested significant to highly significant 
differences between the above-average and below-average groups of depart-
ments of vocational agr::i.cmJ.ture in this study. Undergraduates i:n 
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agri.cultural education should receive considerable instruction in 
organi.zing and developing a strong FFA chapter. 
tant area in vocational agriculttu~e is that of adult and young farmer 
education. "Instruction for out-of-school young men who are becoming 
established in farming and for older e.dult farmers is one of the most 
important phases of vocatfonal education in agriculture. 118 Another 
prominent leader in young farmer education states: 
T'ne young farmer program must always be based upon the needs of 
these young farmers of post-high school age. It is concerned primarily 
with helping them to become successfully established in farming. It is 
a program of definite, organized, systematic instruction and supervision.9 
Ekstrom and McClelland report: 
Young men leave high schools with incomplete training in vocational 
agriculture several years before they will enter farming in their own 
right. This age-group receives but little vocational assistance from 
other educational agencies and is in dire need of the guidance and con-
tinued trai.ning that can be had in young farmer classes. • • • No group 
is in better positi.on to work as effectively .with mature farmers as the 
teachers of vocational agriculture.IO 
In this investigation, those factors related to young farmer educa-
tional programs which revealed significant differences between the two 
groups were as follows: the number enrolled in young farmer classes per 
department, the number of hours of yoimg farmer instruction per depart-
ment, and the nu.mber of young farmer farm visits per department. The 
average number of young farmers enrolled for the above-average departments 
--·--... ·----· 
Sphipps and Cook, p. 501. 
~·19.rk Nichols, Yo1:111& Far:merJ!., Their Prq_blems, Activities, and 
~.ucational ~ogram (Danville, Illinois, 1952), p. 63. 
lOaeorge F. Ekstrom and ,John B. McClelland, M1JJ..1 ~9:.!J.on in 
Y£,cational Agricu~ty.:i:~ (Danville, Illinois, 1952), pp. 16 and 17. 
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wa,s 14.30 in contrast to a mean of 10.88 for the below-average depart-
ments. Eleven of the below-average departments reported no yoimg farmers 
enrolled in classes; five of the above-average group reported none en-
rolled. Of the 84 departments reporting yovng farmer instruction, all 
reported at least 20 hours of instruction. The above-average group shows 
a mean of 39,70 hours of instruction in contrast to a mean of J0.50 for 
the below--average group. Only tlu,ee oi' the 100 departments reported more 
than 70 hours of young farmer :tnstruction per year. The average annual 
number of young farmer visits per year shows the above-average group to 
have reported 51. 70 vi.sits per department and the below-average group 
reported 30. 90 visits. This manifests a highly si.gnificant difference. 
Th:is would suggest that an effective yoimg farmer program of instruction 
should include home visit:3 as well as organized classroom instruction. 
When collaM.ng data concerning adult education, the investigator 
failed to detect any significant differences revealed between the means 
of the two groups. In fact, the below-average departments reported an 
average of 56.70 hours of adult instruction in comparison to a reported 
53.10 hours of' adult :i.nstruction by the above-average group. 
The investigator recommends that teacher,s of vocational agriculture 
make a conscientious effort to offer -well-organized educational programs 
to the adult farmers and young farmers. Administrators should assume the 
• responsibHity of encouraging stronger ,'3.dult programs. It is belie,ived 
that some administrators may feel the adult program is not the responsi.-
b:Uity of tb.":'i schools, and, in some instances, it is believed they may 
discourage such a program. It is suggested that report forms pertaini.ng 
to adult and young farmer edu.cat:ion be signed by the superintendent or 
principal and the vocational agriculture teacher before being sent to the 
State Office of Vocational .Education. This is a normal practice in some 
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states. It is suggested that supervisors spend part of their time in 
famili.arizing beginning teachers and inexperienced superintendents of 
the obligations and responsibilities of the teacher of vocational agri-
culture to adult farmers and young farmers in farming comrm:m.i.ties. 
Teacher training departments should place considerable emphasis upon 
undergraduate and graduate instruction and guidance in developing adult 
programs a11.d in teaching adult classes. Ass1stance and encouragement 
should .be given beginning teachers of vocational agriculture by ad.minis ... 
trators, supervisors, and itinerant teacher trainers. A suggestfon often 
voiced among beginning teachers is that a fewer number of hours of adult 
and Jroung farmer instruction be required dD.ring the first year on a new 
job. 
The area of adult and young farmer education appears to be one of 
the most obvious weaknesses in programs of vocational agriculture. Before 
this segment of the total program of vocational agriculture can be 
strengthened to any marked degree, a marked change in atti.tudes must 
occur among those respons:1.ble for administering and implementing progra.tns 
of vocational education in agriculture. 
E,.e.cto.E.§_ ~~ to school £11E.,;:1£.i:!lum. It is believed that programs 
of vocational ag:ri.culture are affected by the number of students enrolled 
in ,rocational agriculture and the number of curricular units of instruction 
offered in the high schools. The investigator observed that schools with 
low enrollments and narrow curriculums were generally the schools which 
tended to be sub-standard in their programs of vocational agriculture. 
This belief is substantiated by the findings in this imrestigation. 
Significant to highly significant differences were revealed between the 
two groups of departments when these factors were considered. 
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When the investigator compared the ntunber of students enrolled in 
vocational agriculture, a signi.ficant difference was revealed with the 
above-average group averaging 5.2 more student,s than the below-average 
group. Nine of the below-average group had less than .31 students en-
rolled in vocational agriculture. Another factor believed to be affected 
by the si.ze of school enrollment wa:3 the number of active FFA members 
per department. The above-average group differs significantly from the 
below-average group, for the above-average group had 7.5 more FFA members 
than the below,~average group. 
The investi.gator believes that the highly significant difference 
manH'ested between the two groups when he eompared the number of graduates 
in college is influenced by the curriculums found in the secondary schools. 
TM.s statement is supported by the findings which show a highly significant 
difference between the two groups when. he compared the number of curricular 
units of instruction offered in the related schools. The below-average 
·departments were associated with secondary schools that averaged only 
27. 26 U..'Yli ts of :i.nstruction in contrast to an average of .3.3 • .34 for the 
above-average group. Sixteen of the below-average departments were in 
high schools that offered less than 25 units of instruoMon; onlythree 
of the above-average schools offered fewer than 25 units of instruction. 
Another factor revealing a highly significant difference between the 
two groups is the number of,' schools that were accredited in the North 
Central Association. Twenty-four of the above-average departments were 
in schools that were accredited in contrast to 11 of the below-average 
departments :i.n such schools. The total number of years of vocational 
agriculture per department indicates a highly significant difference 
between the two groups. Twenty-six of the below-average departments had 
been in operation for less than nine years. It is possible in some 
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instances below-average departments were ass·ociated wHh schools that had 
not been able to qualify for departments of vocational agriculture earlier 
because of low enrollment and Um:ttod facilities. The below·-a~rerage 
departments show a greater difference between the total number of years 
of vocational agriculture and the nm11ber of years of continuous vocational 
agriculture. This would indicate the below--average departments had more 
interruptions 1n their programs of' vocational agriculture. 
In evaluating programs of vocational agriculture one must recognize · 
that schools 1,Jith low enrollment and with limited curricular offerlngs 
are likely to be operating imder circmnstances which would make it 
extremely difficult for them to meet the goals and objectives that would 
ma.ke :i..t possible for them to be rated above average. 
It is :i,~ecommended that schools requesting that departments of voca-
t:i.onal agriculture be added to the school cm•r±culum be carefully 
surveyed before the request is approved. The suryey should include data 
concerning the present high school enrollment and predi.cted enrollment 
for later years. The facilities available for teaching vocational agri-
cultm0 e and the number of cm-·ricular units of Jnstruction offered should 
also be considered. 
Other fact.ors that revealed no significant differences. Factors not ·- - ' ' ,: -
prevfously mentioned in this chapter tha.t revealed no si.gn:ificant d:l.ffer-
ences between the means of the two groups will be discussed in the 
follovd.ng paragre.phs. Thr::,se factors must be considered of J.esse:t 
importance in this study since a basic pnmdse was to accept only those 
factors wh:1ch ;i:•evealed significant, differences between the above-:::1verage 
group of departments and the below-average group for developing criteria 
for evaluat.ing the ef.fectivene:ss of programs of vocational agriculture .. 
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The purpose wc.s to accept significant factors wh:ich rev"ealed statistical 
4:,. 
dissimilarities bet1veen the above-average ·group and the below-average 
group. Factors which have previously been discussed in other sub-
divisions of this chapter will not warrant further discussion. 
Factors related to enrollment of farm boys and non-farm boys gave 
no indication of significant differences between the two groups or· 
departments. The writer :is led to believe that some teachers do not 
have a clear deffoj tfoi::i ot' the terms "farm boys" and "non-farm boys." 
It :i.s suggested that such terms be defined in an jnstructional manual or 
sheet to accompany reports that originate in the State Office of Vooa ... 
tional Education before they are distributed to the teachers of vooa-
tional agriculture. When the investigator tested the null hypothesis 
concerning the factors pertaining to the number of farm boys and non-
farm boys per department, no signif:i.cant difference was evidenced. 
between the means of' the two groups. Other factors, however, ~lated to 
supervised farming programs of.' the boys manifested significant to highly 
significant dlfferences between the two groups. The writer would con-
elude that a goodly number of farm boys would necessarily be found in 
effective departments in order to d1splay strong supervised farm train-
ing programs. It is quite possible that both groups of departments 
imuld have functioned more efficiently had there been a fewer number ot 
non-farm boys enrolled who truJ.y were not interested in vocational agr:i.-
cw.ture. A recom::.1endation is offered that administrators cooper·ate with ··i·: 
:.t 
teachers of vocational agriculture, carefully screening non-farm boys 
before approving them for enrolling in vocational agr:icul t1,.1re. There 
should be a cooperative effort to e_nroll only those who manifest 
defin:i..te need, interest, and facilities f'or partioipati.ng in the curric-
ular offerings in vocat:tonal agriculture. Enrolling others, non-farm 
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boys or farm boys, who divulge lack of interest, little evidence of need, 
or inadeqv.ate facilities for carrying on sati.sfactory supervised farm 
training programs will contribute to a weaker program of vocational agri-
culture. Students deserving consideration receive less time and attention 
when a department is burdened with an excessive number of "non-vocat:ion1;1.l" 
st'udents. Vocational agriculture should not be a "dumping area" for the 
problem child just because the teacher of vocational agr:tculture is a 
good disciplinarian or because vocational agriculture is an :interesting 
course. 
Of the nine factors related to graduates and drop.outs per depart-
ment, only the one pertaining to the number reported in college indicated 
a significant difference between the two groups. There was no sig11ificant 
difference indicated between the two groups when the investigator oonsid ... 
ered those factors related to placement in farming or agricultural occupa-
tions. The findings ap~.rently emphasize the necessity of' teachers of' 
vocational agriculture working toward the general objectives of education 
:pertaining to the over-all school program, One should realize that only 
a small percentage of the students enrolled in vocational agriculture 
will eventua.lly become farmers. Teachers of vocational agriculture 
serving in the public schools of America. must have a part in the devel-
opment and guidance of a larger number of boys and girls, although they 
may never become established i.n the "voca tj on ot farmj ng. 11 As Hamlin 
states: 
The ta.sk of the public school, as a developer of American citizens, 
becomes correspondingly comple;x and important. Agricultural education 
has been brought jnto the schools to assist in maki:mg citizens more capable 
of providing for their own needs, in reducing the number of parasites upon 
other citizens, and in making more available to all citizens, the food, · 
clothing, and shelter they require. It is also expected to contribute as 
any other kind of' education to the general purposes of the public schools, 
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The public schools are concerned idth the best total development of 
human beings. Our task in public school education in agricult1 . .1re is to 
aid in developing men and women, who live on farms; work in agricultural 
businesses, industries, and professions; consume agri.cultural products; 
and determine public agricultural policies. We are no-t, primarily inter-· 
ested i.n developing farmers or agricultural workers.11 
Another factor that failed to reveal a significant difference be-
tween the above-average group and the. below-average group was concerned 
with the number of schools offering four or more units of vocational 
home economics. Concerning this factor no sign::i.ficant difference was 
observed, even though the findings indicated 33 of the above-avera.ge 
group were associated with schools that offered four or more units of 
vocational home economics; and 25 of the below-average group were asso-
dated with schools that offered four or more units of vocational home 
economics. 
No significant difference was exp.ibHed when comparing the average 
number of teacher changes per department. A significant difference was 
apparent, however, when the investigator compared the nurnbe.r of depart..: 
ments that revealed no teacher changes since 1948. Thjrty-two of the 
above-average group revealed no teacher changes in contrast to 20 from 
the belo1,J-average group. 
li§l.9.0™deq_ ~ g! £!:.H~~ de1!§:.J:.9.P.e4 !?.Y. tl1.§:. iny.§1:ltiga~.r_. After 
compiling the data, testing the null hypothesis to detect significant 
differences between the above-average and the below-average groups, the 
writer formulated S!;1RJ2l~m_~_:gJ~~F:Z. Cz:.i t@r ii!:, f o:r_ Ev::~J:ua ti :qg_ f.rogr~rn.@. g£ 
Vocational !griculture. The wrHer recommends that these cr1.teria be 
llH. M •. Hamlin, "The Unique Role of Public School Education in 
Agriculture," TI?-e ~rj.cultl::!:!§1 Educatfon l'1'a.gaz~.~1~, (August 195.3), 
p. 32. 
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used in measuring the effectiveness of a program of vocational agriculture. 
S);1.J;miementarr Criteria for Evaluating, P.rogr~ms of ~~t:lonal M_riculture J2 
may be found in the Appendix of this thesis. 
Those factors wh:ich revealed sign:Ificant differences between the 
above-average group of departments and the below-average group were used 
as a guide when the writer developed these supplementary criteria. 
Each criterion is concerned with a ,specif:ic factor objectively stated in 
terms of either the "total ntunber per department" or "average number per 
student. 11 A suggested goal is itemi.zed for each criterion by .;Listing the 
"mean" of the above-average group 2.r., the "percentage" of the above-average 
group participating in the activity Q.t. the "percentage'' of the abo~,e-
average group reporting an affirmitive answer. The means listed represent 
annual averages. 
When a committee is involved in evaluatfon of a program or depart-
ment of voca t:ional agr:icul ture, they should consider those factors 
selected in this study that evidenced significant differences between 
the above-average group and the below-average group. Those factors are 
l:i.sted in the Sui:>plemenyary Criteria for Evaluating Programs of Vocatio11,;,"t,1 
The first step in evaluating is to determine the accomplishments of 
the department for the past fiscal year. One of the next steps would be 
to set goals for the next year by weighing the .achievements of the past 
yeo.r and compari.ng those achieyements with the means of the above-average 
group which are listed in the Appendix. Goals would not need to equal or· 
exceed the means established by the above-average group reported in this 
study, Goals should be adapted to the spec:Lfic department being 
12App"'''"C 1· ,. .,., , ,J ~ t..-.L.I. ·- ._.:'i.,' 1-__,"' 174, 
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evaluated. The goals accepted for that individual department should be 
challenging, yet attainable. It, is not imperative that all f'actors listed 
in the supplementary criteria in the Appendix of this thesis be included 
as goals or objectives for any department. Those involved in the eval-
uating should develop only the goals and objectives that seem pertinent 
and reasonable. The final step is to make plans to accomplish the proposed 
goals and objectives that have been developed. It is suggested that those 
criter~.a developed in this study be used only as a supplement to evalu-
ative criteria already being use~. 
Evaluation is a continuous process occurring in the public schools 
of the United States. The purpose of evaluation is to examine the present 
situation in order to make needed changes and to encourage progress. If' 
the schools are to serve the people living ina democratic community, then 
the public must be involved in evaluation of the educational progralils. 
Summarz. In evaluating programs of vocational education in agri-
culture, it is apparent that the major areas for measuring the effective-
ness of programs which have been identified in this investigation should 
be grouped into the following categories: 
1. Factors identifying an extensive supervised farm training 
program 
2. Facto.rs perta:i.ning to an active Future Farmers of Am.eriCla 
chapter 
3. Factors characterizing a practical systematic educational 
program for young farmers and adult farmers 
4, Factors related to a desirable school curriculum that is 
broad enough in scope to meet adequately the needs of boys 
and girls and adults living in the school conununity 
It i.s recommended that the undergraduate curriculum in agricultural 
education provide the needed educational experiences to prospective 
teachers of vocational agriculture concerning those vj.tally important 
areas identHied in the preceding paragraph. 
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It is recommended that teachers of vocational agriculture, partic-
ularly beginning teachers, receive more guidance in initiating and super-
vising these areas of jnstructfon. It is also recommended they receive 
guidance in preparing reports to be returned to the State Office of Voca-
tional Education. Supervisors and jtinerant teacher trainers in agricul--
tural education should provide such guidance. 
It is sugge,sted that revisfon oi' some of the report forms be consid-
ered. It is also suggested that teachers of vocational agriculture be 
surveyed concerning the need for revision and simplification of the super-
vised farm training record book kept by studer::.ts of vocational agriculture. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMAR.! AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This thesis has been concerned primarily with evaluation of pro-
grams of vocational education in agri.culture. Prominent educators in 
agricultural education have indicated a need for further research re-
garding this important process. In reviewing the available literature, 
the investigator observed that little has been done concerning evalua-
tion of programs of vocational agriculture through the application of 
statistical analysi.s to data to test the validity of materials surveyed, 
Most of the studies that were reviewed dealt with subjective opinion-
type surveys. 
The writer analyzed factors believed to contribute to the effective-
ness of programs of vocational agr;i.culture in secondary schools in 
Oklahoma. Eighty factors were selected on the basis of the literature 
reviewed and consultations with authorities. Only £actors were selected 
which could be measured, objecti.vely. Fifty above-average and. 50 below-
average departments of vocational agriculture were identified by the 
five district supervisors in Oklahoma. Data pertaining to these two 
groups of departments were collated and analyzed. These data were gathered 
for a three-year period coveri.ng the school years of 1949-,1950, 1950-1951, 
and 1951-1952. Data were collected from the materials maintained in the 
files in the State Office of Vocational Education. Data pertaining to 
each o.f the 80. factors were used to test the null hypothesis in order 
to identify those factors which revealed significant differences between 
the above-average group of departments and the below-average group~ :r:t 
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was assumed that the five district supervisors of vocational agriculture 
in Oklahoma could identify above-average departments and below-average 
departments. It was also assumed that those factors which manifested 
significant differences by refuting the null hypothesis were valid 
guides in developing criteria for evaluating programs of vocational 
agriculture. It was believed that significant differences would identify 
valid dissimilarities between the two groups. Significant differences, 
when comparing the two groups, were considered to be important guides in 
identifying:characteristics which contribute to the effectiveness ot 
programs of vocational education in agriculture. 
Thus, the purpose of this study was to develop evaluative criteria 
which could be used in initiating, developing, and administering programs 
of vocational education in agriculture. The purpose of this study was to 
aid teachers and prospective teachers of vocational agriculture, teacher 
trainers in agricultural education, supervisors, administrators, and 
interested laymen in evaluating programs of' vocational agriculture. 
§.ummary. When attempting to identify significant differences between 
the above-average group of departments of vocational agriculture and the 
below-average group, the investigator obsel;'ved that there were four 
general areas revealed to be of importance. The significant factors 
considered in this study, therefore, were classified into four major 
areas assumed to contribute to the effectiveness of programs of voca-
tional agriculture.· These four areas are as follows: factors related to 
the supervised farm training program, factors concerning Future Farmers 
of America activities, factors pertaining to young farmer and adult 
farmer education, and factors characterizing the school and school curric-
ulum of which the vocational agriculture program was a component. 
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On the basis of the findings evidenced in this investigation, a strong 
supervised farm training program appears to be of utmost importance in the 
development of an effective program of vocational education in agriculture. 
A strong supervised farm training program should include production pro-
jects, improvement projects, and supplementary farm jobs. The findings 
of this study indicate that farm visits by the teacher of vocational a~i-
culture are of value in encouraging and supervising farming p;i:-ograms of 
students. Factors regarding the amount invested in production projects 
were revealed to be valid criteria when identifying dissimilarities between 
above-average departments and below-average departments. The amowr~ in-
vested per department and the labor income per department from the total 
supervised farming program manifested si.gnificant differences. The 
amount invested in specific enterprises and the labor :income per depart-
ment from these enterprises also revealed significant d,ii'ferences between 
the two groups of departments. 
On the basi.s of the data studied, it is indicated that an active 
...• ~. 
Future Farmers of America organization is another vitally important 
component of an effecti.ve program of vocational education in agriculture.· 
The nUlllber of State Farmers degrees awarded and the nUlllber of American 
Farmers degrees awarded are revealed to be valid measures of an ef.t'ect::tve 
program of vocati.onal agriculture. These two factors are also related to 
the supervised f'arm training program, even though they were grouped with 
FFA activities. Part:i.cipation in FFA leadership training activities is 
another area manifesting significant differences between the above-average 
group and the. below-average group. These activities included partioipa- .. 
tion in advancement oeremonies for FFA.members, leadership training schools, 
public speaking contests, radio and television programs, civic club pro ... 
gl'.'ams, and preparation of news articles. Participation in judging contests 
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was another factor which revealed significant differences between the two 
groups. The above-average group exhibited considerably more crop and 
livestock winners in the major shows jn Oklahoma. Forty-three of the 
50 above-average departments held Parent-Son banquets or socials honoring 
the parents. Twenty-nine of the below,-average group held suoh affai.rs. 
This study indicated that other measures of desirable F:b.,A activities are 
a.s folloi·JS: the nmnber of honorary FFA chapter members, the percentage 
of the students enrolled in vocat:ional agriculture that are FE'A members, 
the nmnber of members that attend the State and National FFA conventions, 
and participation in joint ]:i'uture Homemakers of America and Future Farmers 
of America socials. 
The factors related to young farmer educa.tfonal programs that revealed 
significant differences between the two groups of departments are as 
follows: the number enrolled in classes, the total nu.rnber of hours of 
instruct:ton, and the total number of hours of farm visits to homes of 
yo1.m.g farmers. The other factors related to young farmer and adult .farmer 
educatfon considered jn this study failed to reveal significant differences 
between the means of the two groups. 
Findings in thj.s study have shown tb.at the curricular offerjngs of 
the school affect programs of vocational educat:ton h1 agriculture. In 
compar:ing the two groups, the investigator observed that 24 of the 50 
above,-average departments were associated with schools that were accredited 
in the No2'.'th Central Assoc:iat:ion, wb.Ue only 11 of the 50 belo·w-average 
were associated with scb.ools that were accredit,,:;d. The size of the school 
measured in terms of school enrollment in vocational agriculture and the 
number of curricular units of instruction taught manifested significant 
differences between the g1"'oups. It should be recognized th2,t schools 
with hm:l.ted enrollment and 1·J:i.th limited curricular offertngs generally 
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did not have above-average programs of vocational agriculture. 
Two factors included in this study related to the mrn1ber of years 
that vocational agriculture departments had been :in operation mani.fested 
signif:i.cant differences between the above-average group and the below--
average group. The above-average group of departments had averaged 
20. 90 years of operation in comparison with an average of 15 ., .38 years 
for the below-average group. The above-average group showed an almost 
·identical average of 20.02 years of continuous operat.:ion; however, the 
belo1,H:werage group averaged 12.L,2 years of continuous operation. It is 
obvious that the above-average departments had a considerably fewer 
11.umber of disrupti.ons and per:iods of discontinuance than did the below-
average departments. 
Another factor which revealed a sign:ificant difference between the 
two groups was the ntunber of teacher changes that occurred in the depart-
ments of vocational agricultu~e for a six-year period. One may note that 
teacher changes occm·red in H~ of the 50 above-average departments, 
whereas teacher changes occurred in .30 of the 50 below-average departments. 
~onnnend1:i.tj.Q..l'l§., Art;/ educational program needs careful examination 
from time to ti.me to keep it in step with the educat;ional and social needs 
of the people :1.t serves. Evallvrl:,:lon is a vital process that should involve 
studentsy parents, teachers, administrators, superyisors, interested lay ... 
men, and the public if' it :is to be the accepted process to be used in the 
publ:i.c schools of the Uni.ted States. Evaluation of an educational pro··· 
gram ,should be made to determine "l:,he effectiveness of the present situa-
tion and to serve as a guide for planning improvements :in order to 
enc:ourage prog;r'ess. Evaluation should be confined to a specific individ.lal 
program, it should not be eoncerned wi.th a comparison of programs of 
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various schools. i Evaluation shquld be accomplished by inventorying the 
achievements and activities of' the individual.program of a specific 
school with the purpose of·d~veloping or revising goals and objectives. 
After goals and objectives have been developed, then it should be the 
responsibility of' those concerned to initiate and implement plans for 
accomplishment of those goals and objectives. 
The purpose of' this investigation was to develop valid evaluative 
criteria that could be used in identifying factors which contribute to 
the effectiveness of programs of vocational education in agriculture. 
SupplementarJ: Criteria for Evaluating.Pf:_ograms of Vocational Agriculture 
were developed by the investigator~ These criteria may be found in the 
Appendix of this thesis. It is recomm.ended that these criteria presented 
in this s~udy be used as a -supplement to other evaluative criteria already 
being used. The mean (average) of the above-aveJ;'age group of departments 
of vocational agriculture is presented £or each factor listed as a 
criterion in §.gpplementary Criteria for Evaiuatip._g, Programs 2-t Voca tion!i!:l 
Agricult'UI'e. Means are presented in the criteria to serve only as a guide 
for those setting goals, developing objectives, and p3.a:nni~ activities 
of an individual school program of vocational eduoatfon in agriculture. 
Goals of any program of vocational agriculture should.be determined by 
considering the past achievements of its program and the logical expecta-
tion of its accomplishments for the future. Goals for a particular 
departmental program, therefore, could be higher or lower than those 
suggested by one's observing the means of the above-average group pre-
sented in the suggested criteria of this thesis. 
On the basis of the data studied, the writer recommends that factors 
related tb the supervised farm training program, factors concerning 
Fut;ure Farme:c's of America activities, factors pertaining to young farmer 
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and adult farmer education, and factors characterizing the school and 
school curriculum, which a:N presented :i.n the §JdF..El~mentar;z Criter~a f2!. 
Evaluatiug_ P.;rograms of Vocation~l Agricµltu:r:~, be weighed carefully by 
those evaluating programs of vocational education in agriculture. Those 
factors in the four major areas li.sted in these criteria revealed signif-
icant differences between the above-average group of departments of 
vocational agriculture and the below-s:1rerage group. These factors are 
recommended to be valid guides when commJ ttee members are attempting to 
identify factors contributing to the effectiveness of programs of' voca-
tional agr foul ture. 
P.UJ?J?.1fil'l!.ent¥",.Z Criteria fo;:_ §vaJ.l:1:§.i~ng_ P£._~g_rapl[ 2±. ~,tional ~_gti--
cult_ure and the· findings presented in this thesis should facilitate 
evaluation of programs of vocational educaM.on :i.n agriculture. Teachers 
and prospective teachers of vocational agric;nuture may find this study 
useful in identifying the characteristics peculiar to above-average depart-
ments. Teacher-trainers in agricu.ltural education may find this report 
of value when planning and developing the curriculum to better meet the 
needs of students. The curriculum in ag:ricultural education should .include 
parti.cipating experiences for students to become i.nvolved jn the activities 
concerning the four major areas emphasized in this investigation. Ad.niin-
istrators should become familiar with the complete program of vocational 
educatfon in agriculture. in order to assist beginning teachers in plan.11.ing 
and developing effective programs of vocatfonal agriculture. The findings 
of th:i..s study may aid administrators to gain b$tter insight into a complete 
program. Supervisors of ,rocational agriculture ma:7 find helpful informa ... 
tion in this thesis. Interested laymen may also find this study useful 
in gaining a more comprehensive pi.ctu.re of an effective :program of voca··· · 
tiona1 education in agriculture. 
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The investigator recommends that further research be pursued concern-
ing eval1.k"1.tion of programs of yocational educatfon :in agriculture. He 
would suggest that research be conducted pertai.ning to evaluation of pro-
grams of vocatfonal agricultltce in wh:ich objective data would be used to 
test the validity and reliabi.li ty of evaluative criteria. Objective data 
should be used to measure the effectiveness of such programs, Research 
studi.es pertaining to the improvement of evaluation and evaluative tech-
n:i.qties will always be needed lf the public schools in the United States 
are expected to make the desirable changes in order to meet the social 
and educational needs of the people they sarve. 
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Factors Related to Supervised Farm Training 
Mean 
of the above,..average 
.departments 
Total number of production projects 
completed per c1epe.rtment • . , • • 31 • • • • • • 105.5 
Total number of improvement projects 
completed per department, , •• ·, • • 
Tot.al number of supplemer.1:liary farm jobs 
completed per department • , • · • • . • 
. .. . . ' 
. . . . .. . 
227 
692.5 
d. Total number of. supervised farm training visits 
per department . • • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • 54 7. S 
e. Total ntunbe1" of' hours of self labor per 
department • . • • •.. •- . ~- .. . . . .• • • • • 5,720 
f. Total value of supervisecl farm training program 
per department • • . • • . • , , • • • , • · • $.31, 000 
g. Total net profit per department from super-






Total value of self labor per department. . . 
Total vs.lue of labor income per department 
from supervised farm training ••••• • • 
Total investment in beef production projects 
per department . • . . . . . • . • . . • • • 
Total jnvestm.ent i.n swine production projects 
por department • . . • . . • ' • • • • • • • 
Total inve st,ment in dairy production projects 






m. Total investment in crop procluct:lon projects 
pe::r department • • • • • • • • , • • • • • • $ 9,120 
n. Total labor income fron1 beef production 




Total bor :income from swine production 
projects per c1epartmerd::, 
To+,, ·1 1"'1J·or J' ··1,..or:1'" ··1"r"o··:1 sc••--,e. C'I> ·nr0 r'·"l"c·r1' ,"'1~ Ut;;.;1,. __ -._.:s, ., _.J....V ,1.;.:., •. , ,\..-• 1::.iJ..~-"-'.,1,;; ,.:.;· ,..l,-.• '..-'1. J . .,,,!.J, 
p:coj ects per department 
Total lc,.bor :lncome from dairy production 
proj ect1:, pc,r depa:ctnent 
r. 1'ota1 labor income from poultr? production 
1J1~oj ects pe1~ cJ.ei)e.r~trnc~:nt 
s. Total labor inconm from crop production 
projects per· departn1ent 
C.., 
cL 
Ave1°age nmaber of' product:ion projects 
conp1et,sd per student 
Ave:C'age ntU111)er of irn.provmnent projects 
co.mpleted per student 
Ave:C'age number of 3Upplementc.ry farm jobs 
complete:1 student 
Avera;:;e nmnber of' supervised farm training 
v:lsits p,Gr t:;tudent . 
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Mean 
of the above-average 
departments 
• $ 2,560 
rr:~ • ~:p L,31 
504 
d~ .3 9?0 
• ~t,! ' I~ 
Mean 





A-,rerage i.11v ... ost.1:n.ei1t i.1.1 st:qJerv1...secl fD.:c1n trai11.., .. 
ing per stucl .. ent 
f. Average -v'alue of labor jncome per student· 
from superv:i.:3ed farm:ing 
176 
Factors Related to FFA Activities 
Criteria 12.@_Ftaining to the department as a unit. 
Mean 
of the above-average 
departments 
a. Total number of FFA members per 
department • • • • , • • • • • • 0 • • 52. 9 
b. Number of honorary FFA members named annually 
per department • • • . , • • • • • . ., • • • 1.(17 
c. Number of State Farmer degrees awarded annually 
per department • • . • • • • • 1. 6 
d, Number of American Farmer degrees awarded 
annually per department 0 0 0 .. .19 
e. Number of FFA members per department that attended 
the State FFA convention •••••••••••• 7.64 
f. Number of judging contests placed in at the inter-
scholastic FFA state judging contests per 
department (high six placings) • • • • • • • ..38 
g. Total munber of points earned toward the Farm~1:-
Stockman Award per department , . • • • • • 2 .6 
h. Total value of cash winnings per department from 
judging contests at the tln·ee major shows in '7 
Oklahoma • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • $9 .40 
i o Total value of cash winnings per department 
k. 
from crop and livestock exhibited at the three 
major shrn,.rs in Oklahoma ". . • • , • • \$127 
Percentage of the students enrolled in voca-
tional agriculture that a.re members of the 
local FFA chapter • , •••••.•••• . . 114 % 
Percentage 
of the above-average 
departments that reported 
Holding FFA advancement ceremonies for 
members in the local chapter •• 66 % 
l. Participating in FFA leadership training 
schools o o • o (; o ,,. • o o o o o o o 82 % 
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Percentage 
of the above-average 
departments that reported 
rn. Participating in FF1 public speaking 
contests ..•....•••..• . . . 20 % 
n. Holding ~"'FA Parent-Son banquet or social 
honoring parents • • • • . . • • • • . • • • 86 % 
o. Participating in radio programs . . . 
p. Partic:Ipating in television programs. . . 
q. Presenting FFA programs before civic clubs • • 




tion by local FFA members • • • • • • • 28 % 
s. Holding joint Future Homemakers of America 
and Future Farmers of .America social or 
t. 
u. 
partJt . . . . . • • . . . . Cl • • • • • 48 % 
Preparing FFA news publicity regularly. 
Providi:n.g a State FFA officer (during 
three-year period) ••.•. 
. . . 98 % 
9 % 
v. Being rated as an "Outstanding FFA Chapter" 




Factors Related to Adult and Young Farmer Education 
Hean 
of the above-average 
departments 
Total number enrolled in young farmer 
classes per department ••••••. . . . . ' . 
Total nmnber of hours of yomig farmer 
instruction per department • • • • • • 
Total nmnber of young farmer visits per 
department • • • . • • • • • • • . • . 
'39, 7 
. . . . . 51.7 
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Factors Related to the School Curriculum 
Criteria pertaining to th~ depart~~.!'!1 ~~unit 
Mean 
of the above-average 
departments 
a. Total number of students ei'lr'olled in all-day 
classes of vocational agriculture per 
b. 
department • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • 
Total number of graduates and drop-outs in 
college per department ••••••••• 
. . . 
. . . 
c. Total nu.lllber of curricular units of instruction 
offered in the high school ..•••••••• 
d. Total number of years of vocational agriculture 
since first opening • • • . • • • . • . • • • 
e. Total number of continuous years of operation 
since last opening ••••. , •.••••• 
46.2 
3.14 




of' the above-average 
departments that evidenced 
f. Being associated with high schools that 
were accredited in the North Central 
Association •01110•0-••t•••• 
g. No teacher changes occurring within depart-
ments for the six-year period .• , • • . 64 % 
NOTE: The criteria suggested and the means presented should be assumed 
to be stated in terms of the average total number per department E.t 
the average number per student unless otherwise designated. All means 
presented represent annual averages for the above-average departments. 
The percentages given represent the percentage of' the above-average 
departments reporting P9-rticipation in £r. indicat:ing an affirmitive 
answer. 
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